City of Maple Ridge

COUNCIL WORKSHOP AGENDA
March 31, 2020

11:00a.m.
Blaney Room, 1st Floor, City Hail
The purpose of the Council Workshop is to review and discuss policies and other items of interest to Council.
Although resolutions may be passed at this meeting, the intent is to make a consensus decision to send an
item to Council for debate and vote or refer the item back to staff for more information or clarification. The
meeting is live streamed and recorded by the City of Maple Ridge.

REMINDER:

March 31, 2020 Council Meeting

7:00 p.m.

Council Chamber

1.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA

2.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Minutes of the March 10, 2020 Council Workshop Meeting

3.

PRESENTATIONS AT THE REQUEST OF COUNCIL

3.1

Delegation: Metro 2050 (12-15 Mins)
Metro Vancouver Regional Planning staff to present on Metro 2050.

4.

UNFINISHED AND NEW BUSINESS

4.1

2020 Community Emergency Preparedness Fund EOC & Training Application
Staff report dated March 31, 2020 recommending that staff be authorized to submit
an application to the Union of British Columbia Municipalities 2020 Community
Emergency Preparedness Fund Emergency Operations Centre and Training Program
for funding toward "Fire Hall #4 EOC Equipment" project.
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4.2

Housing Needs Report: Proposed Scope of Work
Staff report dated March 31, 2020 recommending that the proposed scope of work
for the City of Maple Ridge Housing Needs Assessment be endorsed.

4.3

Town Centre Visioning Process
Staff report dated March 31, 2020 recommending that the Town Centre Visioning
Public Engagement Process be endorsed.

4.4

Integrated Stormwater Management Plans - South Alouette River and Kanaka
Creek Watersheds
Staff report dated March 31, 2020 recommending that the South Alouette River and
Kanaka Creek Integrated Stormwater Management Plan be endorsed and that staff
be directed to bring forward the recommendations of the ISMP as part of future
Business Plans for consideration. Link to full version of the ISMP Note: this pdf is a very

large file (115MB)

4.5

Maple Ridge Tree Permit Survey Update

Staff report dated March 31, 2020 recommending that staff prepare amendments to
the Tree Bylaw and process.

4.6

Employment Lands: Update on Yennadon Lands Process

Staff report dated March 31, 2020 providing an update on the Yennadon Lands
Redesignation process including the proposed community engagement process and
next steps.

4. 7

Update - Review of Purchasing Policy 5.45
Staff report to be distributed under separate cover.

5.

CORRESPONDENCE - Nil

5.1

UPCOMING EVENTS - Nil

6

BRIEFING ON OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST/ QUESTIONS FROM COUNCIL
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7.

MATIERS DEEMED EXPEDIENT

8.

NOTICE OF CLOSED COUNCIL MEETING - Nil

9.

ADJOURNMENT

APPROVED BY:
DATE:

APPROVED BY:

CHECKED BY:

DATE:

DATE:

City of Maple Ridge

COUNCIL WORKSHOP MINUTES
March 10, 2020
The Minutes of the City Council Workshop held on March 10, 2020 at 11:02 a.m. in the Blaney
Room at City Hall, 11995 Haney Place, Maple Ridge, British Columbia for the purpose of
transacting regular City business.
PRESENT
Elected Officials
Mayor M. Morden
Councillor J. Dueck
Councillor K. Duncan
Councillor C. Meadus
Councillor G. Robson**
Councillor R. Svendsen
Councillor A. Yousef*

Appointed Staff
A. Horsman, Chief Administrative Officer
D. Boag, General Manager Parks, Recreation & Culture
C. Carter, General Manager Planning & Development Services
C. Crabtree, General Manager Corporate Services
S. Nichols, Deputy Corporate Officer
D. Pollock, General Manager Engineering Services
T. Thompson, Chief Financial Officer
Other staff
F. Armstrong, Manager, Corporate Communications
K. Baird, Tourism Coordinator
S. Cote-Rolvink, Chief Building Official
C. Cowles, Manager of Community Social Safety Initiatives,
Licences & Bylaws
W. Dupley, Director Economic Development
M. Orsetti, Director Bylaw and Licensing Services

Note: These Minutes are posted on the City Web Site at www.mapleridge.ca

*Councillor Yousef attended via GoToMeeting.
**Councillor Robson was absent at the start of the meeting.
1.

APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA

R/2020-083
It was moved and seconded
That the agenda of the March 10, 2020 Council Workshop Meeting be approved as
circulated.
CARRIED
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2.

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Minutes of the February 25, 2020 Council Workshop Meeting

R/2020-084
It was moved and seconded
That the Council Workshop minutes of February 25, 2020 be adopted.
CARRIED
3.

PRESENTATIONS AT THE REQUEST OF COUNCIL

3.1

Community Social Safety Initiative
The CAO provided a brief introduction. The Acting General Manager of Corporate
Administration spoke to the beginning slides of the presentation, and introduced the
staff and consultants who would be speaking to various parts of the presentation.

Councillor Robson entered the meeting at 11:14 am during the presentation by Ms. Crabtree.
Councillor Meadus and Mayor Morden left the meeting at 12:32 p.m.
4.

UNFINISHED AND NEW BUSINESS

4.1

GLOW Maple Ridge Strategies and Recommendations
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 recommending that the growth of Glow Maple Ridge
be supported at an annual amount of $35,000, funded through Accumulated Surplus,
for each of the next two years, 2020 and 2021; and, that the next Financial Plan Bylaw
amendment include this funding.
The Director of Economic Development provided a brief introduction. The Tourism
Coordinator provided a presentation and responded to questions from Council.

Councillor Meadus reentered the meeting at 12:35 p.m. during Ms. Bairds’ introduction.
Mayor Morden reentered the meeting at 12:36 p.m. during the staff presentation.
MAIN MOTION
R/2020-085
It was moved and seconded
That the growth of GLOW Maple Ridge be supported at an annual amount of $35,000,
funded through Accumulated Surplus, for each of the next two years, 2020 and 2021;
and,
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That the next Financial Plan Bylaw amendment include this funding.
R/2020-086
It was moved and seconded
That the foregoing motion be amended by adding the text “up to” before the text
“$35,000”.
CARRIED
MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED
R/2020-087
It was moved and seconded
That the growth of GLOW Maple Ridge be supported at an annual amount of up to
$35,000, funded through Accumulated Surplus, for each of the next two years, 2020
and 2021; and,
That the next Financial Plan Bylaw amendment include this funding.
CARRIED
4.2

Mayor and Council Recognition Program Recommendations
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 recommending that staff be directed to expand the
Parks Gift Program to include a “Mayor and Council Honour” component to celebrate
the accomplishments of citizens on both undesignated amenities, such as benches
and other park furnishings, in existing civic sites and proposed new assets as part of
upgrades or new construction of public amenities in the community.
The Manager of Corporate Communications spoke to the staff report and responded
to questions from Council.

R/2020-088
It was moved and seconded
That staff be directed to expand the Parks Gift Program to include a “Mayor and Council
Honour” component to celebrate the accomplishments of citizens on both
undesignated amenities, such as benches and other park furnishings, in existing civic
sites and proposed new assets as part of upgrades or new construction of public
amenities in the community.
CARRIED
R/2020-089
It was moved and seconded
That the meeting be recessed for 30 minutes.

CARRIED
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At 1:07 p.m. the Mayor announced that the recess had ended and called the meeting to order.
The agenda was re-ordered to deal with Items 4.6 and 4.5 before item 4.3.
4.3
Council Training, Conferences and Association Building - Policy No. 3.07
(4.6)
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 recommending that a revised Council Training,
Conferences and Association Building - Policy No. 3.07 be brought back to Council for
consideration.
The Chief Financial Officer spoke to the staff report and responded to questions from
Council.
R/2020-090
It was moved and seconded
That an amended Council Training, Conferences and Association Building – Policy
3.07 be brought back to Council for consideration.
CARRIED
Councillor Svendsen and Councillor Robson left the meeting at 2:15 p.m.
4.4
City of Maple Ridge Visual Identity
(4.5)
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 providing the following three options for Council
consideration:
A. Continue the roll out of the single leaf visual identifier across City assets as
needed; or,
B. Apply the 2006 visual identity (as displayed on this report) across all City assets;
or,
C. Prepare a scoping report in order to engage an outside consultant to complete
a full brand review that would include the City's vision and mission statements,
key brand messages and visual identity.
The Manager of Corporate Communications provided a presentation on the timeline
and background of the City’s visual identity program.
Councillor Svendsen and Councillor Robson reentered the meeting at 2:20 p.m. during the
staff presentation.
Councillor Duncan left the meeting at 2:35 p.m. and did not return to the meeting.
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R/2020-091
It was moved and seconded
That staff prepare a report on the appearance of the final logo to be used by the
City of Maple Ridge, which is to be digitally scalable and consistent throughout the
organization in the fullness of time.
CARRIED
Councillor Robson left the meeting at 3:06 p.m. and did not return to the meeting.
4.5
Proposed New Sign Bylaw No. 7630-2020
(4.3)
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 recommending that the attachment to the March
10, 2020 report titled “Proposed New Sign Bylaw No. 7630-2020” be forwarded to the
March 31, 2020 Council Meeting.
The General Manager of Planning and Development Services provided a brief
introduction. The Chief Building Officer provided a presentation and responded to
questions from Council.
R/2020-092
It was moved and seconded
That the attachment to the March 10, 2020 report titled “Proposed New Sign Bylaw
No. 7630-2020” be forwarded to the March 31, 2020 Council Meeting.
CARRIED
4.6
Maple Ridge Bylaw Notice Enforcement Bylaw No. 7626-2020
(4.4)
Staff report dated March 10, 2020 recommending that the attachment to the March
10, 2020 report titled “Maple Ridge Bylaw Notice Enforcement Bylaw No. 7626-2020”
be forwarded to the March 31, 2020 Council Meeting.
The Director of Bylaw and Licensing Services provided a presentation and responded
to questions from Council.
R/2020-093
It was moved and seconded
That the attachment to the March 10, 2020 report titled “Maple Ridge Bylaw Notice
Enforcement Bylaw No. 7626-2020” be forwarded to the March 31, 2020 Council
Meeting.
CARRIED
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5.

CORRESPONDENCE – Nil

5.1

UPCOMING EVENTS
Events were provided in the agenda package for Council and public.

6

BRIEFING ON OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST / QUESTIONS FROM COUNCIL

7.

MATTERS DEEMED EXPEDIENT

8.

NOTICE OF CLOSED COUNCIL MEETING

R/2020-094
It was moved and seconded
That the meeting will be closed to the public pursuant to Sections 90 (1) and 90 (2) of
the Community Charter as the subject matter being considered relates to the following:
Section 90(1)(a) personal information about an identifiable individual who holds or is
being considered for a position as an officer, employee or agent of
the municipality or another position appointed by the municipality;
Section 90(1)(e) the acquisition, disposition or expropriation of land or
improvements, if the council considers that disclosure might
reasonably be expected to harm the interests of the municipality;
Section 90(1)(k) negotiations and related discussions respecting the proposed
provision of a municipal service that are at their preliminary stages
and that, in the view of the council, could reasonably be expected to
harm the interests of the municipality if they were held in public;
Any other matter that may be brought before the Council that meets the requirements
for a meeting closed to the public pursuant to Sections 90 (1) and 90 (2) of the
Community Charter or Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.
CARRIED
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9.

ADJOURNMENT – 4:16 p.m.

_______________________________
M. Morden, Mayor
Certified Correct

___________________________________
S. Nichols, Corporate Officer

City of Maple Ridge

TO:

His Worship Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council

MEETING DATE:
FILE NO:

March 31, 2020
05-1855-20

FROM:

Chief Administrative Officer

MEETING:

Workshop

SUBJECT:

2020 Community Emergency Preparedness Fund - EOC & Training Application

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Province of BC supports the purchase of equipment and supplies to maintain or improve
Emergency Operations Centres (EOC) and to enhance EOC capacity through the UBC Community
Emergency Preparedness Funds.

RECOMMENDATION:
That staff be authorized to submit an application to the Union of British Columbia Municipalities 2020
Community Emergency Preparedness Fund - Emergency Operations Centre and Training Program for
funding in the amount of $16,912.00 toward 'Fire Hall #4 - EOC Equipment' project.
DISCUSSION:
a) Background Context:
The Community Emergency Preparedness Fund (CEPF) is a suite of funding programs intended to
enhance the resiliency of local governments and their residents in responding to emergencies. Funding
is provided by the Province of BC and is administered by UBCM.

Emergency Operations Centre
The goal for the City of Maple Ridge grant application is to increase redundancy in the communications
system for the City of Maple Ridge s EOC. The grant is intended to strengthen links between the EOC
and responders through the provision of new equipment for Fire Hall #4, which will be the community's
secondary EOC centre. Grantfundingwill also support training initiatives related to the new equipment.
The requested funding is $16,912.00

b) Desired Outcome(s):
That Council approve the Community Emergency Fund - EOC application.

c) Strategic Alignment:
The project that will be completed with grant funding will support building a safe and resilient
community.

4.1
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d} Interdepartmental Implications:
The radio and communications equipment will be located at the Secondary EOC Centre at Fire Hall #4.
This is a shared resource with Maple Ridge Fire Rescue. The Information Technology department will
support the project by providing staff and volunteer training.

e} Business Plan/Financial Implications:
The grant amount will cover the full cost of proposed project activities.

CONCLUSIONS:

~rriTS'w.ed by: revor Thompson,

Chief Financial Officer

Ar;;J
-v-ed_G_
by-~ ristina Crabtree,
General Manager Corporate Services

QQAI~

Chief Administrative Office
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CEPF MAPLE RIDGE ESS WORKPLAN BUDGET

Community Emergency Preparedness Fund
Emerency Operations Centre
Applicant: City of Maple Ridge
Name of Project: Emergency Operations Centre Information Technology Upgrades
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PROJECT PLANING & REVIEW
Task

Comments

Budget

Timeframe

Evaluate progress of activities, timeframe,
budget and challenges

On-going

Project adm inistrative support

On-going
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COMPUTER WORKSTATIONS & DISPLAY
Item

Type/Model #

2 - Laptops (Toughbooks)

Panasonic F2-55

TOTALS

Budget

Comments

7,400

$3700 per unit

$7,400
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AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT

Item

Type/Model #

1- Packet modem

KPC3+

Budget

Comments
442

1- Adaptor cable

MFJ-5084MYV

1- Pactor modem

SCS DR-7400

2 -AP Linear DC Power Supply

Astron RS-35

832

$429 per unit

2 - Distribution Panels

Rig runner 4008H DC

468

$233 per unit

1-Antenna Switch

MFJ-1703

65

1- 300 Watt Dummy Load

MFJ-260C

98

3 - Dual-band antennas with clamps for 1.9" OD

Comet GP-3 VHF/UHF

1- Sinclair UHF antenna for IMERS

SD312-HF2P4SNM

2 - Sinclair antenna mounting clamps

, .

clampOOS

shipping costs
1 - Radio (AAM28UMN9WA1AN), 35W, WIFI CD XPR 5580E 8/900M

35
2,310

591
350

$175 per unit

350

for above items

1,021

1- 10A Power supply

TES SAM LEX

179

1- Desktop Mic

RMNSOSO, MOTTRBO LTD

112

1- MOT Desktop Tray WO/SPEAKER

GLN7318

PROGRAMMING FEE
VHF/UHF (UHF Packet)

52

30
ICOM IC-2730A

390

VHF voice
ICOM IC-2300H

240

D-STAR VHF/UHF

ICOM ID-5100A

830

Radio to computer cable

ICOM OPC2218LU

TOTALS

Doc ID 2412071

$197 per unit

1,027

Could substitute another
IC-2730A. or $389.99 for
2730A

90

$9,512
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City of Maple Ridge
TO:
FROM:

His Worship Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council
Chief Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Housing Needs Assessment: Proposed Scope of Work

MEETING DATE:
FILE NO:
MEETING:

March 31, 2020
Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Provincial requirement for local governments to produce a Housing Needs Assessment took effect
April 16, 2019. All local governments must collect data, analyze trends and present reports that
describe current and anticipated housing needs in their communities by April 2022 and every 5 years
after. These Housing Needs Reports are intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to
understand what kinds of housing are most needed in their communities, and help inform local plans,
policies and development decisions.
To assist local governments with the new requirements, the provincial government is providing
funding, administered by the Union of BC Municipalities (UBCM). Funding has been approved for the
City of Maple Ridge to complete a Housing Needs Report in the amount of $50,000. As a condition of
the funding, all project activities must be completed within one year and no later than January 9, 2021.
The primary objectives of the Housing Needs Assessment is to prepare a report that will assess the
local housing market conditions; identify the current and emerging housing needs within the City of
Maple Ridge; compare housing supply with housing demand to determine the ability to meet future
needs; identify short, medium and long-term actions to meet the housing needs across the housing
continuum in Maple Ridge; and meet the provincial requirements for Housing Needs Reports.
The intent of this report is to obtain Council input and endorsement of the Housing Needs Assessment
preliminary scope of work.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the proposed scope of work for the City of Maple Ridge Housing Needs Assessment be

endorsed.

1.0 BACKGROUND:
1.1. Housing Needs Assessment Program Overview
The Provincial requirement for local governments to produce a Housing Needs Assessment took effect
April 16, 2019. All local governments must collect data, analyze trends and present reports that
describe current and anticipated housing needs in their communities by April 2022 and every 5 years
after. A Housing Needs Report is intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to understand
what kinds of housing are most needed in their communities, and help inform local plans, policies and
development decisions. Housing needs reports are required to contain the following, based on an
analysis of the information collected:

2411433
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e

Statements about key areas of local need, including affordable housing, rental housing, special
needs housing, seniors housing, family housing, and shelters and housing for people at risk of
homelessness;

e

The number of housing units required to meet current and anticipated housing needs for at
least the next five years, by housing type. Housing 'type' is defined as dwelling size (number of
bedrooms); and

e

The number and percentage of households in core housing need and extreme core housing
need.

The intent of the Housing Needs Report is to provide an easily-comparable snapshot of housing needs
in each jurisdiction. It provides space for local governments to identify other housing issues or needs
that are not captured elsewhere.
Once complete, the Province requires that the Housing Needs Report must be received at a public
Council meeting and made publicly accessible on the City's website. The Housing Needs Report must
be completed by April 2022 and every 5 years after.
1.2. Work Completed To Date
On September 10, 2019, staff were directed to submit a grant application to UBCM to undertake a
Housing Needs Assessment, in consultation with community residents, stakeholders and neighbouring
First Nations.
In November 2019, staff submitted the City's Housing Needs Reports Grant Application request to
UBCM, with letters of support from BC Housing, Maple Ridge - Pitt Meadows - Katzie Community
Network and the Ridge Meadows Seniors Society. Funding results were announced in early 2020.
2.0 DISCUSSION:

2.1

UBCM Funding Opportunity

The City of Maple Ridge was a successful recipient of funding under the 2019 Housing Needs Reports
program. The Ministry of Municipal Affairs & Housing, through UBCM, has approved funding for the
City of Maple Ridge Housing Needs Assessment Report in the amount of $50,000. As a condition of
the funding, all project activities must be completed within one year and no later than January 9, 2021.
Costs of eligible activities that can be covered by the UBCM funding include:
• the development of a new or updated housing needs report (as required by the Local
Government Act) including project management, data collection, research specific to the
development of housing needs reports, and community engagement;
•

publication of housing needs reports (editing, proofing, graphic design); and

•

presentation of housing needs reports to Council.

Costs for consultants, administration, public information and training and capacity building
opportunities specific to developing housing needs reports for local government staff are also eligible.
In order to complete the Provincial funding requirements by the deadline, staff envision the need for
external consulting support that will add to our existing capacity. As such, staff will prepare a Request
for Proposals that sets out the proposed scope of work and invites proposals from qualified firms.
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2.2

Proposed Housing Needs Assessment Scope of Work

The proposed Housing Needs Assessment scope of work is to be framed by provincial regulation and
build on past and present housing related studies developed in the City as well as the Metro Vancouver
region. The primary objectives of the Housing Needs Assessment is to prepare a report that will:
•
e

Assess the local housing market conditions;
Identify the current and emerging housing needs within the City of Maple Ridge;

e

Compare housing supply with housing demand to determine the ability to meet future needs;

e

Identify short, medium and long-term actions to meet the housing needs across the housing
continuum in Maple Ridge; and

•

Meet the provincial requirements for Housing Needs Reports.

It is expected that the findings of the housing needs assessment report will be built on housing-related
information from both quantitative and qualitative sources. As local governments are required to
collect and report information on previous as well as current years, data will be sourced from Statistics
Canada, BC Stats, CMHC as well as other relevant sources.
Blurb
Consultation with residents and community stakeholders will be an integral part of the planning
process to obtain public input in identifying the top housing issues in Maple Ridge and potential
solutions to overcome housing challenges. The community consultation process will be designed to
incorporate various engaging and interactive consultation activities to reach community stakeholders
and residents and will include:
•

Engagement with Neighbouring Local Governments: The project will take a sub-regional
perspective and will include consultation and engagement with the City of Pitt Meadows and
the District of Mission. This will help to ensure that the final report reflects the specific needs
and pressures of communities North of the Fraser. Going forward, there may be opportunities
to collaborate on the collection and reporting of key measures and indicators at a sub-regional
level.

•

First Nations and local Indigenous organizations: Indigenous communities and organizations
that are part of the North Fraser sub-region will be consulted as part of the overall outreach
and engagement process including consideration of their specific needs both on and off
reserve.

•

The Non-profit or For-profit Development Sector: It is anticipated that at least one (1) workshop
will be held with builders, developers and designers through the City's Development Liaison
Committee, which includes representatives from UDI and the Homebuilders Association
Vancouver (HAVAN). Industry partners, including the Condominium Homeowners Association,
will also be invited to participate in a questionnaire and on-line survey.

•

Non-profit service providers, health authorities, and/or post-secondary institutions: The City of
Maple Ridge has two (2) key Advisory Committees - the Social Planning Advisory Committee
(SPAC) and the Municipal Advisory Committee on Accessibility and Inclusiveness (MACAI). Both
committees include broad-based community representation from across related communitybased agencies and service providers, as well as other key community partners and
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stakeholders. It is the intention to share the updated housing needs information with members
of these Committees to help guide and inform their work.
•

@

Vulnerable populations: In addition to the analysis of key social, economic, and demographic
data, the successful proponent will work with the City's Social Planning and Advisory
Committee and the City's Municipal Advisory Committee on Accessibility to identify specific
vulnerable or 'at risk' groups who should be consulted. We will seek to engage these different
groups through the development of a series of focus groups or workshops designed to gain a
better understanding of existing and emerging housing needs.
Other: The City will also work to invite feedback from the general public through the design and
delivery of an on-line survey. An additional outcome of this work will be the refinement of the
City's on-line presence as it relates to existing and emerging housing needs in Maple Ridge
and will also provide easy access to information on the various housing initiatives underway in
the City. The goal will be to provide an accurate and meaningful picture of current and
anticipated housing needs in order to provide a better understanding of housing needs and
gaps within the City of Maple Ridge.

The consultation program will commence following the completion of the Request for Proposal process
and is anticipated to take place in fall 2020.
3.0 Strategic Alignment:

As part of the City of Maple Ridge Strategic Plan 2019 - 2022, under its Growth theme, the
implementation of strategic plans related to local infrastructure and the economy is identified as a key
priority of Council.
4.0 Policy Implications:

The City's Official Community Plan and Housing Action Plan (HAP) establishes as a key goal the creation
of community capacity to innovate and improve access and opportunity for affordable housing and
housing choice in Maple Ridge.
5.0 Interdepartmental Implications:

The Planning and Parks, Recreation & Culture Departments continue to collaborate on research and
policy matters to help foster greater affordable housing in Maple Ridge. Other interdepartmental
efforts to create greater housing choice and offer more affordable, rental, and special needs housing
options are ongoing.
6.0 Financial Implications:

UBCM has approved funding for the Housing Needs Assessment Report. The City will receive a partial
payment (50%) in early 2020 and the remaining payment (50%) following a satisfactory final report
and financial summary submitted to UBCM. The Housing Needs Assessment is currently a part of the
2020 Workplan.
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CONCLUSION:
Housing Needs Reports are intended to strengthen the ability of local governments to understand what
kinds of housing are most needed in their communities, and help inform local plans, policies and
development decisions. This report outlines a Housing Needs Assessment Scope of Work that meets
the provincial requirement for Council consideration and endorsement.

Prepared by:

Amanda Grochowich, MCIP, RPP
Planner 2

Reviewed by: Charles R. Goddar

Director of Planning

Appr

ed by: Christine Cart

GM Planning

Concurrence:

M.PL, MCIP, RPP
d Development

aB.:.an 4n ~
Chief Administrative Officer
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City of Maple Ridge
TO:
FROM:

His Worship Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council
Chief Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Town Centre Visioning Public Engagement Process

MEETING DATE: March 31, 2020
FILE NO:
ATIN:
Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Town Centre Area Plan (TCAP) was adopted in 2008 with a vision for creating more density, mixeduses, and green space, while creating a pedestrian-oriented environment. With this Plan in place, the
Town Centre of Maple Ridge has been experiencing a significant amount of redevelopment and change
over the past five to ten years. Maple Ridge Council has recognized this growth and change and wants
to ensure that the evolution of the Town Centre is positive and leads to greater vibrancy within this
core part of the community.
At the September 10, 2019 Workshop, the key features of the TCAP were presented to Council, along
with examples of recent development that has proceeded under the Plan. During this Workshop,
Council discussed some of the known challenges and opportunities that have both helped and
hindered in making the Town Centre an inviting place for all age groups. Through the discussion there
was acknowledgment that the Plan remains relevant in supporting Council's aims for this area.
However, Council indicated that a visioning process would be timely as a 2020 project. The Planning
Department was tasked with undertaking a public process for Town Centre Visioning in the City's 2020
Business Plan. The bylaw to confirm the 2020 Business Plan was adopted at the January 14, 2020
Council meeting. It is not anticipated that the visioning process will lead to significant changes to the
Town Centre Area Plan, however, although there is potential that the process may result in identifying
where minor changes would and improvements may result.
A project that is proceeding concurrently with the Town Centre Visioning process is the Community
Social Safety Initiative (CSSI). The current focus of the CSSI is to undertake actions that will create
positive change within the Town Centre. It is hoped that the aligned timing of the CSSI and the Town
Centre Visioning process is synergistic and will help generate greater awareness, understanding and
engagement. While each of these projects is approaching the Town Centre from a slightly different
angle, both are aimed at creating a downtown that is safe, vibrant and welcoming for everyone.
This report outlines the Town Centre Visioning engagement process and the time anticipated for
undertaking and completing this work.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the Town Centre Visioning Public Engagement Process be endorsed.

4.3
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1.0

BACKGROUND:

An extensive public consultation process for the TCAP commenced in 2003 and included several public
workshops and a design charrette. The process was led by Smart Growth on the Ground, which was a
collaborative of various agencies that included the Real Estate Foundation, Federation of Canadian
Municipalities, Canada Mortgage & Housing Corporation, the Province of BC, and the Government of
Canada, with a mandate to facilitate the creation of compact and environmentally-friendly urban
neighbourhoods. Through the public consultation process, the following 8 guiding principles were
developed for the plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Each neighbourhood is complete;
Options to our cars exist;
Work in harmony with natural systems;
Buildings & infrastructure are greener & smarter;
Housing serves many needs;
Jobs are close to home;
The centre is distinctive & vibrant; and
Everyone has a voice.

A Town Centre Concept Plan was developed from all input received and was endorsed by Council in
2005. Once the Concept Plan was endorsed, development applications were able to proceed based
on the concept land use designations. The Concept Plan also provided the guide from which Area Plan
policies were formed. The Town Centre Area Plan (TCAP) was adopted into the Official Community Plan
(OCP) in 2008. See Schedule 1 land use plan in Appendix A and the following link to the complete
TCAP maps and policies (Section 10.4) https://www.mapleridge.ca/316/0fficial-Community-Plan
The Area Plan policies are supported by Development Permit (DP) Guidelines that were also adopted
into the OCP in 2008. These Guidelines provide guidance for the form and character of new
development and also encourage green features be incorporated wherever possible (such as rain
gardens, green roofs, green walks, and greenway routes). See link to DP Guidelines (Section 8.11)

https://www.mapleridge.ca/DocumentCenterNiew/2420/08 OCP-Chapter-8?bidid=
A technical parking study undertaken in 2008 found that reduced parking standards in the areas
Central Business District (see link above for CBD map in Figure 2 of Section 10.4) would be appropriate
based on the mix of proposed land uses and intensification of development. This change has been
reflected in the City's Parking Bylaw. Additionally, Zoning Bylaw amendments were implemented upon
adoption of the Area Plan that support specific policies of the Town Centre, such as a 3 storey minimum
building height for multi-family and commercial uses and a maximum building height in the Port Haney
area. The TCAP continues to be updated as planning approaches evolve, with one recent example
being the incorporation of the new triplex, fourplex and courtyard forms into policies within the Area
Plan.
Since the Area Plan was adopted, the following implementation initiatives have been undertaken to
support and encourage growth:
• The Town Centre Investment Incentives Program (ran from 2011 to 2016) - this program kick
started multi-family and mixed-use development within the Town Centre.
• Capital investment has been undertaken a few times in engineering and street improvements
along 224th and Lougheed Highway. The initial project included an upgrade of Memorial Park
along 224th Street.
•
Review of the Town Centre commercial areas through the Commercial/Industrial Strategy which confirmed we are on the right track with land use and policies.
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New park development - acquisition of park lands has occurred since plan adoption and to
date we have a new Nokai Park and the Intergenerational Garden, both are just north of the
Central Business District.
Density-bonus provision for affordable housing (2019).

When the Area Plan was being developed, the neighbourhood was home to over 8,000 people. Since
2005, almost 4,000 new residents have moved to the Town Centre. Today, the population is getting
close to 12,000 people with approximately 6,500 dwelling units. When the Town Centre reaches buildout capacity, it is expected to have approximately:
•
•
®
@

22,000 residents;
70 to 100 persons per hectare;
11,065 units;
Close to 1 job for every dwelling unit.

Over the past five years, over 67 development projects have been approved and over 64 are currently
under application and anticipated for completion within the next two to three years (see Appendix B).
Approximately 12 are in the pre-application stage.
An overview of the TCAP and some examples of new development under the Plan was presented at
the September 10, 2019 Council Workshop. During the meeting, Council indicated an interest in
undertaking a visioning process for the Town Centre, which could provide a vision refresh by identifying
opportunities for creating greater vibrancy and potential updates for the Plan. The Planning
Department included a Town Centre Visioning process in the 2020 Business Plan and the Business
Plan bylaw was adopted at the January 14, 2020 Council meeting.

2.0

DISCUSSION:

Engaging the public through the Town Centre Visioning process will involve a series of stakeholder
workshops and one pop-up broad engagement event at the Haney Farmer's Market. Dialogue Planning
& Urban Design will be contracted to lead the public engagement component of the process.

2.1

Public Engagement Process

The intent behind the public engagement process is to ensure a broad public engagement opportunity,
along with a series of workshops focused on stakeholders within the Town Centre. The following
engagement events are proposed for the Town Centre Visioning process:
1. A Scoop for Your Scoop: This broad engagement pop-up activity will be scheduled for a
Saturday afternoon Haney Farmer's Market, where a colourful ice cream cart and display
boards will invite attendees at the market to share their "scoop" on the future of the Town
Centre in exchange for a scoop of ice cream.
2. Community Questionnaire: An online questionnaire will be made available for those who are
not able to participate in the above "Scoop" event or the stakeholder workshops discussed
below. The questionnaire is intended to reach as many members of the community as possible
for input. Paper versions of the questionnaire will also be available at the "Scoop" event and
at the City Hall reception and front counter.
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3. Series of Stakeholder Workshops:
a. WalkShop: This event aims to engage a range of stakeholders, including local
residents, seniors, children, youth, evenVfestival organizers, culture/arts community,
and others. Participants will be asked to take photos and videos while walking through
a designated route in the Town Centre. The walk will be followed by a workshop,
wherein the participants' observations will be shared and discussed. The outcomes of
this workshop will be to understand what currently excites people about the Town
Centre, what they see as the challenges, and to identify their big picture aspirations for
the future.
b. Business Community: Because businesses have specific needs and concerns, a
business focused workshop will be undertaken. This workshop will likely be held as a
breakfast event that includes a short presentation, an interactive mapping exercise,
and a final interactive exercise that asks for input on what they would change, from a
cultural and economic perspective, to make the Town Centre more successful.
The input received from the public engagement process will be compiled into an outcomes report and
presented to Council. The outcomes report will test the findings from the engagement process and
determine if these are in alignment with the existing TCAP policies and identify where there are
opportunities for improvement. Additionally, this process is intended to help define "what does success
mean?" in the ongoing implementation of the Town Centre Area Plan and lead to identifying indicators
for measuring success.
Once the outcomes report is received by Council, recommendations for next steps in the process will
also be presented for Council's consideration. This would potentially involve drafting policy changes to
the TCAP and presenting to the community for their feedback through an open house event.
The public consultation process was initially anticipated to commence in early May and run through
June 2020, however, due to the recent restrictions placed on public gatherings, the start date of this
process has yet to be determined.

2.2

Town Centre Branding and Public Engagement Notifications

Planning will work with the Communications Department on creating a Town Centre Visioning brand
and webpage for sharing information with the public. This will also likely include a kick-off video that
can be posted on YouTube. Broad community advertising of the process will include:
•
e

•

Newspaper advertisements;
Posters in high community traffic areas, such as the Leisure Centre, the ACT, City Hall, library,
Seniors' Centre, Greg Moore Youth Centre, and distributed to Committees of Council; and
The City's FaceBook page and on twitter.

Invites to the workshops will be targeted to specific stakeholder groups, as discussed above, with
emails and/or letters addressed to each invitee.
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2.3

Interdepartmental Collaboration

Renewing the Vision for the Town Centre will involve several City departments in supporting and
participating in the public engagement process. Additionally, the Town Centre Visioning process is
anticipated to provide opportunities for combining and supporting synergies with the work that is
underway on the Community Social Safety Initiative, in which many City departments are already
engaged. An initial interdepartmental meeting for the Town Centre Visioning process has already
occurred with the following departments and further meetings to obtain input and expertise are also
anticipated:
c
e
c

e

•
•
•
<ii

Economic Development;
Engineering;
Development and Environmental Planning;
Culture & Recreation;
Fire;
Bylaws;
Parks; and
Communications.

It is anticipated that staff from each of these departments will be involved in participating in at least
one, but likely more, of the stakeholder workshops and also provide input into the preparation of the
community questionnaire.

3.0

STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT

The Town Centre Visioning process is intended to engage broad participation within the community in
identifying and sharing their aspirations for the Town Centre's future. This project objective, along with
discussions that will take place regarding safety, vibrancy, inclusivity, and encouraging an ongoing
community dialogue align with the following goals of Council's Strategic Plan:
•
•
•
•

4.0

Community Safety;
Growth;
Community Pride & Spirit; and
Natural Environment (Green Infrastructure).

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS

The Town Centre Visioning process is included in the City's 2020 Financial Plan and the bylaw to enact
this plan was adopted at the January 14, 2020 Council meeting.
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CONCLUSION:
The Town Centre Area Plan was adopted in 2008 and established a vision for creating a pedestrianoriented, compact, and high-density downtown for the community. While the goals of this remain
relevant today, a refresh is timely. Through this process, the community will be invited to revisit and
refine the original vision to ensure that as the Town Centre continues to grow, it is growing in the right
direction. Commencement of this project is coinciding with some positive work currently underway in
the Town Centre on the Community Social Safety Initiative (CSSI) and it is anticipated that synergies
between these two projects will help support awareness and engagement in both.

~MRM., MCIP, RPP

Prepared by:

Manager of Community Planning

Approved by:

Chuck Go

Approved b.f~,

tr

orks & Development Services

Concurrence:Q

~~

Chief Administrative Officer

The following appendices are attached hereto:
Appendix A:
Appendix B:

Town Centre Area Plan - Schedule 1
Town Centre Development Activity - past 5 years
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CITY OF MAPLE RIDGE

mapIeridge. ca

TO:

His Worship Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council

MEETING DATE:
FILE NO:
MEETING:

March 31, 2020
11-5255-20-061

FROM:

Chief Adm inistrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Integrated Stormwater Management Plan - South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek
Watersheds

Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Province has encouraged the effective management of municipal watersheds by mandating that
local governments in the Metro Vancouver Region develop Integrated Stormwater Management Plans
(ISMPs). Accordingly, the City has retained engineering consultants Urban Systems Ltd. and Kerr Wood
Leida I Associates Ltd. to develop IS MPs for watersheds that include 90% of the City's urban area. The
Urban Systems Ltd. ISMP for the South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek watersheds is now complete,
and the Executive Summary is attached (a link to the main report is provided on t he Council Agenda).
The Kerr Wood Leida! ISMP is scheduled for completion later this year.
The South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek ISMP provides an overview of watershed health and
drainage system performance. The study refers to stream flow information, biological monitoring data,
land use maps and aerial photo imagery in assessing the health of local streams. Hydrological and
hydraulic computer models were developed to review the performance of the City's drainage systems,
with consideration of future climate change. The ISMP assesses City policies and practices related to
the management of rainwater from the Official Community Plan level down to the development site
level, identifying successes and various opportunities for improvement. Various stakeholders were
consulted during the development of the ISMP including the City's Environmental Advisory Committee,
which carried a motion to support the recommendations of the ISMP in November 2019.
The ISMP provides recommendations for various actions and initiatives including encouraging
implementation of Green Infrastructure, improving t he City's rainwater management design criteria,
implementing inf rastructure capacity upgrades, monitoring stream health and erosion , and monitoring
key performance indicators. By implementing the recommendations of the ISMP, the City can build
upon its role as a responsible land steward while promoting the development of safe and liveable
neighbourhoods.

RECOMMENDATION:
That the South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek Integrated Stormwater Management Plan be
endorsed; and
That staff be directed to bring forward the recommendations of the ISMP as part of future Business
Plans for consideration.

4.4
Doc#24 16275
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DISCUSSION:
a) Background Context
Historical development in Metro Vancouver municipalities including Maple Ridge focused
mainly on the safe conveyance of runoff from major rainstorms. This one-dimensional
approach to managing rainfall has resulted in the degradation of watershed health. More
recently, the science of rainwater management has advanced.
For over a decade, Maple Ridge has implemented the modern 3-tier system that maintains
watershed health by managing the entire spectrum of rainfall from minor to major events.
Critically, the City has also maintained watershed health by protecting environmentally
sensitive areas and applying streamside protection regulations that allocate forested buffer
zones adjacent streams. These efforts have proved quite successful, however challenges to
achieving peak watershed health and drainage system performance persist. As such, the ISMP
is a useful tool for assessing the current state of watershed health and drainage performance,
identifying challenges and recommending actions for the future maintenance or for
improvement of watershed health and drainage. A link to the ISMP is provided on the Council
Agenda and the Executive Summary report is attached.
The ISMP provides recommendations for various actions and initiatives to maintain or improve
watershed health including: encouraging the implementation of Green Infrastructure to offset
development impacts, particularly in the Town Centre Area; adding flexibility and other
improvements to City's rainwater management design criteria; coordinating infrastructure
capacity upgrades with asset management initiatives; monitoring stream health and erosion;
and monitoring of key performance indicators and adaptive management. By advancing these
and the other recommendations of the ISMP, the City can build upon its role as a responsible
land steward while promoting the development of safe and liveable neighbourhoods.

b) Desired Outcome:
The intent of this report is to provide Council with the Executive Summary of the South Alouette
River and Kanaka Creek Integrated Stormwater Management Plan as well as access to the
main report; to seek endorsement of the Plan, and to recommend that staff advance the
recommendations of the Plan in future Business Plans for Council's review.

c) Strategic Alignment:
The development of ISMPs is listed as a key action in Natural Environment Highlights section
of the City of Maple Ridge Strategic Plan for 2019-2022.

d) Citizen/Customer Implications:
Citizens can benefit from the ISMP as the document recommends studies and actions for the
enhancement of watershed health and drainage system performance in Maple Ridge.
e)

Interdepartmental Implications:
Internal stakeholders from the Engineering, Operations, Parks, Planning, and Building
Departments collaborate on drainage infrastructure and watershed health, and will continue
to collaborate in implementing the recommendations of the ISMP.

Doc#2416275
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f)

Business Plan/Financial Implications:
The City's existing 5 year Capital Plan allocates funding annually for drainage infrastructure
replacements and capacity upgrades. The ISMP identifies targets for utilization of this funding
for the enhancement of watershed health and drainage system performance.

CONCLUSION:
Following Provincial mandate, the City retained Urban Systems Ltd. to develop an Integrated
Stormwater Management Plan (ISMP) for the South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek watersheds. The
ISMP provides an overview of watershed health and drainage system performance while reviewing the
effectiveness of the City's existing policies and practices.
The ISMP offers a number of
recommendations the City can implement to enhance the health of these watersheds.
It is recommended that Council endorse the ISMP and direct staff to bring forth the ISMP's
recommended plans and budgets for consideration as part of future Business Plans.

Prepared by:

Approved by:

Concurrence:

Chief Administrative Officer

Attachments:
(A) Executive Summary - South Alouette River and Kanaka Creek Integrated Stormwater
Management Plan

Doc#2416275
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made by Urban Systems Ltd. or its employees to
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

What is an Integrated Stormwater
Management Plan?

Senior government regulations and approvals
Geosciences (geotechnical and hydrogeology /

The regional objective of in t egrated stormwater management
planning is to "strive to maintain existing watershed health
and achieve no-net-loss on a waters hed

basis".1

To achieve

this, the ISMP process examines the relationships between
land use planning and development, drainage servicing, and

groundwater)
Monitoring and watershed health tracking

Infrastructure and Drainage Systems
Inventory and performance assessment of existing
components, including natural assets

environmental protection.
Identify pieces required to effectively support growth,
An ISMP outlines spec ific policies and actions to support and

while protecting environmental values

promote the growth of a community in a way that maintains

Monitoring and adaptive management

(and ideally enhances) the health of a waters hed. Because
of the integrated nature of its scope and the way in which

Engagement and Communication

it is developed, as a policy-level document an ISMP can be a

Establish effective inter-departmental linkages

powerfu l tool to help a community realize its vision.

Leverage community members and other authorities

Core components of an ISMP include the following:

Secure support from community leaders and senior
officials

Land Use
Growth projections, land use patterns and priority

Policy and Finance
Policy and criteria to guide future growth and

watersheds
Area Plans and active development applications

redevelopment
Ensure policy documents are complete and aligned

Environment

Implementation priorities, responsibilities, and schedules

Identify aquatic and terrestrial habitat values and
opportunities

1

Metro Vancouver's Template for Integrated Stormwater Management Planning (2005)
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1.2

stormwater management planning.

Drivers for Integrated Stormwater
Management Planning in the City

These documents

include high-level objectives and policies that support ISMP
objectives. The OCP places emphasis on healthy watersheds

Legislative Requirements

and acknowledges the significance of surrounding Crown

The City's initial regulatory driver for conducting ISM Ps was

lands and partnerships with other jurisdictions to overall

Metro Vancouver's 2002 Liquid Waste Management Plan

sustainability. It also includes a natural features framework

(LWMP), wh ich was updated in 2010 as the Integrated Liquid

for watershed health.

Waste and Resource Management Plan (ILWRMP).

regarding smart growth; biodiversity conservation; ecological

Asa condition to the approval of the ILWRMP, the BC Ministryof

health; movement corridors for wildlife, fish and people;

Environment (MOE) stipulated that all member municipalities

climate change adaptation; economic accountability and

in Metro Vancouver must complete ISMPs for their urban and

responsibilities; natural assets; and social objectives related to

semi-urban watersheds. As a member municipality of Metro

liveability, and mental and physical wellbeing.

Vancouver, the City of Maple Ridge is required to do so. The

The notion of integration is in he rent in the City'sva Iue statement

LWM P endorses the view that stormwater is a resource that,

on stewardsh ip, which states that the City will "consider the

when managed properly, can be utilized to protect and ideal ly

long -term consequences of actions, think broadly across

enhance watershed health. The LWMP outlined an approach

issues, disciplines and boundaries and act accordingly". This

to

statement mirrors the core objectives of an ISMP.

integrated

stormwater

management

planning

that

The OCP also includes statements

considered drainage, environment and land use planning
functions within a watershed. The intent was to address

In addition to these high-level directives, the City has also

potential stormwater management impacts on a community

developed numerous bylaws and corporate policies that

and its va lues, such as population growth and densification,

support integrated stormwater management, as discussed

recreation, agriculture, fisheries, wildlife, flood protection,

furth er in Section 3.0.

transportation, and other related issues.

Climate Change

City Directives Related to Watershed Health and
Climate Change Adaptation

Climate change, and the uncertainty around what exactly

Th e importance of environmental values and protecting

take an adaptive approach to watershed management and

watershed health has long been recogn ized by the City.

community development. Warmer summers and changes

,,/A

Through three key corporate documents - the 2013 Official

in annual precipitation are just a couple of the anticipated

'ii

Community Plan (OCP); the 2007 Corporate Strategic Plan

impacts of climate change to communities in the Lower

(CSP); and the 2007 Sustainability Action Plan (SAP) - the

Mainland, and this will have implications for stream health

City provides strategic direction that supports integrated

and how stormwater is managed. Contemporary integrated

it will bring and when, means that communities need to

·~~
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stormwater management planning needs to have some
adaptive capacity to address these issues, and this is explored
in the ISMP is developed.

Growth & Development
A regional Urban Containment Boundary (UCB) has been
established as a long-term area for urban development across
Metro Vancouver. W ith in the UCB, nine urban centres have
been identified, including the City's Town Centre. The City's
OCP also identifies specific areas of growth, including the Town
Centre and Silver Valley area (which are located within the
South Alouette watershed) and the Albion area (which is located
w ithin the Kanaka Creek watershed).

Integrated stormwater

management p lanning is a strong tool for achieving these
growth objectives as well as environmental protection.

1.3

An ISMP for the South Alouette and
Kanaka Creek Wate rsheds

This ISMP has been prepared for the South Alouette and
Kanaka Creek watersheds in the City of Maple Ridge, British
Columbia (BC). Th e City is jointly developing ISMPs for these
watersheds because of the overlapping objectives and
benefits the process provides to the City. The City is making
a significant investment in the future of Maple Ridge and the
watersheds through the development of these plans.

I, II
I

The Study Area is comprised of the approximately 310 square
kilometers (km2), or 31,300 hectares (ha), of the South Alouette
and Kanaka Creek watersheds, of which 160 km2 {16,360
ha) lie within the mun icipal boundary of the City of Maple
Ridge (Figure 1.1). Included w ithin the watershed boundaries
but beyond the jurisdiction of the City are parts of Golden
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Ears Provincial Park, the City of Pitt Meadows, the District

Existing stormwater and environmental management

of Mission, and the University of British Columbia Research

practices are considered and improved upon; and

Forest. The Study Area is located wit hin the tradition a I te rritory

Recommendations are just if iable, clear, feasible,

of the Coast Salish People, includ ing Katzie First Nation and

prioritized, and account for the fu ll cost.

Kwantlen First Nation.

1.6
1.4

Planning Process

Th is ISMP was p repared in three Parts:

As

Collaboration, Communication, and
Engagement
shown

by

the

desired

outcom es

above,

effective

and

collaboration, commu n ication and engagement within the City

established t he baseline (existing) conditions of the watersheds

and w ith external sta keholders was importa nt. Leadersh ip to

and considerations for the ISMP as it is further developed.

imp lement the ISM P w ill ultimately come from the City, and

Part

1 summarized

the

background

information

inter-departmenta l col laboration will be required to successf ully
Part 2 explored the likely outcomes offuture conditions through

do so. Ultimately, City Counci l will decide whether to endorse

the application of planning future land use cha nge, climate

the ISMPs. This wil l happen when there is understanding and

change, and potential changes in criteria or standards. This

support for the ISM P recommendations across City departments

assessment provides the basis for the management strategy.
Part 3 defines the management strategy and adaptive

I<. 'j'

.,,

i'

and t he loca l commun ity.

Input into the ISMP p rocess w as

therefore sought from all those who have an interest in the ISMP

management framework to best address the issues identified

outcomes, with a strong focus on w o rking together to ach ieve

in Part 1 and Part 2.

the desired outcomes of the process.

,:'t

,•

1.5

1.7

Desired Outcomes

City Involvement

A desired outcome of the ISMP p lanning process is that

The project team (l ed within Eng ineering) engaged a

the ISMP is ultimately endorsed by City Council. For this to

diverse group of City staff in the development of t he ISMP

happen, t he following outcomes must also be ach ieved:

through a Core Advisory Team. The t eam was comprised of
representatives from City depa rtments w ith an int erest in the

The ISMP aligns with and supports the City's OCP;

ISM P and whose leadersh ip wil l be essentia l to the successfu l

Stakeholders are engaged and supportive;

implementation of the ISMP.

The ISMP reflects the City's uniq ue regulatory, land use,
and environmental conditions;

8

Core Advisory Team: Engi neering; Plan ning; Parks and
Leisure; Building Department
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Other City Departments: Finance; Information Techno logy;

Guiding Princi pl es

1.9

and Communications
The following guiding principles were developed to guide the
Senior Advisory Team: Corporate Management Team

communication and engagement between the project team ,

Council: Role is to endorse the ISMP.

within the City, and with external stakeholders:

External Stakeholders

1.8

Clear: Information, opportunities for participation, and

External stakeholders were engaged at key points throughout

expectations will be clear.
Open: Communication channels will be open and two -

the development of the ISM P.

way between the project team and stakeholders.
Alouette River Management Society (ARMS);

'. ~

Timely: All communications, including content and

Kanaka Education and Environmental Partnership

invitations for participation, will be provided in a timely

Society (KEEPS);

manner to ensure the stakeholders can participate fully

Metro Vancouver Parks;

in the ISMP process.

Alouette Valley Association;

Adaptive: Communication and engagement content

Silver Valley Neighbourhood Association; and

and techniques will be diverse and will adapt to the

Portrait Homes, a respected representative of the loca I
deve lopment community.

needs of the stakeholders and to feedback the project
team receives as the project progresses.
Strategic: Communications and opportunities

Representatives were selected based on their diverse interests

for participation will be strategically provided to

in the ISMPand influenceonwatershed health. The participants

stakeholders, commensurate with their influence on the

ro le was to provide input on ISMP issues, opportunities, and

desired outcomes of the ISMP process.

alternat ives; provide advisory support to the Core Advisory

1.10

Team and project team in the development of the ISMP.
Katzie

First

Nation

and

Kwantlen

First

Nation

were

The City has a long history of watershed and environmental

engaged through a separate government-to-government

management,

communication and engagement process.

environmental management paradigm. Over the years, the

To help assess the general public's current perceptions of
the watershed and its overall health the City of Maple Ridge
published a public online survey from July 19 to August 19,
2019. The survey was advertised on the City website, their
Facebook page, and in the local newspaper.
10

Building On Our Fou ndation

having

been

an

early

adopter

of

the

City has undertaken numerous studies and planning initiatives,
which has provided a strong foundation on w hich to develop
its ISMPs. Furthermore, a comprehensive set of regional, local,
and provincial/federal regulations and policies guide integrated
stormwater management practices in the City.

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE WATERSHEDS
South Alouette
The South Alouette watershed and its watercourses are
ill ustrated on Figure 2.1. The South Alouette has a stream
length

of approximately 31

km. There

are

numerous

tributaries to the South A louette River. The South A louette
River originates on Mount Robie Reid where drainage flows
into Alouette Lake. Flows from A louette Lake are control led
by the A louette Dam, operated by BC Hydro. Flows from
A louette Lake are then conveyed west by the South A louette
river, w here it converges w ith the North Alouette to form
the Alouette River. The Alouette River flows west to the Pitt
River and ultimately to the .Fraser River, w hich conveys flows
to the Sa lish Sea (Strait of Georgia). The Alouette River is a
proclaimed BC Heritage River.
The

South

Alouette wate rshed

approximately 250

km

2

(25,128

is

a

ha)

large watershed,
in

size,

of wh ich

approximately 100 km 2 (10,197 ha) lie w ithin the City's
municipal boundary. The remaining area falls w ithin the
jurisdiction of the City of Pitt Meadows, the District of Mission,
and the Province of BC (Golden Ears Provincial Park) . The
South Alouette watershed is bound by the Katzie Slough
watershed to the west; the Fraser watershed to the southwest;
the Kanaka Creek watershed to the southeast; and the North
A louette and Blaney Creek watersheds to the north .

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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Figure 2.1 - South Alouette Watershed - Watercourses
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Kanaka Creek
Kanaka Creek has a length of 22 km that originates in
mountainous terrain on Blue Mountain to the east of Alouette
Lake, and generally flows southwest to its confluence with
the Fraser River.
The Kanaka Creek watershed is approximately 60 km2 (6,180
ha) in size, and it is almost wholly within the City's municipal
boundary (6,160 ha) . A key feature of the watershed is Kan aka
Creek Regional Park, which is under the jurisdiction of
Metro Vancouver and runs the length of Kanaka Creek from
Dewdney Trunk Road southwest to its confluence with the
Fraser River.
The Kanaka Creek watershed is bound bythe Fraser watershed
to the west; the Fraser River to the south; the Thornhill and
Whonnock watersheds to the south and southeast; and the
South Alouette Watershed to the northwest.
Watercourses in Kanaka Creek watershed are shown on
Figure 2.2.

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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2.1 Effects of Land Use Change
The graphic below depicts the impacts that can occur with

water is reduced, thereby raising the Mean Annual Flow.

development and loss of vegetative cover. Vegetation and

The receiving watercourse then adjust their geometry to a

soils absorb and retain significant water, some of which

new Mean Annual Flow, getting wider and deeper through

is slowly released as seepage into receiving watercourse.

erosion. Low Impact Development, or Green Infrastructure is

In a natural state where vegetative cover is vast, the Mean

to integrate water retention features into the development

Annual Flow is at its lowest and the receiving watercourses

area to compensate for the reduction of natural vegetation

establish their geometry based on that flow. As development

and to minimize the change to the Mean Annual Flow.

and removal of vegetation occurs, the lands ability to retain

mm
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2.2

Existing Land Use

Existing land use in the South Alouette watershed is a wide
range from natural wood lot to urban centre, as portrayed
in Figure 2.3. The Kanaka Creek watershed also has a wide
range from rural to urban, as portrayed in Figure 2.4. The land
use d istribution by area for each watershed is presented in
Table 2.1 below.
Table 2.1 - Land Use Distributions (based on City zoning)

Total

Municipal

Total

Munic ipa l

3%

3%

88%

29%

34%

33%

Rural

3%

3%

45%

45%

Urban

5%

5%

19%

19%

Resource

1%

1%

2%

2%

100%

41%

100%

99%

Agricultural

---

Natural

Total

Note: Within the Kan aka Creek watershed the A lbion Flats area is currently
w ithin the Agricultural Land Reserve, however, City zoning is Suburban and
Rural Residential.

2.3

Topography

Topography in the South Alouette watershed ranges from roughly
sea level in the agricultural lowlands to approximately 2,085
meters (m) above mean sea level (mamsl) in the natural uplands.
Topography in the Kanaka Creek watershed ranges from 0.5
mamsl in the urban low la nds to 1,057 mamsl in the natural uplands.
SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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Figure 2.3 - South Alouette - Existing Land Use
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Figure 2.4 - Kanaka Creek Watershed - Existing Land Use
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2.4

Terrestrial Systems Inventory

The South Alouette and Kanaka watersheds support a wide

along the creek within this park is largely forested, with a

variety of terrestrial habitats across the range of zones previously

mix of residential and agricultural land surrounding the park.

described, from relatively undisturbed forested areas in the

Lower Kan aka Creek is a low velocity, meandering stream with

natu ral uplands, to rural and urban residential areas with riparian

wetlands and other low-lying grassy habitats. Upper Kanaka

buffers, to agricultural lowlands behind a dike.

Creek flows through steeper forested terrain. A search of the BC

The riparian areas within the South Alouette and Ka naka
watersheds are li kely to have a d iversity of wildlife species,

Conservation Data has indicated the following Species At Risk
have confirmed habitat within the Kan aka Creek watershed:

includ ing: black-tailed deer, black bear, river otter, mink, deer

Roell's Brotherella (Brotherella roellii);

mouse, coyote, raccoon, osprey, snovvy owl, ruffed grouse,

Green Heron (Butorides virescens);

numerous waterfowl species and shorebirds, garter snakes,
painted

turtle,

western

toad,

red -legged

frog,

Oregon Forest Snail (A//ogona townsendiana); and

bul lfrog,

Northern Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora).

northwestern salamander, long-toed salamander and rough skinned newt.

2.5

A search of t he BC Conservation Data has indicated the fo llowing
Species At Risk have conf irmed habitat within the Alouette
River watershed

Aquatic Species & Habitat Inventory

The City's Environmental

Management Strategy served

as a strong foundation for developing the environmental
inventory in this ISMP, in addition to other environmental

Mounta in Sneezeweed (He!enium autumnale)

reports and provincial databases.

Pointed Rush (Juncus oxymeris)

The South Alouette is known to provide habitat to at least 29

Green Heron (Butorides virescens)

fish species, including several invasive fish species. No major

Pa inted Turtle (Chrysemys picta)

fish barriers are known to exist on the South Alouette with

Great Blue Heron (Ardea herodias fann in i

the exception of the dam at the outlet of Alouette Lake. Of
the tributaries to the South Alouette River, several are fish -

Northern Red-legged Frog (Rana aurora)

bearing, some of which do have fish migration barriers.

Grappletai l (Octogomphus specularis)
Kana ka Creek is known to provide ha bi tat to 11 species of fish ;

Emma's Dancer (Argia emma)

however, given its direct connection to the Fraser River, it is

Ka naka Creek is largely w ithin the Kanaka Creek Regiona l

likely that more species inhabit this system. Fish Habitats for

Park. This park covers over 10 km of the length of the stream,

each watershed are shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.

from Dewdney Trunk Road to the Fraser River. The habitat
20
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Figure 2.5 - South Alouette Watershed - Fish Habitat
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2.6

these reason s it is one of three key indicators used to assess

Water Quality Analysis

watershed health and assign a Watershed Health Tracking

Recent Monitoring

Score under the Template for ISMPs.

In 2014 and 2015, water quality monitoring was conducted as
partofan ongoing program underta kenspecif icallytosupport

In 2015, benthic invertebrates monitoring was conducted

the ISMP program and to fulfill the requirements under

as part of an ongoing program undertaken specifically to

Metro Vancouver's Mon itoring and Adaptive Management

suppo rt the ISMP program and to fulfill the requirements

Framework (MAtv1F) .

under Metro Vancouver's MAMF.

Four watercourses from the South Alouette and Kanaka

Two sites from each of the South Alouette and Kanaka

watersheds were selected for water quality monitoring as part of

Creek watersheds were selected for benthic invertebrates

the City's monitoring and adaptive management program. These

monitoring.

were monitored over two periods for water quality: one during
wet season flows (November-December 2014) and one during
dry season fl ows (Ju ly-August 2015). In both cases, monitoring
was undertaken on a weekly basis for a period offive consecutive
weeks, as per MAMF protocol, which allows for comparison
with the BC Water Qua lity Guidelines. Al l four sites had mean
water quality parameter values that were either approaching or
exceedi ng guidelines in either the wet or dry season.

2.7

Benthic Invertebrates

Benthic invertebrates, or aquatic insects, can be used to
provide an indication of the health of a stream or wate rshed
given their d iverse and abundant nature, their sensitivity
to human disturbance, and the ease in their identification
and sampling. A mult i-metric rating system known as the
"Benth ic Index of Biotic Integrity" (B-IBI) measures benthic
communit ies and assigns a score to a watershed or stream
based on t he presence or absence of benthic invertebrates.
B- IBI has been shown to be a function of impervious area
and riparian forest integrity in a given watershed, and for

SOUTH A LOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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Based on the biological condition rankings found in the
MAMF biological conditions were fair in Dunlop Creek and
Millionaire Creek, poor in Spencer Creek, and very poor in
T2 Creek.

2.8

OBSERVATIONS
Based on results of the WHTS, the following observations

Watershed Health Tracking System

are made:
The observed patterns of results genera lly correlate

Overview of the System
In addition to the general environmental inventory from
the background review, monitoring results, and the site

with the level of riparian forest and impervious area
observed in each of the subcatchments sampled.

visit, the overall health of the South Alouette and Kanaka

The range in results is to be expected, with creeks most

Creek watersheds was assessed using a Watershed Health

influenced by urban development having the lowest

Tracking System (WHTS).

biological condition rank and t hose lest influenced

Under Metro Vancouver's MAMF, an overall "biological
condition rank" is assigned to the watershed based on
the B-IBI score. In the absence of actual B-IBI monitoring
data, a predicted B-IBI score, and therefore biological
condition rank, can be determined by assessing two other

by urban deve lopment having the highest.
However, resu lts show that more recent stormwater
management practices are more effective at
preventing a deterioration in watershed health
than older ones. Based on these results, there is an
opportun ity to improve watershed health in older

key indicators of watershed health:

neighbourhoods using appropriate stormwater
Percent Riparian Forest Integrity (%RFI); and

management practices at the time of

Impervious area, as percent total impervious area

redevelopment and to infill development,

(%TIA) or percent effective impervious area (%EIA).

such as by reducing TIA (or EIA), or

A high %RFI value and a low %TIA value characterize

increasing stream setbacks and RFI.

a watershed that is in very good health, and will have a
relatively high predictive, and theoretically actual, B-IBI
score. Conversely, watersheds with low %RFI and high
%TIA are generally considered to be in poor health and
will have a relatively low B-1 Bl score.

24
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2.9

Hydrogeological Conditions

The hydrogeological conditions of a watershed (i.e., the
soil and groundwater conditions) play a strong role in the
wate rshed's response to rainfall events. Hydrogeological
condit ions are often highly variable, even wit hin the
same watershed, contributing to the complex nature of
stor m wate r management.

South Alouette
Most urban areas within the South Alouette watershed are
underlain by moderately we ll- to well-drained soils. Some of
the rural zone is moderately poor to poor draining.Agricultura l
areas in the wate rshed generally are poor to very poor
draining. Soils in the natural zone are generally moderately
we ll to rapidly draining.

Kanaka Creek
The so il s in the urban and rural areas of the Kanaka Creek
waters hed are variable, ranging from very poor to welldraining. Soils in the natural zone are generally moderately
well to rapidly draining.
By filtering the so il properties according to drainage,
texture and water tab le characteristics, four soil groups
were distinguished, as presented in Table 2.2. Soils that
are we ll to moderately well-drained with coarse textured
materials in the database are likely groundwater recharge
areas and may be su itable for enhanced stormwater
inf iltration strategies.

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CRE EK ISMP
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Table 2.2 - Soil Groups Based on Soil Drainage & Flow Characteristics

l11J1iii:i.f ii&
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SOIL DRAINAGE CHARACTERISTICS

RUNOFF CHARACTERISTIC INFILTRATION CHARACTERISTIC

Imperfect to Very Poor. Seasonally high water table, flooding,
seepage. Potential d ischarge; slow recharge, if any

2

High runoff

Moderately We ll to Well. Perched water table or observed
seepage, indicating a confining low-permeability layer. Variable

Moderate runoff

recharge or discharge, depending on season and location.
3

Moderately Well to Rapid. Rapid infiltration, no confining layer.
Potenti al recharge.

4

Low infiltration
Moderately low
infiltration

Low runoff

High infiltration

High runoff

Low infiltration

Moderately We ll to Rapid. Relatively thin overburden over
bedrock or till confining layer; steep terrain. Mountain block/
bedrock recharge.

The extents of these four soil groups in the South A louette

of direct connect ivity with the deeper groundwater regime.

watershed are shown on Figure 2.7 and in the Ka naka Creek

These areas likely correspond to groundwater discharge areas,

watershed Figure 2.8.

locally confirmed by the presence of springs, seepage zones

The implications of these character istics for stormwater runoff

Soil Group 3

and discharge are summarized below:

Areas that are well to moderatelywell-drained that also display

Soil Group l
Areas with poor drainage characteristics due to the prevalence
of fin e-g rained material with low infiltration rates. These
areas correspond to groundwater discharge zones primarily.
Groundwater discharge or high-water table conditions will

potential connectivity between the shallow and deeper
groundwater regimes. These correspond to areas with the
highest potential for rainwater infiltration and groundwater
recharge.

also typically occur in low-lying areas, reducing the capacity

Soil Group 4

of infiltrating rain water and runoff.

Areas that ar·e well or rapidly drained due to the presence
of a thin overburden layer over bedrock, or consolidated till,

Soil Group2
Areas that are well to moderatelywell-drained that nevertheless
have a perched water table or where seepage is observed,
indicating a confining impermeable layer, and likely a lack
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and seasonally high-water table.

combined with steep terrain. These are typically upland areas
where recharge to the fractured bedrock aquifer system is
likely to occur.
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Figure 2.7 - South Alouette Watershed - Soil Drainage & Aquifer Recharge Potential
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3. EXISTING DRAINAGE INFRASTRUCTURE
3.1

Overview

Dra inage infrastructure in the South Alouette and Kanaka

road-side rain gardens discharging to detention ponds and

Creek watersheds was inventoried from the City's GIS data

on -lot stormwater management practices.

and backgroun d reports. The drainage system is generally

Kanaka Creek

compr ised of piped inf rastructure, open channels, / ditches,

Piped infrastructure in the Kanaka Creek watershed is shown

natu ral watercourses, and detention ponds. The original

on Figure 2.10. In general, runoff is directed to the piped or

natu ral drainage patterns in the watersheds (with the

open channel system before discharging to surface water. For

exception of the undeveloped upper watersheds) have been

localized developments with a drainage pond , stormwater

altered over t ime due to development, including the addition

is directed first to the pond before being conveyed further

of ditches, embankments, dikes, and land filling.

downstream. In the natural uplands, runoff is generally

South Alouette

conveyed overland to the natural watercourses. The North

Piped infrastructure in the South Alouette watershed is shown

East Albion Area Plan has been prepared on the same premise

on Figure 2.9. In general, runoff is directed to the piped or

as the Silver Valley Area , with a strong emphasis on a three-

open c han nel system before discharging to surface water. For

tiered, distributed rainwater management source controls

loca li zed d evelopments with a drainage pond, stormwater

focused on both water quality and quantity.

is d irected fi rst to the pond before being conveyed further
downst ream. In the natural uplands, runoff is generally
conveyed overland to the natural watercourses, except
for the Silver Va ll ey Area, in which engineered stormwater
management practices have been implemented .

!
:.~.:!

Stormwater gene rated in the Silver Valley Area Plan has

il

been managed according to the City's recent regulations

1•

·,

such as t he Watercourse Protection Bylaw, and industry best
management practices (BMPs) for low-impact development
(LID) . Deve lopments

w ithin

Silver

Va lley

have

utilized

stormwa t er management practices to meet the City's new
standa rds for stormwater management, which has included
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Figure 3.1 - South Alouette Watershed - Piped Drainage Infrastructure
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Figure 3.2 - Kanaka Creek Watershed - Piped Drainage Infrastructure
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3.2

connected to the truncated system, and sub-catchments.

Known Drainage Issues

Known drainage issues as reported by City staff and external

The drainage criteria described in the City's Design Criteria

stakeholders include:

Manual (Updated October20l5) were used to define standard
modeling

High stream levels have been observed at Millionaire

parameters and the drainage infrastructure

design criteria:

Creek and Fern Crescent (South Alouette Watershed),
which is of possible concern since the upstream

The minor system must convey runoff from a 10-year

catchment is still developing and more

design event. This is an event that has a 10% chance

impervious area is expected.

of occurring in any given year. The minor system is

Metro Vancouver's Kanaka Creek Regional Park
Management Plan (2004) discusses concerns

ponds.

related to water quality, summer base flows

Minor system flows must be detained and released at the

and 'flashy' response to rain events.

2-year predevelopment rate unless otherwise approved

Flooding of lands in the Albion Flats area.
Flooding in and around the Town Centre area
during the l in 100 year event rainfall that

by the City. This is a flow that has a 50% chance of
occurrence in any given year (a frequent event) ..
The major system must convey runoff from a 100-year
design event. This is an event that has a 1% chance of

occurred in September 2018
Localized flooding at various locations

3.3

primarily represented by storm sewers and detention

occurrence in any given year (a rare event). The major
system is primarily represented by watercourses and
their culverts. It's also represented by roadway corridors.

Performance Analysis

In some rare instances it may include some storm sewers
For this watershed scale study, modelling (analysis) of the

as well, but generally storm sewers are not sized for the

trunk drainage infrastructure was conducted to determine

l:100 year design event. Flows over ground surface are

stormwater runoff volumes and flow rates under various

permitted for the major event provided they do not

storm events, and to define potential improvements to

impact public safety or property. However, there are

drainage management practices necessary to service future

exceptions to this rule in floodplains, whether in the

growth and to adapt to climate change.

ALR or not.

The trunk drainage system elements included manholes,
pipes that are 400 mm in diameter or g1·eater, watercourses
comprising the primary system (rivers and major creeks),

3.3.1

Minor System Capacity Analysis

The 10-year design storm was simulated to assess th e
hydraulic capacity of the existing minor drainage system

culverts, ditches, on Ii ne flow control structures, detention ponds
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(storm sewer system and detention facilities). The results

South Alouette Watershed

described below should not be considered definitively

With

conclusive;

capacity

watercourses have over bank flood-plain which will activate

limitations and areas of potential concern within the

during major flows. This phenomena is showing in the

system. They are not definitively conclusive because this

results of the analysis for the major event. In February

study is being conducted at a macro scale and there are

2016 Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (NHC) completed a

many complexities that will affect system performance

complementarystudyforthe City titled "North Alouette and

at the local level.

Conclusion as to their adequacy or

South Alouette Rivers Additional Floodplain Analysis, Phase

defic iency should be reached through greater observation

2 - Technical Investigations Completion Final Report" 2 .

and assessment at a more refined level.

This was a detailed and focused study of the hydraulic

rather,

they

point

to

potential

exception

to

deeply

incised

ravines,

natural

performance of the floodplain which was not the intent of

South Alouette Watershed:
Potential capacity limitations in the trunk piping system were
found primarily in older neighbourhoods, such as the Town

this ISMP. Therefore, this NHC study should be consulted
for more information about the floodplain areas.

Centre, where other forms of stormwater management have

Kanaka Creek Watershed

not been applied. Limited concerns were found in the Silver

With

Valley area where recent stormwater management practices

watercourses have over bank f lo odplain which will activate

have been applied.

during major flows. This phenomena is showing in the

exception

to

deeply

incised

ravines,

natural

results of the analysis for the major event.

Kanaka Creek Watershed:
Potential capacity limitations in the trunk piping system

In general, analysis suggests that under current conditions

were limited to areas without communal storage facilities.

the systems within both the South Alouette and Kanaka

Genera lly, the rest of the minor drainage system was found to

Creek watersheds are performing reasonably well against

perform well against the criteria it was sized for.

established criteria.

3.3.2

Th ese systems are re-evaluated for

predicted future conditions accounting for development

Major System Capacity Analysis

and climate change in Part 2 of this report.

The 100-year design storm was simu lated to further assess
performance of the system and to define where surface
major flow paths are required.

The results described

below should not be considered conclusive; rather, they
point to locations where the overland flow paths should
be further assessed.
2

http://www.mapleridge.ca/DocumentCenter/View/8745/North-and-South-Alouette-Rivers-Floodplain-Study?bidld=
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4 COMMUNITY SURVEY SUMMARY
REPRESENTATIVE COMMENTS
To help assess the public's current perceptions of t he wat ershed
and its overall health the City of Maple Ridge published a public

''I'm not sure that enough is being done

on line survey from July 19 to August 19, 2019. The survey was

to protect these natural features from the

pub lished on the City website from July 19, 2019 to August 19, 2019,

effects of urbanization"

posted on Facebook August l, 2019 reaching 1,760 peop le, and

"The way the area is being developed puts

advertised in the local newspaper August 2, 2019 and August 7,

severe pressure on the natural environment

2019. Part icipat ion was voluntary and the City rece ived a tota l of

and is destroying the forests and watersheds"

25 responses, w ith most respondents living within the ISMP study
area. Given the size of the area and the number of res idents, 25

"Excessive

responses is a very small sample and not statistically sign if icant.

degrading the natura l flood control"

It may also not represent a balanced viewpoint. However, it does

'There

provide insights that there are residents with concern for the

development...where too many homes have

hea lth of the watersheds and support addressing the problems.

been bu i It too close together and note enough

4.1

Current Impacts and Awareness

Survey pa rt icipants were asked about the current impact and
awareness of the watersheds in their neighbourhoods. Based
on o u r survey responses, 60% of respondents (15 out of 25) have

has

stream

been

side

a

development

large

amount

is

of

grass, trees, etc. has been maintained"
"New developments will be better equipped
to deal with drainage and work with/around
existing watershed elements"

been impacted by flooding in their neighbourhood and 88% of

"We

respondents (22 of the 25) are aware of the importance of natural

technologies of pervious pavements and

need

to

think

about

using

new

features for drainage.

move away from using so much impervious
surfaces to channel and move stormwater

4.2

Impressions and Importance of the Watershed

out of our systems"

Respondents were asked about their impression of the watershed

"Too much concrete& pavement. Not enough

health for three separate areas: rural, suburban, and urban areas.

green spaces and permeable surfaces"

Comments were interpreted on a scale ranging from "Poor" to
"Good" wit h additional "No Comment/ No Response" and "I don't
know" options.
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Based on respondent comments, there was a common theme

overwhe lmingly responded that the health of th e watershed

throughout each of the areas. The majority of respondents

is important to them, with more than 70% (18 or 25) saying

believe the wat ersh ed health to be poor and attribute the new

sign ifi cantly important. When asked about how

development s in the area to be largely responsible for this.

investment into drainage improvements they w ould su ppo rt,

In regard to t he rural watershed health, 8 of 25 respondents
be lieve the health of the watershed is poor, and 10 responses
spec ifically

mention

how development

has

much

the majority of respondents (19 of 25) wou Id support moderate
to signif icant investment.

negative ly

impacted the watershed.
When asked about the suburban areas, 12 of the 25
responden t s be lieve the health of the watershed to be poor,
and 13 of 25 respondents mention the negative impacts of
deve lop m ent near the watershed. A few participants speak
to the fact that newer· developments appear to be taking
the natural drainage features into consideration and build
around them, and several respondents also mention that
they wo uld like to see developers utilizing better materia ls
and techno log ies to help with drainage.
The majority of su rvey respondents believe the watershed
health in urban areas to be poor (15 of25 respondents). Again,
respondents believe the main culprit for this is development
that removes natural drainage features and is too close to
the waterway. Participants sa id that old development and
infrastructure is seen as not able to address the add itiona l
runoff, and new developments are not considering or
maintain in g the existing natural drainage features.

4.3

Support for the Watersheds

Participants were asked to identify how important the
hea lth of t he watershed is, and the level of investment they
wou ld support for drainage improvements. Participants

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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5 FUTURE LAND USE
The City's 2013 Official Community Pl an (OCP) (Bylaw No.

5.1.1

7060-2014, Schedule 8 General ised Future Land Use Plan)

Tier A - Retain Rainwater

Tier A events are small rainfa ll events t hat are less than half

lays out how the City of Maple Ridg e w ill grow and w hat and

the size of the Mean A nnual Rainfall (MAR) and represent

where land uses will be. Part 2 of the ISMP process assesses

approximately 90% of the annu al rainfa ll. Th is captu red

the City's current watershed m anagement practices and

rainfall should be infiltrated , evapot ransp ired or re-used at

predicts what the expected watersh ed outcom es are likely to

the source. This is often achieved by surface fea tures such

be based on those practices and apply ing the OCP land use.

as rain gardens or biowales, and su b-su rface featu res such as

These land use designations were combin ed w ith topographic

drywells and inf iltration trench es.

and stream setback information to estimate the anticipated
footprint of both Greenfield and Infill development.

5.1

Rainwater Management Controls and Criteria

Precipitation and watershed hyd rology are highly variable.
The formation of natural drainage courses and environmental
health are directly linked to the magnitude and frequency
of rainwater runoff.

Rainfall tiers have been created for

managing the complete spectrum of rainfall events; rainfall
capture (source control), runoff control (detention). and
flood risk management (contain and convey). These three
components are described in sub-sections below.
The City's Design Criteria Manua l (October 2015) specifies
three levels of controls are to be applied. Beyor:i,d what is
stated in the manual, a review w it h City staff further clarified

Rain Carden (photo by Urban Systems Ltd.)

the application of the criteria and the typical practices to
achieve them, as summarized below:

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KA NAKA CREEK ISM P
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Detention Ponds (photos by Urban Systems Ltd.}

For a variety of reasons, there are many instances where the

source co ntrol facilities include detention/retention ponds,

Tier A cr iteria are not achievable. However, there is insufficient

oversized storm sewers, and storage tanks (on-lot and off- lot).

information currently available to represent all the exceptions
in the hydrologic modeling for this study. As such, only the
p rescribed criteria have been represented in the technical

Tier B controls are applied to all land use designations, both
for infill and Greenfield Development

5.1.3

analysis herein.
Wh ile the City does require developers to demonstrate retention
of 50% MAR, it does not prescribe how it is to be achieved.

Tier C - Convey Rainwater

Tier C events are extreme storm events that exceed Tier B
rainfall events and may or may not occur in any given year.
At a m inimum , the 1:10 year event must be detained and

5.1.2

Tier B - Detain Rainwater

released at the l:2year predevelopment rate. Where d irected

Tier B events are larger ra infall events that exceed Tier A up

by the City, the l:100 year flow may sometimes be detained to

to and includ ing MAR. These events represent approximately

a 1:10 year pre-development rate. However, in discussion w ith

10% of the annual rainfall and result in the majority of the

City staff, it is understood that a more stringent cr iterion of

peak flows in downstream waterco urses. Source control

controlling the 100 year to 10 year is done in only few instances.

faci lities are required to store the runoff from impervious
surfaces resu lting from the large rainfall events and release it
at a control led rate of a 1:2 year forested/ wood lot flow. Typica I

For Infi ll development, Tier C controls are not applied to single
family resident ial but are to higher density and ICI land uses.
Trunk Storm Sewer (photo by Urban Systems Ltd.}
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of impervious surface area on site to support traffic, parking,
storage of vehicles, etc. and subsequently water quality
concerns associated with hydro-carbons, heavy metals, etc.
Length, size, and number of roads/parking areas also comes

!'~

1,;~

into consideration. For these sites, usually oil/grit separators
are applied, sometimes in combination with other proprietary
treatment systems, all remaining on site as private systems.
From an environmental perspective, the City seeks to expand
the extent of Tier A requirements to promote the use of
landscaping and high-quality topsoil where possible to assist
with water quality improvements.

5.3

Future Conditions Impact Assessment

5.3.l

Design Storm Events

To assess the system under future conditions, several design
storm events are simulated, including single storm events,
single storm events with consideration of climate change,
and extended period rainfall for continuous simulations.

5.2

Current Water Quality Treatment in
Maple Ridge

Single event storms
A broad set of design storms were modelled to determine

The Watercourse Bylaw and design criteria requires that the

the critical event for each system component. In addition to

stormwater management plans include water treatment.

the minor and major event return periods, the Mean Annual

For single family developments in close proximity to an outfall

Rainfall (MAR) event is modelled.

the City typically sees proprietary systems installed within a

Climate change

roadway which become City owned.

One-day rainfall depths were scaled by both 10% and 20% to

For multi-family (townhouse, bare land strata and apartment),

test system sensitivity to changing rainfall intensities.

Most

institutional, industrial, or commercial sites it becomes

recent climate projection data suggests that the magnitude of

increasingly important that appropriate type and<size units

design precipitation in Maple Ridge is to increase in the order

are utilized on site because there is typically a larger amount

of 20% by year 2050.
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Despite the primary focus here being on th e effects of

5.4

Floodplain Analysis

climate change on precipitation, the potential impacts will
extend to heat, drought, and w ind. This further emphasizes
the importance of rainwater recharge into the ground and
to maximize the potential for tree canopy wit hin the urban
areas.

Howeve r, p lant species and landscapes w ill need to

As previously noted, Northwest Hydraulic Consultants (N HC)
completed a complementary study for the City titled "North
Alouette and South Alouette Rivers Additional Floodplain
Analysis, Phase 2 - Technical Investigations Completion Final
Report". Th e NHC report presents the updated 200-year (an

consider hotter drier conditions.

event that has a 0.5% chance of occurrence in any given year)

5.3.2

Future Land Use Analysis

floodplain maps for the North and South Alouette River. Flood

What is most helpful to understand about the future

estimatesincorporatea 10% increase inflows on all unregulated

condition is how system performance is predicted to change

basins for projected climate change impacts to year 2100. The

over current condition.

study made a series of recommendation around emergency
p lanni ng, emergency response, managing the floodplain

For land use change alone, hydrological and hyd ra ulic
modeling results indicate that for the 1:10 yea r minor event,
overall changes are minimal, which signals that for the storm
events considered, the City's cu rrentstormwater management

through regulation, and further technical assessment work.

5.5

Future Land Use Summa ry and
Conclusions

criteria abate the negative effects of development.

Results are summarized as follows:
5.3.3

Future Land Use with Climate Change Analysis

for Low Density and Medium Density developments

by 10% and again by 20% to simu late two different possible

wi ll not always satisfy the City cr iteria to retain the first

impacts due to climate change. The drainage system was

50% MAR (mean annual rainfall) precipitation. Low and

then reassessed using th e intensified MAR, 10-Year, and 100-

Med ium Density developments are by far the most

Year design storms.

dominant land use. Not achieving Tier A retention

Overal I future condition syste m performance worse ned under
the influence of climate change assumptions, as compared
to the future baseline cond ition. Once land and drainage
systems are saturated, there is a relatively direct relationship
between precipitation and runoff. Th erefore, not surprisingly,
as the precipitation is scaled up, system performance gets
incrementally worse.
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For a var iety of reasons, current development practices

As described above, existing design storms were scaled up

may co ntribute to diminished creek base flows and it
puts stronger emphasis on the need to achieve Tier C
criteria . In cases where on-lot Tier A is unachievable,

l

,,!1:,,
..

consideration should be given to communal faci lities
in publ ic lands that can attempt to satisfy the Tier A
target. This w ill require dedicated space based on the
se rv ice area and soil infiltration capacity. While a Tier C
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pond may contribute to meeting Tier A targets as well, it
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the performance of nature, therefore Greenfield

is ant icipated that add itional space and facilities will be

Development will not provide an opportunity to improve

required to fully satisfy Tier A targets.

watershed health. The only opportunity to improve

When a Developer can't meet the Tier A criteria by

watershed health will be in infill development zones,

provid ing the off-site facilities either (escarpment area,

where the application of current criteria can repair

geotechnica l issues or smaller subdivisions), the City may

historic impacts.

then consider cash -in lieu to fund the City looking for

The degree to which climate change will affect

other compensating benefits w ithin the watershed.

precipitation is still uncertain, but climate science is

For conveyance systems, predicted future system

showing significant increases in intensity during the wet

performance remains comparable to existing condition

season. Summers are also expected to get drier. Should

for events up to and including the 1:10 year event.

this occur, and without the adjustment to the design of

Performance worsens to a modest degree during a l:100

stormwater controls, impact is expected in the hydraulic

year event, largely due to the fact that the standard

performance of conveyance systems, the erosion

criteria only requires flow attenuation for the 1:10 year

potential in receiving streams, and watershed health.

event (Tier C). In some circumstances, the City requires

The City can best adapt to climate change by controlling

attenuation of the l:100 year event, however it is currently

infrastructure and development moving forward w ith

not well defined whe re that is a requirement.

new criteria that includes a factor for climate change,

It is very difficult to fully replicate nature in a built

through gradual infrastructure renewal , and through

environment. At best, new developments will near

flexible criteria and priority-based decisions.
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6 ISMP GOAL AND OBJECTIVES
As a summary recap, the goal and objectives of the ISMP
provide the strategic direction for recommendations in
improvements

in

integrated

stormwater

management

practices and processes.

6.1

Goa l

The primarygoa l of integrated stormwater management in the
South Alouette and Kanaka Creek watersheds is to maintain,

~-.

and ideally enhance, watershed health. It is a regulatory

i,..

requ irement to achieve "no net loss" in waters hed health.

6.2

Objectives

Object ives describe what the City strives to achieve in the
South Alouette and Kanaka Creek watersheds through
effective integrated stormwater management:

1.

Maintain watershed health in areas experiencing
greenfield development

2.

Enhance watershed health in areas experiencing
infill development

3.

Effectively manage risk to public health and safety

4. Deliver sustainable services that are adaptive to
climate change
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7 RECOMMENDED PROGRAM AREAS
Recommendations

to

address

issues

and

opportunities

to identify, value, and account for Natural Assets in their

identified, and to make progress on the goa I and objectives of the

financial planning and asset management programs, and

ISM P, are organized into five program areas. Recommendations

to develop leading -edge, sustainable and climate resilient

under each program area, and an implementation action plan,

i nfrastru ctu re.

are detailed on the following pages.

Green Infrastructure
1.

Regulation and Enforcement
In 2019, Council endorsed for staff to undertake a review of

2. Asset Management
3.

its Green Infrastructure Management Strategy Policy. This
work is to be conducted in 2020. The City can leverage Green

Environmental Monitoring

Infrastructu reto mitigate the negative effects of development,
such as redevelopment in the Town Centre, along major

4. Collaboration, Education, and Outreach

transportation corridors, and where new development is to

5. Adaptive Management and Continuous Improvement

occur in Greenfield areas. The added threat of climate change
makes Green Infrastructure that much more important.
It is expected that both on-site (private systems within the

Program Areal: Regulation and Enforcement
As a gene ral statement, Maple Ridge has a solid fou ndation
of policy, goa ls, objectives and criteria. While some alterations
to these are warranted, supplemental efforts are needed on
convert ing the existing vision into reality through enhanced

limits of a single propert) and off-site (communal systems
owned by the City and benefiting multiple properties) Green
infrastructure will be appropriate. Multiple financial tools are
ava ilable to capture costs from development

cons ideration for implementation, funding, and operations.

Program Area 2: Asset Management

A reas of particular emphasis would be Natural Assets and

Because many of the recommendations relate to asset

Green Infrastructure.

management (for example, condition, risk, and funding) , we

Natural Assets

a dedicated asset management program.

recommend the City approach their implementation through

The City has an abundance of Natural Assets that provide
important

benefits

(services)

to

managing

water

and

The City def ines asset management in its Corporate Asset
Management Policy No. 9.13 (July 11, 2017) as follows:

habitats - streams, ponds, wetlands, floodplains, forests and
the like. There is an increasing movement for municipalities
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guide the planning, acquisition, operation and mainte nance,

overa ll "adaptive management and continuous improvement"

rehab ilitation.disposal and ultimate replacementofmunicipal

process, w hich is described under Program Area 5.

infrastructure assets. Th e objective is to maximise asset service
delivery potential, manage related risks and minimize costs of
ownersh ip whi le delivering acceptable levels of service in a
sustainable manner that does not comprom ise the ability of
future generations to meet th eir own needs.

Program Area 4: Collaboration, Education, and
Outreach
These are vast watersheds that extend well beyond the
City's urban boundary and even beyond the jurisdiction
of the City.

Programs will not be successful without

Program Area 3: Environmental Monitoring

collaboration, education and outreach; internally within the

Environmental monitoring is a core component of the IS MP

City departments, and externally with stewardship groups,

because environmental data tell the City how it is doing in

stakeholders, and property owners/ operators.

terms of meeting the goal and objectives of the ISM P. Th e
Ci ty can then use t he data to inform decisions about changes
an d improvements to its management practices as part of an

Va rious

City

departments

may collaborate

to

explore

opportunities for siting community detention / retention
facilities, or other forms of Green Infrastructure, preferably
w ithin

Parks (either existing or acquired)

where they

can provide co-benefits. And there is also benefit for all
departments involved in the enforcement or implementation
of Green

Infrastructure

to

collaborate

in

the

Green

Infrastructure Management Strategy Policy Review initiative
in 2020.
Vo lunteer stewardship groups make a sign ificant contribution
to the environmental wellbeing of a community. The City
has we ll establish ed groups to which the City supports KEEPS {Kanaka Education and Environmental Partnership
Society) and ARMS {Alouette River Management Society).
KEEPS in particular does a lot of education activities (w w w.
keeps.org and https://www.alouetteriver.org/)

Both of these

groups engage in restoration projects and gives updates to
Council. The City recognizes the excellent work and valued
contrib utions that KEEPS and ARMS make to the community
and w ill continue to suppo rt and partner with them.
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With respect t o other members of the public , it is often
that people do not respect or support things they do
not understand. Th e development of this ISM P included
communication and engageme nt w ith a range of people.
however, it is expected that a broader education and

Key Performance Targets and Indicators
Specific

performance

targets

are

defined

in

criteria

of estab lished bylaw and apply largely at the site and
neighbourhood level.

outreach program would be beneficial to help the City make

At a sub-watershed or watershed scale, cost effective,

progress on meeting the goal and objectives of the ISMP. This

measurable, and reliable key performance indicators allow the

education and outreac h would be both internal and external.

City to determine whet her or not the watershed vision is being

There

is a growing

awareness of the

importance of

integrating the site, with the stream. with the watersheds
to establish a viabl e future w ith respect to integrated
watershed manag ement plans. The City should develop a

achieved.

Performance indicators need to be selected for

things that can be observed and measured frequent ly. In the
context of South Allouette and Kanaka Creek, recommended
key performance indicators are:

communicat ion strategy to help convey this message to the

Stability of creek bed and banks

general publ ic, to current and future decision makers, and to

Fewer annua l service complaints due to flooding

the development community.

Increase in tree canopy as measured from aerial photos

Program Area 5: Adaptive Management and
Continuous Improvement

A positive d ifferential between the number of trees

Adaptive management is a process of monitoring, reviewing,

No reduction in the riparian vegetation as measured

learning , and adjusting.

from aerial photos

plant ed to the number of trees removed

Successfu l impl ementation of source controls with all

Monitoring and Assessment

development and building permits that require them

Monitoring is broken into several categories, including
physical (eg. are the desired flows and qua lity of wa ter being
achieved?), regulatory (eg . are the City's regulatory tools
successfully guiding development?), and process (eg. are City
staff properly informed and are inter-departmental processes

Improved water quality
Improved benthic health
Successful implementation of the Capital Program.

Adaptive Responses

in place to successfully direct the p lan's implementation).
Data co llected should be assessed on a 5 year cycle.

Reviewing results of the monitoring program is important
to assess the specific fa il ure mechanism, should fa il ure
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occur.

Was there a poor design(s)?

Has there been a

significant change in weather patterns?

5.

Were there slope

If there is increased flooding not caused by structural or
maintenance failure, the City may consider accelerating

stabi lity or on-site drainage design rules that prevented

its pipe replacement program on a priority basis, or

rainwater management design criteria from being achieved?

explore alternative mitigative measures.

Was there an infrastructure failure due to insufficient

6.

If the funding for infrastructure change can not keep up

maintenance? Was there insufficient parcel area to achieve

w ith demand (i.e. worsen ing conditions) the City needs

ra inwater management goals (supplemental off-parcel areas

to revisit its funding stream and look to a program that

for rainwater management need to be considered early in the

provides more reliable funding.

land use planning process)? There can be many reasons why
objectives may not be met. The response(s) need to align with
the cause. It is therefore premature to articulate a specific
response p lan to unsatisfactory results at this time, but some

7.

If the City is not lead ing by example in implementing
and maintaining source controls in public spaces,
the City needs to evaluate its interdepartmental
co llaboration, priorities, and funding.

fu ndamenta l responses may be as follows:

1.

If watercourse erosion and environmental health

Program Area 6: Capital Planning and Infrastructure

do not stabilize, or preferably improve, the City may

Improvements

need to accelerate the implementation of communal
management infrastructure through its capital program;
eithe r with high flow diversions or stormwater detention
ponds. W ith in mature development areas land
acquisition and bu ilding demolition may be required.
2.

3.

4.

Hydraulic performance of storm sewer mains and culverts
was determined using criteria noted in Section 5.3; coding
them as green (under capacity), yellow (at capacity) or red
(over capacity).

For consideration of potential storm sewer

improvement costs the 1:10 year event is applied for storm

If development or building permits are being completed

sewer mains and the 1:100 year event is applied for road

w ithout successfu l source controls, the City needs to

crossing culverts. And for both storm sewer mains and

eva lu ate whether this was a procedural failure or a resu lt

cu lverts a comparison between the "existing condition"

of other constraints.

and "future cond ition w ith 20% climate change" is app lied.

If the frequency of service calls due to structural or

Future condition

maintenance failure increases, the City needs to review

accordance with current mun icipal standards are applied to

and possibly strengthen its Asset Management Program .

future developm ent. A summary of performance statistics is

If maintena nce of p rivate source contro ls is not validated,

p resented in Table 7.1 (Storm Sewers) and 7.2 (Culverts) below.

assumes that stormwater controls in

the City should consider implementing a formal
Stormwater Source Control Operating Permit program.
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Table 7.1 - Summary of Storm Sewer Infrastructure Performance

STORM SEWER
PERFORMANCE CODE

EXISTING CONDITION 1:10 YEAR STORM

FUTURE CONDITION WITH 20% CC 1:10 YEAR STORM

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF
PIPE (M)

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF
PIPE (M)

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
DIAMETER (MM)

Green (unde r capacity)

41,000

665

34,000

664

Ye llow (at capacity)

10,000

729

12,000

733

Red (over capacity)

13,000

517

18,000

525

Table 7.2 - Summary of Culvert Infrastructure Performance

CULVERT
PERFORMANCE CODE

EXISTING CONDITION 1:100 YEAR STORM

FUTURE CONDITION WITH 20% CC 1:100 YEAR STORM

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF
PIPE (M)

APPROXIMATE LENGTH OF
PIPE (M)

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
DIAMETER (MM)

WEIGHTED AVERAGE
DIAMETER (MM)

Green (under capacity)

1,351

1,365

1,196

1,350

Yellow (at capacity)

956

1,264

931

1,305

Red (over capac ity)

362

879

542

997

Future system performance and identification of def ic iencies

As noted in previous sections of the report, it is considered

reflects the combined effects offuture development (infill and

premature to reach a firm conclusion on specifically what

greenfield), cl imate change (20% increase in precipitation),

pipes must be upgraded and when. Upgrade requirements

and assumes that the City's drainage management criteria is

should be confirmed by observing performance data through

ac hi eved (Ti er A , B, C) by future developments.

monitoring

Green coded pipes are of low interest from a capac ity
perspective (does not consider pipe condition), yel low coded
pipes are of moderate interest and red coded pipes are of
high interest.

For preliminary planning, only red coded

p ipes are considered for potential reinvestment (upg rade) .

conducting

a

risk-based

assessment.

This would involve local flow/ water level monitoring and
predictive model calibration, since it is unlikely that a design
event will be observed through short term monitoring.

A

locally calibrated model for the areas of high interest will
provide greater confidence in the prediction that this system
will flood under a design event.

Once requirements for
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drainage system upgrades are verified, the City must eva luate

This is a general statement as the predicted increase var ies

infrastructure re-investment needs and reconcile this w ith

depending on the return period and storm duration.

long range f inancial planning.

emphasized that there rem ains no certainty on the precise

In the existing cond ition, approximately 13 km of trunk storm
sewers mode lled (20%) are predicted undersized with respect
to target levels of service, increasing to 18 km (28%) in the
future with an assumed 20% increase in precipitation due to
climate change.

It is

change in precipitation. All estimates are based on an ensemble
of climate model predictions; each yielding variable results.
Rainfall predictions w ill continue to evolve with climate science
research.

It is an accepted practice for local governments to

make decisions today based on best available information.
These decisions are influenced by the municipality's tolerance

With cons ideration for the future condition only, the weighted

to risk.

It is, however, recommended that regardless of the

average pipe diameter is 525 mm. Using a planning level unit

decision made today, the City commit to tracking climate

cost of $3.00 per mm diameter per meter of length (inclusive

change projections on a regular cycle (eg . 5 years) and making

of eng ineering and contingencies), the red coded storm

adaptive management decisions as new infmmation dictates.

sewer trunk mains have a value of $28M.
Sim il arly, for road cu lverts, red coded pipes in the future total
542 meters with a weighted average diameter of 997 mm
for 27 roadway crossings. The unit cost for culverts are very
different than storm mains and are h ighly variable based on
a variety of factors. Small culverts on local roads can perhaps
be comp leted for something in the range of $100,000 to
$200,000, but larger cu lverts on busy roads, where dewatering
is required and where utilities may conflict, it is common for
such culvert s to cost in the range of $200,000 to $500,000
each.

In absence of conducting design reviews for each

crossing , it's suggested that a value of $300,000 per crossing
be cons idered for each of the 27 crossings, for a total of $BM.
A recent rainfall and design storm tool developed by Metro
Vancouve r3 indicates that a 20 % increase in precipitation will
occur by year 2050 for a moderate climate change scenario.
3

Metro Vancouver /OF Curve and Design Storm Spreadsheet, Final 2019.
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and fail on occasion, thereby activating the "major"

Interpreting the Results

system, wh ich are flow paths that protect public safety

While this study has identified $36M in infrastructure

and property to a l:100 year level. The influence of climate

replacements, there are many considerations that must still

change is a significant aspect that is changing how

be made before concluding that such replacements must be

frequently storm sewers will surcharge.

done, or when they should be done. They include:

Given the above bullets, overland flow should be
Analytical modeling is not an exact science. Hydrology

expected on occasion. Where this is predicted to occur,

and hydraulics are very complex processes that ideally

there is need to assess the overland flow risk to public

are proven with performance monitoring and model

safety and property damage and develop options to

calibration. Monitoring and calibration to date has been

mitigate the risk (storage, conveyance upgrades, flow

done at a high level, watershed scale, not at a local level

redirection, surface flow path improvements). This ISMP

where variability will exist. Areas of deficiency noted

highlights potential areas of concern which should be

are at this point considered "points of interest" and it

explored in greater detail.

is recommended that a winter season flow monitoring

For any redevelopment where overland flow is expected,

program be conducted at these locations to allow model

the City wi ll need to make a policy decision on whether to

calibration at a local level.

permit basement connections or not.

The criteria applied in assessing whether a pipe is
deficient or not is based on low tolerance to surcharging

7.1

Summary Actions, Priorities, and Budgets

during its design event; in this case a 1:10 year event for

A summary table of draft recommended actions, their relative

storm sewers, or an event that has a 10% of occurring in

priority, and a suggested budget amount is provided on the

any given year. It is quite possible that some of these

following pages in Table 7.3. Only those activities that are

p ipes do surcharge today, but unless they cause damage

expected to require external consultants or contractors has

or obvious surface flooding, this surcharging goes

been budgeted. Activities internal of City functions are not

unnoticed and is not a concern.

and are noted as "Internal" in the table.

Most storm sewers are designed to prevent "nuisance
flooding" only, which is referred to as the "minor" system.
The City of Maple Ridge has elected to use a 1:10 year
event as its minor system, whereas many communities in
Canada only apply a 1:5 year event.

Actual budget requirements are subject to development of
the detailed scope and deliverables. The suggested budgets
herein are planning level based on conduct of similar
assignments in other jurisdictions.

By designing a storm sewer system for a 1:10 year event,
the storm sewers are inherently designed to surcharge
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Table 7.3 - Summary of Program Areas, Actions, and Budgets

PROGRAM AREA

ACTIONS

l.

Conduct the already scheduled "Green Infrastructure Management

Regulation

Strategy Policy" in 2020.

and
Enforcement

RELATIVE PRIORITY

Review and update the Watercourse Protection Bylaw to include

SUGGESTED BUDGET

High

N/A

High

$20,000

High

$50,000

High

$10,000

High

Internal

Medium

Internal

appropriate on-site and off-site options for meeting 3-tier standards
and water quality requirements, and how these can be coordinated
with pervious area requiremen ts and integrated into building and
landscape designs.
Further to the item above, update the Design Criteria and standards
to reflect limitations and variable site conditions. Ensure criteria
match practices in all departments. Map exemption areas or
areas of special design consideration. Map active wells and their
respective well capture zones and a statement of whether their
aquifers are confined or unconfined from surface water w ithin the
urban reserve. A lso adopt new design precipitation to reflect climate
change. Ensu re coordination w ith the Building Bylaw
Strengthen the Design Criteria with respect to stormwater quality
treatment and associated performance targets, with stronger
emphasis on landscape based green infrastructure where possible.
Formulate acceptable examples and educate developers on how to develop
according to the guidelines and ideas in the Town Centre Area Plan.
Consider updating the Zoning Bylaw to provide adequate provisions
achieving tree canopy targets.
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PROGRAM AREA

ACTIONS

RELATIVE PRIORITY

l.

Review City roadway network and City lands for opportunities to

Regulation

incorporate stormwater management features. This commitment is

and

important for the City to be seen as leaders towards meeting its ow n

Enforcement

stormwater policies and object ives. However, this will require careful

(continued)

consideration of increased costs and needed resources to maintain

SUGGESTED BUDGET

Hig h

$30,000

Medium

$10,000

Medium

Not availabl e

them. Budget includes screening for opportunities, internal
consultation, and developing guiding policies and templates.
Review and modify land use plans as necessary to ensure effective
watershed habitat networks. Budget can be highly variable depending
on processes and necessary edits. Budget provided herein is for a
screening level assessment to assess opportunities for enhancement.
Consider recommendation by Northwest Hydraulic Consultants
(NHC) - "North Alouette and South Alouette Rivers Additional

w ithout further

Floodplain Analysis, Phase 2- Technical Investigations Completion

investigation

Final Report".
Conduct dedicated study of agricultural lowlands where there is a

Medium

$150,000

High

Intern al

Low

$5,000

Medium

Internal

commitment to achieve ARDSA criteria.
2.

Build an inter-departmental asset management team to lead the

Asset

development and implementation of asset management initiatives,

Management

with stormwater representation from Engineering and Public Works.
(Asset management program has been recently launched by the City)
Grow awareness among staff, elected officials, and the public of the
importance of asset management and the risk of insufficient practices
and funding. Budget cost is strictly to develop communication aidsbasic printed material and/or PowerPoint presentation.
Focus inspections and condition assessments on areas of interest
identified from the hydraulic modelling . Use these to inform
the risk framework and subsequent decisions about operations,
maintenance, and asset renewal/replacement.
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RELATIVE PRIORITY

PROGRAM AREA

ACTIONS

2.

Gather data on water level and flow at areas of interest identified

Asset

from the hydraulic modelling to confirm system performance. Use

Management

these to inform the risk framew ork and subsequent decisions about

(continued)

operations, maintenance, and asset renewal/replacement. Budget is

Medium

SUGGESTED BUDGET
$50,000 per year
for 3 yea rs

to establish 5 stations as temporary installations over a 3 to 4 month
winter period. This may be repeated over 2 or 3 consecutive yea rs at
different locat ions.
Define stormwater levels of service. Budget is for a consultant to

High

$5,000

High

$100,000

Medium

Intern al

High

$10,000

Medium

$50,00 0

assist City staff t hrough workshop discussions.
Inventory and valuate th e services provided by natural assets.
Budget may be highly variable and significant depend ing on
how many assets are to be reviewed, how they are to be assessed ,
and what in amount of information is currently available. Budget
noted is a reasonable starting point which would be used to help
determine need for additional financial commitments based on
desired outcomes. A reference for scope consideration is Municipal
Natural Assets Initiative at https://mnai.ca/
Quantify required stormw ater funding levels.
Develop a risk framew ork to inform future stormwater asset
investment planning.
Develop and implement an O&M program informed by LOS and
risk. Budget may be highly variable depending on level of detail
and whether document is general to cover all system, or specific
and tailored to cover unique difference for each system. Budget
provided is for a general document.
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PROGRAM AREA

ACTIONS

2.

Conduct a review of major overland flood paths using a risk

RELATIVE PRIORITY

Asset

assessment framework. This wo rk is often done in two stages;

Management

1) desktop analysis using digital terrain models and hydraulic

(continued)

modeling output and 2) site reconnaissance for areas of particular

SUGGESTED BUDGET

High

$25,000

Medium

$100,000 spread

interest. Budget noted here is for stage 1 only. Budget for stage 2
would be informed by stage 1.
3.

Environmental
Monitoring

Conduct stream mon itoring - water quality and B-IBI. Start with

I 3 continuous years to first establ ish inter-seasonal variability, then

over 3 yea rs.

conduct on 5 year cycle. Budget is based on monitoring 4 sites
as done in 2015, using the Metro Van MAMF protocols, for three
continuous years.
Conduct erosion and bank stabi lity monitoring.
Budget will depend on the extent of the watercourses monitored.

Low (5 year

$150,000

cycle)

Recommend that monitoring occur in fall and w inter before
vegetation growth to improve visibility. Budget suggested herein
is for site reconnaissance and reporting in a single year. The
value is based on a unit rate of $1,000 per ki lometer of channel as
experienced by the City of Surrey which has conducted such studies
over several years.
Conduct desktop monitoring of GIS-based pa rameters, such as riparian
forest integrity, urban tree canopy, impervious surface, inventory of

Low (5year

$30,000

cycle}

green infrastructure, new developments, etc. Budget assumes that all
required data sets are already ava ilable in digital form
4.

Collaboration among City departments; affectively and frequently

Collaboration,

communicate in implementing the ISMP.

Education , and
Outreach
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High

Internal

PROGRAM AREA

ACTIONS

RELATIVE PRIORITY

4.

Develop a communication strategy and engage external stakeholders

Collaboration,

and the general public to further explain the importance of

Education,

environmental princ iples and actions of the ISMP. Provide

and Outreach

educational information to developers and permit applicants.

SUGGESTED BUDGET

Medium

$15,000

Remain connected w ith the Stormwater lnteragency Liaison Group (SILG).

Medium

Internal

Instigate a watershed committee with members of Metro Vancouver

Medium

Internal

Continue to support and partner with ARMS and KEEPS

High

Internal

5.

Decide on key performance indicators to be monitored and tracked

High

Internal

Adaptive

Define staff champions who will lead the Adaptive Management

High

Internal

Management

program
High

Internal

Medium

Internal

(continued)

Parks, Local First Nations, BC Hydro, woodlot operators, Province
(Parks), District of Mission, City of Pitt Meadows, environmental
stewardship groups and Woodlot Managers. A term of reference
and mandate statement for their engagement should be prepared.

and
Continuous
Improvement

Implement systems to collect and store information
Assess information and make adapted decisions on a 5 year cycle

(5 year cycle)

6.

Placeholder budget for replacement of infrastructure predicted to

Capital

be under-capacity in the future. Replacements should be confirmed

Planning and

through additional monitoring and risk assessment.

TBD

$36,000,000

Infrastructure
Improvements
Total Low Priority Budget

$185,000

Total Medium Priority Budget

$475,000

Total High Priority Budget

$250,000

Total Infrastructure Replacement Preliminary Budget

SOUTH ALOUETIE-KANAKA CREEK ISMP
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8 CONCLUSION
Sim ilartoother urbanjurisdictions, historic development in the
South Alouette and Kanaka Creek watersheds has impacted
the health of natural environment systems. But the City of
Maple Ridge was an early adopter of policy and criteria that
strives to fac il itate community growth in a more sustainable
mannerthan it had during early settlement. Two key successes
ach ieved to date have been progressive watercourse setbacks
and designation of environmenta lly sensitive protection
areas, and formation of three -tiered rainwater management
cr iteria. Wh ile built examples like Silver Valley are beg inning
to form, the City recognizes the need to further develop its
Green Infrastructure implementation strategy, with primary
focus on better achieving its Tier A criteria (reta ining 50% of
the Mean Annual Rainfall). The City is undertaking a Green
Infrastructure Management Strategy Policy Review in 2020.
In previously built urban areas, redevelopment poses an
opportunity for betterment of conditions. Where there is to be
Greenf ield development, or conversion of rural lands to urban
densit ies, there is a greater challenge to prevent degradation
of wate rshed health; but certainly achievable.
Climate change poses a threat to the performance of
infrastructure moving forward. Planning and infrastructure
decisions near term should consider an allowance of
increased winter precipitation of an additional 20% over
current levels. Climate science continues to evolve and so
the City shou ld track new information and be prepared for
adaptive management. Once again, the City of Maple Ridge
is not alone in this challenge.
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risk (eg. build dikes or manage risk through regulation such
as a "flood construction level"). The creation of dikes involved
several senior government regulations and would create a
major commitment in perpetuity for the City as the diking
authority.
This study has identified a number of recommendations in
six different program areas to assist the City with improving
on what it already does. These program areas include:
l.

Regulation and Enforcement

2.

Asset Management

3.

Environmental Monitoring

4.

Collaboration, Education, and Outreach

5.

Adaptive Management and Continuous Learning

6. Capital Planning and Infrastructure Improvements
There are a number of priority ranked actions within each
program area, total ling an estimated $1M for all actions
Storm sewer infrastructure is not intended to prevent

within program areas one through five, and an additional

flooding in all circumstances but is intended to prevent

$36M for infrastructure Improvements. These infrastructure

"n uisance flooding" from moderate sized storms. As such,

improvementsconsidertheeffectsofbothcommunitygrowth

surcharging of pipes and surface flows should be expected

and climate change. This budget amount is recommended

from time to time. It is expected to happen more frequently

for long range planning, however it warrants more refined

with the impact of climate change. This study has identified

investigation through local monitoring and risk assessment

areas where surface flows are most likely to occur and the

to make conclusive decisions regarding the expenditure

City should further investigate the potential risk of flooding

of funds to replace existing infrastructure that has not yet

at these locations and decide what actions are required,

reached the end of its service life.

if any, to provide a flow path that is safe to public .and does
not result in property damage. Designated floodplains are a
special case that w ill continue to flood. Within the designated
floodplain of a natrual watercourse, the municipality has
discretion to develop policy on how it wishes to manage flood

By taking actions as identified herein, the City will successfully
accommodate community growth in a manner that achieves
the City's goals towards environment and watershed health
w hile minimizing it's system failures and liabilities.
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City of Maple Ridge
TO:
FROM:

Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council
Chief Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Maple Ridge Tree Permit Survey Update

MEETING DATE:

March 31, 2020

FILE NO:
MEETING:

Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
At the April 2, 2019 Council Workshop, Council directed:

'That staff prepare a draft questionnaire for Council's review, followed by an email and mail-out
survey to permit applicants;
That survey responses be provided to Council to determine whether changes to the Tree Bylaw
are warranted; and,
That staff keep the costs relative to this process as low as possible."
On October 8, 2019 Council reviewed and endorsed the Tree Bylaw survey questions and the process
that was recommended in the staff report titled "Update on Maple Ridge Tree Bylaw Survey and
Process".
Council emphasized that the purpose of the survey and review was not to create any significant
changes to the current Tree Protection and Management Bylaw (Tree Bylaw), rather it was to determine
whether there was an opportunity to improve efficiencies with the current tree permit process.
The 2020 Tree Bylaw Survey was forwarded via both email and mail out to all tree permit applicants,
tree experts, and development consultants who were involved in a tree permit application over the
past two and a half years. Survey stakeholders were given six weeks to submit their comments.
Out of approximately 1500 tree permit applications over the past two and a half years, 70 survey
responses and written comments were provided to the City of Maple Ridge in addition to approximately
a dozen verbal and written comments by applicants as well as from some tree permit complainants.
A copy of the Tree Bylaw Survey is attached in Appendix A. The survey results and summary of the
written comments are found in Appendix B. The original written responses are found in Appendix C.
This report provides an updated summary of survey results, including written feedback and comments
received on the 2020 Tree Bylaw Survey. It also includes recommendations for improvements to the
tree permit process and Tree Bylaw.

RECOMMENDATION:
That staff be directed to prepare Amendments to the Tree Bylaw and process as identified in the
Recommendations for Consideration of the report entitled "Maple Ridge Tree Permit Survey
Update", dated March 31, 2020.

4.5
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BACKGROUND:
As mentioned previously in this report, at the April 2, 2019 and October 8, 2019 Council Workshops,
Council directed that survey responses be provided to Council to determine whether changes to the
Tree Bylaw and/or process were warranted.
Previous to this 2020 Tree Bylaw survey, three other Tree Bylaw update reports had been prepared for
Council to determine whether efficiencies or changes were required to the Tree Bylaw or Tree Permit
process. The first feedback was provided about five years ago on June 07 2015 through a Community
Questionnaire on the Tree Bylaw. The second report was prepared and received by Council on
November 14, 2017 along with some proposed Tree Bylaw amendments. The Tree Bylaw was revised
and updated on December 12, 2017 to help address any concerns or updates required. The third
Tree Bylaw update report was received by Council April 2, 2019.
It was at this last meeting, that Council directed staff to carry out the most recent Tree Bylaw Survey.
In order to address concerns raised by Tree Permit applicants, Council directed that input from all tree
permit applicants and stakeholders be undertaken to determine whether additional updates were
required.
The tree bylaw survey process included input from the following stakeholders:
®
Tree experts that work in the community;
111
Development consultants involved with the tree permit process through development
applications;
•
Land owners and the general public involved with a tree permit over the past two and half
years in addition to comments received and recorded over the past two and half years from
phone conversations, front counter inquiries, emails and from ongoing tree permit application
site visits; and
• Tree permit applicants utilizing the City's website and front counter comments.

DISCUSSION:
Council noted at the April 2, 2019 Workshop that some elements of the tree permit process might
need to .be potentially updated to help improve efficiencies and effectiveness of the Tree Bylaw.
The purpose of the current Tree Bylaw Survey is to hear back from permit applicants and tree permit
stakeholders to identify current strengths and challenges associated with the process.

Tree Bylaw Consultation Results
Overall, there was a good response to the survey with a total of 72 survey forms that were completed
and returned to the City. In addition, there were approximately 20 tree permit application comments
that were submitted over the past two and a half years.
The approved Tree Bylaw Survey questions are found in Appendix A. The Tree Survey results and
written comments are found in Appendix B. This includes a breakdown of written comments into
In general
stakeholder groups including land owners, tree experts, and development applicants.
there were some common themes and feedback from all of the stakeholder groups as well as some
unique perspectives within each of the stakeholder categories. More detailed breakdown of common
and unique feedback based on stakeholder groups can be found in Appendix B.
There were some general themes with respect to likes and dislikes which this report has included
below for Council's consideration. The following is an interpretation of feedback by staff based on the
total numbers of repeated comments received and communications over the past two and half years:
2419016
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1. Efficiency of the Tree Bylaw Process
Overall, the majority of the feedback about overall efficiencies of the Tree Bylaw process was generally
positive. Fourty six percent either strongly agreed or agreed that the process was efficient. Twenty
seven percent were neutral on this question. Combined together, both positive and neutral responses
related to efficiency of the process totaled 73%. Twenty seven (27%) percent of the respondents did
not think the tree permit process was efficient.
The majority of the positive support came largely from non development tree permit applicants
whereby 32/56 responses either agreed or strongly agreed that the process was efficient. In the
general written feedback, the most common written feedback was about how 'helpful and friendly' City
Tree Permit staff were helping applicants through the permit process and how 'straight forward' the
permit process was.
Some residents and tree experts were hoping the City could eventually go to an online tree permit
process. From an efficiency perspective, there was some criticism from a couple of the respondents
about how long it took to carry out an appeal process for permits that were denied and the cost of the
additional arborist reports to satisfy the permit process requirements.

2. Ongoing Pride in Natural Environment but some flexibility required.
There continues to be lots of pride about the natural environment and various benefits trees provides
to the community, neighborhoods, and land owners as a whole. Reason why people moved here.
Important for future generations to enjoy and inherit natural landscapes current generations have.
Forest cover and trees are important for natural beauty but also for recreation, shade, air quality,
habitat for wildlife, local flooding and drainage management, privacy, property values, etc. Also
important to ensure the Tree Bylaw continues to allow land owners to manage routine maintenance
and choose how many trees and which type of trees are appropriate for private lots.

3. Right Tree Right Place.
Larger or significant size trees within smaller urban lots may not be suitable or appropriate for
retention/protection especially if minimum useable yard space or within falling distance of residential
structures. Urban areas likely need better guidance on tree replacement options.
4. Retention or Protection of Trees.
Permit process still mimics more of a tree cutting bylaw rather than a tree protection bylaw. Explore
more effective ways of retaining larger trees especially large clusters of trees on development lands,
within urban areas, and rural lands where possible. Consider better incentives for land owners and
developers, improve standards and requirements for long term survival of protected trees. Provide
more stringent retention requirements for rural lands where cumulative tree clearing still appears to
be taking place.

5. Reduce Permit Time and Fees for Tree Permit Applicants
Some urban non-development tree permit applicants requested opportunity for doing an on line tree
permit process and fee payment. Also for non development urban lots, consider smaller permit fees
for first 3 permit size trees in urban areas since rural area residents get first 10 trees cut for free.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CONSIDERATION:
Although the majority of the survey respondents noted that the permit process was largely efficient
and straight forward in their opinion, if Council is looking for some changes to the permit process that
can help with efficiencies identified in the Tree Bylaw Survey, there are some options below that might
help achieve this.
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Some options may require additional resources that can be addressed through the business planning
process but most options can be handled through inter-departmental assistance.
The following options are recommended for Council's consideration as follows:
Support Additional Public Outreach.

1. Support more public education and outreach on tree bylaw & permit requirements. For
example, develop a municipal communications initiative on the importance of urban forests
and benefits associated with trees, tree canopy cover, how to maintain a tree or plant a
suitable replacement tree, how to choose a good tree professional, update handouts on the
tree permit process for different stakeholders?
Update Tree Permit Appeal Process.
2.

Change tree permit denial and appeal process to support a more timely and cost effective
response. For example, to avoid unnecessary delays waiting for available Council workshop
dates, preparation of staff reports, and mail outs to neighbours, Council could choose a more
efficient option whereby the Director of Planning could initially determine the appeal decision.
Should the Director decide to uphold the permit denial decision, the appeal could still go to
Council with a brief update.

Change Tree Permit Fees.
3.

Reduce resident non-development permit fee for urban areas. Reduce from $50 + $25 per
tree removed, to $50 for first 3 trees, $100 if over 3 trees.

4.
5.

Create an on line application and payment option for the Tree Bylaw Permit process.
No permit fees for cottonwoods, alder or hemlock tree species, unless they are significant
(greater than 70 cm and healthy) or in a watercourse or steep slope protection area. A tree
permit would still be required to track removals and determine if replacements are required.

Update Protection and Replacement Guidelines.
6.
7.

8.

Update replacement tree species guidelines to better fit/ suit size of lot and land uses.
Create clear municipal standards, guidelines, and best practices to improve survival of
protected trees on developable portions of site, especially trees that are supposed to be
retained in exchange density bonus provisions.
Change tree protection fencing standards to include eco-friendly options of metal fencing or
other re-useable types of fencing.

Identify, Measure, and Monitor Tree Bylaw and Tree Permit Performance Results.
9. Support ongoing collaboration and efficiencies between the Parks Operations section and Tree
Bylaw Permit staff to help protect and manage municipal street trees as well as trees on
municipal lands.
10. Explore cost effective ways to identify, measure and monitor tree canopy cover (gains and
losses) across the City and various neighborhoods. This information could help the City
determine if we are meeting and managing tree canopy cover objectives. It can also help keep
track of quantitative and qualitative benefits and cost savings municipal trees are providing.
Some resources may be required through the business planning process for this.
2419016
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ALTERNATIVE RECOMMENDATION:
An alternative recommendation in case Council does not wish to pursue further changes to the Tree
Bylaw or Tree Permit process is as follows :

That the Tree Bylaw Survey and Consultation Update report dated March 31, 2020 be received for
information.
CONCLUSION:
Pursuant to Council direction, the 2020 Tree Bylaw survey was forwarded to al l tree permit applicants,
tree experts, and development consu ltants who have been invo lved in a tree perm it in the past two
and a half years. Of the approximate 1500 applications, 70 survey responses and written comments
were received.
The survey suggests that the majority of respondents felt the process was positive, however comments
were made that suggested there were some improvements that could be made to the Bylaw and
process. As a result of the review, staff have identified ten recommendations that if implemented
could result in increased efficiencies to the Bylaw and process.
It is noted that some of the recommendations can be done fairly quickly (i.e. amendments to the Bylaw,
appeal process, fees, and guidelines), while others will require more time and can be explored or
implemented as part of future work should Council direct staff to do so (i.e. preparation of a scoping
report to discuss opportunities for identifying, measuring and monitoring tree canopy). Lastly, staff
recommend working with the Information Technology Department to establish online application and
fees.
In general, the findings of the Tree Bylaw Survey exercise show that the broader opinion of tree permit
applicants is generally very positive with respect to efficiencies based on the submissions and
feedback received.
A number of minor improvements have been recommended that could be
explored or implemented as part off
re work should Council direct staff to do so.

Prep

Environmental Planner 2

~~.~
Reviewed by:

Reviewed by:

Christine Carter, M.PL, MCIP, RPP
: Planning & Development Services

Concurrence:

Horsman
CHief Administrative Officer

The following appendices are attached hereto:
Appendix A Tree Bylaw Survey
Appendix B Summary of Survey Results and Comments by Stakeholder Group
Appendix C Tree Bylaw Survey written comments
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APPENDIX A

With the assistance of the following tree bylaw survey, the City would like to hear back from the permit
applicants to determine whether additional changes are warranted to the Tree Protection and Management
Bylaw.
Based on feedback from the previous consultation processes, the current Tree Bylaw was intended to
assist community stakeholders with the following issues, opportunities, and objectives:
•
•

•
•
•

Safe & Standardized Practices: To reduce negative impacts both on site and off site from large scale
clearing as well as irresponsible and unsupervised tree cutting practices on small scale sites;
Form and function of significant sized or mature healthy trees: Promote retention of a portion of the
significant and permit size trees on sites where possible especially on new developments to retain form
and character of neighborhoods.
Tree canopy retention balance: retain a minimum tree canopy cover ratio through replanting
requirements to help offset costs to the larger community and taxpayers;
Create a level playing field for tree experts: To help encourage responsible, consistent standard of care
for tree management and cutting practices.
Flexible exemptions and appropriate options for tree permit applicants: No two sites are the same and
landowners st ruggle with different challenges. Develop and promote a cost effective, progressive, and
fair or reasonable Tree Bylaw and permit process for land owners.

Tree Permit Types
Development including subdivisions, town houses,
large scale buildings, or clearcutting or removal of
more than 20 trees

Non Development includes residential lots with no
development permits or building permits

The survey should take approximately 10 minutes to complete. With your feedback, the information
gathered through this survey will inform future discussion put forward to Council for their consideration.
Please take the time to provide your responses and comments so that we can take your opinions into
consideration.
The survey can be completed online here: mapleridge.ca/1878 or a hardcopy can be submitted/mailed to
City Hall (11995 Haney Place, Maple Ridge V2X 6A9). The survey will be available until December 6, 2019.
A copy of the staff report that was presented at Council Workshop on this topic can be viewed here: INSERT
WEBLINK HERE.
We thank you for your cooperation. If you have any questions about the survey, please contact the City of
Maple Ridge Planning Department at planning@mapleridge.ca or by phone 604-467-7341.
The information provided on this survey is being collected in accordance with Section 26(e) of the Freedom of Information and
Protection of Privacy Act for the purpose of planning and evaluating the Tree Bylaw permitting process within the City of Maple
Ridge. If you have any questions about the collection, use or disclosure of this information, please contact Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy staff, at 604-467-7 482 or foi@mapleridge.ca .

•

MAPLE RIDGE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

1. Tell us about yourself. Please select all that apply:
Development Industry Representative (Developer, Consultant, etc.)
0Tree Expert/ Professional (Forester, Arborist, Feller/Contractor)
0Resident
Dother:_ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _

D

2. How have you been involved with the Tree Bylaw permitting process? Please select all that apply:
Development Tree Permit Application
Non Development Tree Permit Application
0Tree Professional
Dother: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D
D

3. In your opinion, is the Tree Bylaw permitting process efficient?

4. Overall, what are your comments or suggestions on the Tree Bylaw permitting and appeal process?

5. If you are a tree professional, how does the Tree Bylaw permitting process in the City of Maple Ridge
compare to other municipalities? What are your suggestions and comments?

Thank You!
We appreciate your feedback, if you have any questions about the survey, please contact the City of Maple Ridge
Planning Department at planning@mapleridge.ca or by phone 604-467-7341 .

•

MAPLE RIDGE
BRITISH COLUMBIA

APPENDIXB
Tree Survey Results
Question One. Tell us about yourself.
(Question 1) Tell us about yourself. Please select all that apply:

ltbtdl

Percentage

DeveloRment Industry Rei:2resentative (Develoi:2er Consultant, etc.)

11%

Tree Expert/ Professional {Forester, Arborist, Feller/Contractor)

8

6%
79%

56

4%

3

100%

72

Resident or general ublic tree ai:2i:2licant
Other (tree permit complainant, strata landscape coordinator)
Total
(Question 1} Tell us about yourself. Please select all that apply:

,-

E:,-

f

• Development Industry
Representative {Developer,
Consultant, etc.)
• Tree Expert/ Professional
(Forester, Arborist,
Feller/Contractor)
• Resident

Other

Question Two. How have you been involved in the tree permit process?
(Question 2) How have you been involved with the Tree Bylaw permitting
process? Please select all that apply:

Develo ment Tree Permit A

lication

, Non Development Tree Permit Application

I Tree Professional
. Other {permit complainants, strata landscape coordinator)

I Total

2419009

Percentage
11%
79%
7% 11

.

3%
100% 11

2:
72 ~
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Question Three. In your opinion, is the Tree Bylaw permitting process efficient
Survey Response. Two responses fo r question th ree were left bla nk so total score is out of 70.

46%

• 32 out of 70
respondents Agree

27%

• 19 out of 70
respondents are Neutral
• 19 out of 70
respon dents Disagree

Combined togethe r, positive and neutra l responses fo r efficiencies totaled 73% wh ich were la rge ly
from tree pe rm it applicants. Althought the survey questions involving written comments did not ask
for feedback on staff, there was lots of positive comments about how helpful City staff were with the
permit process and straight forwa rd the permit process was.
Tree Professionals (Professional Foresters, Arborists & Tree Contractors (5)):

1.

Straight forwa rd pe rmit process and staff are hel pful (3/5)

Residents w ith non-development applications (56):

1.

No complaints, easy process and quick - 23

2. Helpful and flexible staff - 9
Development Industry (5)

1. Tree prot ection permit process fairly straight forward . Staff are really hel pfu l. -3/5

Su rvey results and feedback for both questions four and f ive has also been broken down by
stakeholder group. The most common themes have been highlighted and introduced as part of the
first five items. Staff have identified the total number of common responses where possible for each
stakeholder group. In some cases survey respondents did not reply to specific questions and th is is
reflected in the number of responses for each stakeholder group.
Additional items that received two or less comments were also included in t he summary of feedback .
A copy of the survey results can be found in Appendices B.

Question Four. Overall, what are your comments or suggestions on the Tree Bylaw permit and
appeal process?
Tree Professionals (P rofessi onal Foresters, Arborists & Tree Contractors (5)) :

1.

Stricter clear guidelines needed around protection or when a t ree can be removed (4)

2.

Significant t rees (large and healthy) offer benefits to the community that can take multiple
decades for replacement trees to provide the same benefits. (3)

3. Makes sense to work towards a mu nicipal tree canopy cover performance target t hrough
protection and replacement requirements (3)
2419009
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4.

Tree cutting and clearing too lenient in rural area. Allowing 10 trees per year over a few years
with no permit results in larger scale clearing taking place. Not taking into consideration
potential for blow down on neighboring properties (3)

5.

Should be zero tolerance for topping trees, cutting without permits, & poor pruning jobs. Need
stronger rules for tree professionals having ISA certification to improve practices.(2)

Other themes and comments:

>"

Greater effort should be provided to protect these larger trees where possible, especially on
larger sites where space is available.

>-

Removal of some edge trees can open up an area to potential hazards i.e. blow down. This
applies to developments and non-development sites. Better controls required in these
situations. Good to see effective root protection zones on development sites

Y

Difficult to retain or replace trees on smaller denser urban lots when buildings and impervious
surfaces often take up the entire site.

>"

Include hemlocks over 50cm DBH as part of the potential danger trees with no permit fees if
trees are within striking distance of a structure

>-

Smaller urban lots - right tree right place so protection of significant sized trees on smaller lots
should potentially include emphasis on appropriate replacements instead.

?

Would like ability to submit application and credit card payment on-line

>"

Place more responsibility on arborists and reduce site visit requirements on municipal staff.

>-

Newly planted replacement trees in developments should have appropriate space for root
growth, long term survival, and appropriate fencing and signage around the site.

Residents with non-development applications (56):

1.

No complaints, easy process - 16

2.

Helpful and flexible staff- 9

3.

Residents should be able to manage their own trees or with minimum interference - 5

4.

Enforce on weekends; lots of unpermitted removals happen on weekends - 5

5.

Tall trees in close proximity to homes on small lots not a good mix.

- 3

Other key themes and comments:

>>-

Need more education and outreach to public and professionals regarding permit process.

?

Developers should be held to higher standard to retain more trees, especially larger size clusters

Like cottonwood and alder exemption, should include older hemlocks as well.
of trees if they are significant in size.

>"

New developments can remove trees too easily in rural areas on non ALR lands.

>-

Still effectively a tree removal management bylaw not a tree protection and management
bylaw. Need better protection for trees.

>"' Would like ability to apply and pay on line
>"' Infringement of property rights, should not need a permit to remove trees. Money grab.
>"' Need higher priority for damaged and hazard trees (staff note - these trees already are higher
priority, can often be removed by just sending in picture to staff)
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);>

City should continue to encourage protection and replacement of trees. Needs to keep track of
numbers and performance for tree canopy cover.

);>

Didn't know about appeal process (staff note - all denials are sent a letter outlining the appeal

process)
>" Should not have to pay for dangerous or dead trees (staff note - all dangerous, diseased and
dead trees can be removed without a permit and fee); and
);> Costly with arborist report (staff note -Arborist only required if need confirmation that tree is
high risk or if tree located within protected ESA area)
Development Industry (8)

1.

Tree protection permit process fairly straight forward and staff are helpful (3)

2.

More clarity around removal in close proximity to steep slopes, parks & forest required (2)

3.
4.

More lenience on removals for infill lots and encourage appropriate replacements instead (2)
Inefficient for small subdivision projects to go through a tree management plan. Staff should
rely more on expert opinions with fewer checks (2)

5.

More incentives for protection of significant sized trees and supporting space on medium and
larger size development lots in exchange for greater density. (2)

Other key themes and comments:
);>

tree protection requirements not always clear nor always practical especially for retention of
significant trees around developable portions of a site.

);>

Should not require Arborist; City should provide that service.

Y Tree protection fencing should include more eco-friendly options

>"

Adds costs to development applications. Reduce the fees.

Question 5. If you are a tree professional, how does the Tree Bylaw permitting process in the City of
Maple Ridge compare to other municipalities? What are your suggestions and comments? /(5)
1. Other cities have more restrictions around tree cutting and protection than Maple Ridge.
This is still primarily a tree removal bylaw and not a tree protection bylaw but good to see it
has tree replacement and tree canopy cover requirements.(3)
2. Tree canopy cover targets are a really good idea and some cities are already doing this while
other communities are starting to following suit. (3)
3. Rural areas should require stronger regulations to ensure lands are not being cleared over
time for speculation to make way for future development (2)
4. Better flexibility, tools required in urban infill areas and smaller urban lots to ensure
appropriate protection and replacement takes place. Potential for urban forest management
strategy that is being used by other cities (2); and
5. More standardized certification should be required for arborists and contractors to ensure
appropriate practices taking place (2)
Other key themes and comments

Y

City needs a way to effectively measure, monitor, and manage how the City is doing with its
tree canopy cover over time in certain areas. Also, may want to consider an urban forest
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>"

>"

management strategy like other cities are doing to manage the municipal forests, urban
trees, street trees, and canopy cover targets in the future.
More incentives and stronger regulations required to retain larger clusters of trees in
developments especially where density bonus provisions have been provided. Ensure
appropriate space and mitigation is provided around these clusters for survival.
Either increase number of City arborists to properly administer, manage and enforce the tree
bylaw or place more responsibility onto the tree experts, (foresters/arborists) to manage the
sites and issues.

Comments from Tree Permit applicants and tree experts is also provided below based on feedback
from site visits and correspondence over the past five years since 2015, along with emails to staff
from permit applicants, tree experts, development consultants, and complainants regarding cutting
on neighboring properties. The bulk of this feedback is consistent with what the City heard five
years ago and in the questionnaire completed in 2015/2016.

Ongoing Stakeholder/ Applicant Feedback. Over the past few years, there has been some common
ground with respect to shared concerns and feedback on the tree permit process and tree bylaw.
Some common feedback and comments shared with staff through previous questionnaires, site
visits, and front counter discussions included the following:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Ongoing general support for the current Tree Management Bylaw with respect to protection,
replacement, and management measures especially for development related activity
because trees continue to provide important benefits to the community such as liveability,
climate change resiliency, and natural beauty.
More flexibility required for non development permit applicants in urban areas with smaller
lots to take out significant sized trees or inappropriate tree species.
New development and larger scale tree removal applications within suburban and rural areas
should be required to retain more healthy significant size trees where possible rather than
automatically reverting to replanting or cash in lieu.
Overall, there appears to be less negative impacts and more responsible tree management
practices for new development and non development permit applicants including poor tree
cutting practices by unqualified practioners. This should ultimately help the City, landowners,
and neighbors to reduce potential costs, risks and nuisance issues related to inappropriate
tree clearing and irresponsible tree cutting practices.
Need better strategy, regulations, and incentives to help with protection and/or replacement
measures to deal with ongoing impacts from tree removal that is likely going to take place
within urban infill areas. Consider rezoning requirements and urban forest management
strategies that are being used by other municipalities.
Applaud the City of Maple Ridge efforts to catch up with other municipalities in terms of how
it regulates and manages the urban forest. Tailor it to local context and unique qualities that
residents came to the City for in the first place.
There is increasing knowledge and recognition that urban forests and trees on both public
and private lands provide important benefits, services and cost savings to the local business
community, home owners, various demographic groups at risk from health concerns, and
future generations of citizens. Public interest in creating more green spaces for new area
plans, neighbourhoods, streets, and sites.
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ii:t stop worK brder,cl~use is e·ffective when it comes to.enforcement_a!1d compUance:for development. Surrey
l:llso has· a verv strong bylaw, but t,find that it 1s too lenient'on the development ~ornmunfty and·putiit1Ve to
homeowners try'ini to do ·regular maintenance·on their pro'perties;
Tree Expert/ Professional {Forester, j2 years;Tree
Arborist,
Professional;
Feller/Contractor);Resident;

Neutral

Stricter guidelines for when a tree can be removed. Zero tolerance for topping. Pruning guidelines in bylaw to
allow for warnings and fines to be issued when there are pruning infractions. These fines and letters would
hopefully go to the tree care professional not the homeowner. Mandatory that any tree care worker in
Maple Ridge be ISA certified. This would eliminate a lot of topping and pruning that is happening around the
city. Further incentive to retain trees and large areas of native soil on large lots that are being redeveloped.

ff

I am a resident of maple ridge but am also a bylaw arborist in another municipality. In comparison the city I
work for has a much stronger bylaw but with very different lot sizes and types. We have pruning and topping
guidelines, all work must be by and ISA certified arborist, require arborist reports for all development
regardless of lot size, type or tree size or number. Our bylaw allows us to ticket for numerous offenses. We
have two streams of applicants - resident and non-resident (developer). This allows us to have two different
levels of deposits. Resident applicant deposits cap at $101( where as developers have no cap. Two things I
applaud Maple Ridge for is the tree protection zone of DBH x 18 and all trees planted as part of development
sites are protected. The city I work is has small urban lots where DBH x 6 is our minimum TPZ. I also think
protecting trees that are planted as part of landscape plans for large scale developments is a great way to
regain the lost canopy cover. This is something we would personally really like to change in our city but would
need an amendment through council to do so. A tree bylaw division also needs a minimum of 3 people to
function efficiently. One person to focus solely on paperwork and file management, the other two as arborist
for inspections and permit reviews.

~~e.r~!I, the p~~:11it pr\icess ,straight forwar~ b~t ~o~~ cornpon:nt~ ,af~he :t~:'. byla_~_are ~ess cl~ar; :
··1 N~t .a:.~trong or d~ar as.o~.~E!tJ,:iuti.itipalitres ~i~h resped to. prate.ct~,-°~ e.special!y l~rger trees but much
appeal . b~tt~~t~an .~~_fore:
he',lp,fll'."i~.guiding~~:ro.~~~ tree.pe~mit pro~ess;. Urt?a,n areas·difficult to reta·in trees
M~nici~al's!a~atE: g·t:~~~ at ~r~~idi~g .h.elp ~ri~ d(recti(?~With,~er~i~ p~o~.e~s. :. N~t.'!amiliar."'.~h
pro-ces~ bUt.in _my_ opin}{~ so.~e ft~~(bilit~is rE!9u~i~f . f~~"~:'?~:d~~~l~p~ent.tnalle~ ur~an lqt~·:· __ Mo~e' , . , on·(~ts.wher~:new .devel~p~ent ;cC~rrlng,.bec~~seJ~s~~ic.i~nt ~pace to pr~tec~ or replac7"t'.ees on sites
en:iphasis 011.protectio~,within · fa refer lots a'nd"rePl~cemE!nt Of'appropri~te ~ree species withio smc!ller urban' : since building footi:>rint and surrournding imp€rvio'Us ar:ea take up the m?1jorit\' of the slte: · Some cities hi:ive

:~.e

1:ots o_rdens~ ur~an area~ •. -~r~te~t.f6n 'o(a~pr'~pria~e s~ecles ·a~d ~i.z.ed trees ~ak~s se'ns~ ,fo~ non
develophlent·ahd development sites,ih urban Infill areas. City might want to consider more incentives for
deve.l.opers', an~.. PtO,i>e~y:~·0,n~~s .tC{t'et.ain fa~8E!( duS~e·r.s ·Of ~~~!thy SignifiCa~t ~ized,t~eeS. ~Ut. ~rovide
.sufficient space, and ~r6tect!on.for.Jong term survival .. Den~ity bonus for·tree r:etention should result ir:i ~!ear
benefits nOt liabiHty'f6r City. ,
·
Strongly Agree
Tree Expert/ Professional {Forester, IDevelopment Tree
Permit App!ication;Non
Arborist, Feller/Contractor);
Development Tree
Permit Application;

l have concerns with properties in rural areas being allowed to clear 10 trees a year under 70 cm DBH, no
questions asked. A developer would use this opportunity over several years to clear the property. Even
homeowners will go through the process of clearing their land in anticipation that it will sell to a developer at
higher value. These could be rare or high value trees that don't normally reach a DBH of 70 cm.
Increasing the number of replacement trees with tree DBH and the consideration for pre-existing canopy in
tree replacement count is good. Consider replacement tree numbers per lot size similar to city of Vancouver
as opposed to a percentage per hectare. Smaller lots will have more difficulty with replacements whereas
larger lots have more room for replacements.
This appears to be a Tree Removal Bylaw and not a Tree Protection Bylaw. Maybe I glazed over it. But where
does it state the criteria that must be met for a tree removal to be granted. Most municipalities state that
the tree must meet certain criteria to be granted a removal permit. Ex. conflicts with utilities, hazardous,
deadstanding, etc. You will want to consider placing more that $600 in securities on retained trees as that will
not have much impact with a developer.
Have a mechanism in place for if the removal of a tree is declined and they want to appeal.

·_s:~~

0

~o~fng reqUire~~,n~,5· to .en,;Llr~,~irii~um·g'..een·.s~ace. ~m ;·~t.e-or t~·~.v ~~~~id~' .ne!~hb~.r~·oodJ~v.~1 gr~~n
Sp~Ces for tree re1:.entlon and plantfn~: '·~re'e'.C9nopf:c~ver requ!fem'.~~ts.and performa~·c~ ~ar~~t~ak.es
l'nore sense. If -tbe objective' tsto,meet minimum.tree canOpy cover targets in urban infill areas then the
City might Want to·C~l'1sid~r ~ .w~Y fo measl:lr.e, and· mqnitor thi'.s .

This tree bylaw is having the city take on a lot of the inspections and the city will want to ensure that they are
staffed appropriately. Many cities have instead chosen to put the onus on the project arborist to perform the
inspections with the city arborist only performing spot inspections to ensure compliance. Some cities require
project arborist to perform tree replacement inspections and follow-up inspection at project completion to
ensure compliance. Many are even requiring monthly inspections by project arborist.
Only requiring an arborist report after 5 trees have been removed in an urban area places a lot of liability on
the city. Removal of trees can open up surrounding trees to windthrow.
I would suggest that it be a requirement that the TPB be staked as it will easily be moved during construction
for convenience.
Our municipality has had developers pose as homeowners to clear land for development. I would reccomend
that you ensure that this bylaw is not set up for people to take advantage of this.
I didn't see mention of standards for work within the CRZ of protected trees. Will an arborist need to
supervise this? Are structural roots protected under this bylaw?

Overall the p.er.°:ft appli.cation·process is·verv. g.ood. Perha.ps it's already availa'ble~ but l'd,[.fk~,to be ab~~to
1.!ike 1:bat Cott:o,n'."'oOd .afrc;f Al~~rs'~'.,e exerriJ?t.f~.m ~.ei~~ .c?ns.id~red.a,pr.otec.t~d:sPe~ies; ~lit 11d like .to se~
He.mlock inc!Ude'd .o.n.th'~t list. ·A~ Wf!· kf'l6w, th:ey a~~,the r,:iost prOn·e-to·c~mplete tree failure and 'a1So:or:i~ .of. sub~it ~er~.it~,ohl!ne.·'.Ot~~.r.ryi~n~cipal ~Ytaw~ .de·fine a ~.e.dg.e..{~ore 'th~? 3 tr~es~J.e~s.,t.~;.r 1 ..4111 a~art)'. As
we,.know Cedars can quickly gro'w togreatert~an 20 cm ,and sO-me.prop~rties r:equire ~topping''to mai
thern:, ·when dealing with tOwn!,ouse or apartment col11plE!Xes, other Municipalities miy nOt re(Juire:
per0"~t t~. ren:·ov~- a_~~.ee tha~.'.waS n(?~ P~r:t of the ~~~~in~t}a·n.dsca~e ~Ian. 6r:~f~te~t~l~.uring. co~str~c,
Oyten..h~~.eowh~.rs/1.?~dscap.e com~,i~t~es.pl~n_t. im1,~pr~pf/a~.e.tr9e~.,f~. th:e .~ron~.s.poff Also'. a(! tre(
these compiex:es·sho_u!d be ptbtected; eve,:i under·20 cm dl.iime,ter. Finally, on these i:lt~s, the-~ounci
b~ allowe~.to_rep!ace frees that s~ou!d not have-~een plantetl..i~. th~·fir~t pl~ce.'. ~Oo.~any.time~ we
large Red·maples·planted in 1finger1 beds.that wil!,quic.kly-cauSe damage. tfthese·tr:ee·s are replaced~
lheni·"taUsing'. d~ma'ge' thefe ShO'i.1Jd·be ie·n1ence·w'ith.Perrhittlrig cost ·as foOl~s there" i;· a ·corr;prel)~ns
p'.!antir!g plan. I al.ways app~eciate Michel!e\·q'uicl< resp~nse to
Questions! Everyo.ne I've de'.alt ~i1
been great.
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Resident;

Non Development Tree !Agree
Permit Application;

Reside ht;,

Non pevelof?.melltTfee Disagr~e
Perm.it Application;

Resident;

Non Development Tree I Neutral
Permit Application;

I

Hdh,el' oW~¢f Sit'lce.1974 i9·,MP"W

Rdg~/Resident;

Resident;

Resident;

.

., ... -.

.1:on:ce,.applie.d. f.or tree,,. INuetral

f€!rnova'i'aUe to
'driveway :dalllage: from
roots bLitwas' deriied
even.though I .wante·a
to replant1
Development Tree
Strongly Disagree
Permit Application;

Resident reincival of
dead t(e'6§: i

!Agree

The process was very straightforward. I have no complaints. l went to the Municipal offices and filled out a
hard copy form. Staff was very helpful in filling out the form. I was notified by email that my permit was
ready for pick up and! picked it up at the municipal offices and had the tree professional remove the tree. I
advised the arborist when the tree was removed and the process was complete.
~eutra,r'. is. th~ .pro.~et;spe!l!ng.
., .
... "
.
_
..
,
. .
, _Yo~.·could make 'the proceSs free, if the a:rborist agrees ~ith the r~sident that the tree }n questlon ls d~ad:. or
d<lnger~.,_us~
,
'
Eliminate the permit fee for private residences when less than 3 trees are involved.
NA
Have a process that allows municipal staff to take action on weekends when "illegal" tree removal is reported
to the municipality.
Set up a reporting hot line, that is manned 7 days a week.
When possible encourage or stipulate the planting of new trees { 2 for 1) when a tree is removed .
11

I ~.Ont·k~O~ .e.nough to comment o~ the_ overall progr~m ·nowever all,r~sidehts. shou'.d ~e·.h~!d a_ccb~ntable to INot applicable
follow the r.ufes.- My two neighbours have remove'd trees without permits, one be.ca Use she didn 1t like to
~lean up leaves ~n~. w~~te~ tCHnc~~aS~·her driveway. :"he o~her,recent,lv ~acked up'hertr~e iind·it's '?n her
curb for free pickup On the city's prog"ram. l'don 1t feel this is fair,
·

I think it's ridiculous. As a private property owner, it should be within my own right to remove a tree that is
both impacting public property and private property and utilities lines. I am all for keeping trees and
maintaining our cities green space. But as a homeowner that owns my property I should have the right to
remove a tree from my own yard. The city is doing a very poor job of managing it's green spaces, if the city
wants additional trees then they can plant more in public green spaces and stop forcing owners to abide by
rules that can be downright absurd, especially with regards to a property that is Jess than a ha!f acre.
Smarten up Maple Ridge and get with it.
Many peo'p!e are n(?t aware C?f tHe bylaw and figure that it does not apply to them.
M·or~ educat.iOn fat" ·r~·S(d~rl~ ·~~Cr tree pro/E:!ssi~~~.l; ~h~~}yiapl~- R!dge has a tree byl~y( Came a~roSs
professidhals ~ha~ .~.o~ld cu~ .t~e tr~es ~r,d. I'., ~o~~~~e,~omp.laln·s, then ~~al with the. rules. This-does not give
me tonfidence in the profeSsio~a!s, when they do ho'l:follqw the guidE!lines.

Resident;

Non Development Tree IDisagree
Permit Application;

The tree! removed was leaning significantly as it grew, to the point it was in danger of toppling in strong
winds.
It is a money grab to charge a fee to residents for being proactive to reduce risks of damage or injury. It is no
wonder residents shy away from being safety conscious and just leave things until injuries or damage occurs,
and just let insurance deal with the aftermath. I can see if more than one tree was being removed ...

Resident;

Non Development Tree J Strongly Disagree
Permit Application;

In 2019 we applied for a permit to remove 7 trees from our yard. As part of our application we advised that a
certified arborist (the same one the City uses) had advised that 3 of the trees are a hazard. The City decided
to grant the permit for all the trees except those 3. We will continue to apply for a permit for these 3 trees
as they are a hazard to both our house and our neighbor's house.

,,

I

I

quick and:clear, process

No comment as I only applied once. I have no background against which to place any opinion

I ~as Uhaw.fiE! ofan.app~al prc:,c'ess.
The Permit p(ocess 'was ok.,

·ou~

,~e ,w~Yl_d.·ha~~: l~ked t~.t_ak~ dO~l1 th~ m~re d~t~im~nta·1 :tr~es (n
yard:
f thtnkhotne owners wanting to_p_~Uerthe yard should be-able,tO.take more doWri.

N/A

Resident;

Non Development Tree /Strongly Agree
Permit Application;

I had no problems with the process. Jt was quick and efficient. l had two trees which had to be dealt with.
One was an emergency removal due to winter storm damage. The other was also storm damaged but not an
emergency. The city staff were quick to respond to my enquiries and extremely helpful in explaining the
process. The web page made finding the additional info I needed simple. The current process worked for me
without difficulty.
However, I do note the process for protection of established trees can potentially be subverted. One
probable example is a property being redeveloped further up the street where! !ive. The large tree on the
corner was marked and fenced off to be protected during the construction. However, the developer cut very
deeply into the ground right at the tree fence line, even though the space was not needed on that side to lay
the foundation. The deep cut was left for over a year. Without soil support the tree did not get enough
moisture and died. The old tree has now been cut down. The new mega house has been built and still the
tree has not been replaced. I'm not sure what can be done to prevent tree removal caused by abusing the
tree so it dies, becomes a hazard and then has to be removed but would like to see something to prevent this
type of abuse. ! have seen other instances in Maple Ridge of abuse of a tree in order to facilitate removal
where it would not normally occur.

Resident;

N.on .oe.vel~p~ex:it.;ree ·IAgree
Permit ~ppliCa,tlOn;'.

Ability to· apply. or.pay onl,lry~.

Non Development Tree !Agree
Permit Application;

It went smoothly for me. I've seen many trees cut down in my neighbourhood and have wondered if the
bylaw is really helping save trees. Seems like every new building takes down all the trees on the lot, or ends
up doin~ that .
.~he Pro~ess/or rem~v.in~p~.e '!.erv. n:i~t.~re ,c~~~rtre~-.fr~':1:'11~ P!O~~~y.~as·fair anci ~traight fot~ard:. ·1 1.m
ri~t ~~erl~ fan)llia.: with the pr~ceSs rela.t~d to cfev~!O~~~nt .a~'pl_icat!~n_s, ho.weve.r,.obse.tvi~g fh<)t has
ocCurted with small developments i'n our.neighbourhood and with'larger developments g-Elneral!y, I'm
.Col1cefnei't(t~~~ r<::'stri~t'i~n's apf)e~rt<? ~e 'in_s~ffici~nt and rrlore,monltorfng(fl'lspe~tionS' al"e·(equil"~d'.
had to wait 3 months for dangerous dead tree removal permit.and was to!d there were no other dangerous
later 5 trees fell on roof still dealing with roof

ReSident;

,ve·ry efficient process

Resident;

Overall it was easy process to get permit. The replacement rules are a problem to replace huge trees on a 40
ft. Lot. l'm concerned about roots in my and my neighbors service lines, there is not a lot of room for
growth.

Inot tree professional but have dropped

over 50 myself safely and accurat!ey on my property in the caribo

Resident;

Resident;

lt worked ok.

I

I

For damaged ·or high risk trees the turn around .time for the permit approval needs to be deeriied',a. higher
priority then o~her:s.. ·
Resident;

Non Development Tree fAgree
Permit Application;

The permit was granted based on the tree removal companies assessment. I fee! this is appropriate.
Especially if the employee issuing the permit is not an arborist. The bylaw officer did not visit the property .

ReSlderit;

~on, D~vel.oP~~~t·,!ree· Agr.ee
Permit ApphCafj~n;

.Process.was-ea.Sy,to·follo'v'( and 1.ret'.:eiv:ed desire~ fe~ult.s base;d on t~e information that I provided.

Resident;

Non Development Tree Disagree
Permit Application;

Trees should be looked at through safety first and aesthetics last. Owners should be allowed to maintain the
minimum set trees per lot size and ALSO have a choice to take one down that is becoming too large for the
lot and replace with a new tree to maintain the greenery in the neighbourhood. There are millions of trees in
Maple Ridge and to have these large and potentially hazardous is silly. Why do you need to control our choice
for safety, more light on our property, less cleanup/ maintenance of property, storm sewer problems (leaves
and needles in lines into municipal storm}. This is our City and our choice. Let us decide about our property,
not someone who is paid by us to listen but makes their own decision. This should be a helpful situation and
make a plan to satisfy everyone, not just say no.

N/A

Resl~e,nt;

Nori,DevelOJirlient·Tree
Permit App,licat1on;

Development Industry
Representative (Developer,
Consultant, etc.);

Development Tree
Permit Application;

<':)V~r~!I it waS an'easy pr:otess to get perrriit:

Agree

I had a limited experience, but it was a very good one. In Mar 2017, involving a pair of trees for an initial
demolition on the Burnett development site. I worked with Scott Salsbury (sewers) & Gail Szostek, both of
whom were helpful. For a sewer disconnect, because of the 8ft depth of dig, and its dose proximity to drip
lines, we were required to remove a pair of tall Sitka spruce, for safety purposes. Because those trees are
near street, they would be eventually be removed as they sit on land to be dedicated for public road &
sidewalk. Despite the small permit, there were a few discretionary items, and fortunately, staff had enough
flexibility within the bylaw to be reasonab!e & cooperative, Firstly, there was some internal departmental
confusion on ''"When"' the trees should be felled, and it was resolved that it be done after disconnect, and
immediately after demolition. Secondly, two other trees, distant from the dig, but near the demolition were
also identified for eventual removal for new housing, and staff were cooperative enough to consider waiving
the requirement for temporary tree protection fencing, although out of good faith we erected the fencing.
Year & half later, in that big windstorm In Dec 2018, a tall, 2ft diam Doug Firtopp!ed. It was adjacent to the 2
spruces, who's stumps were left and surrounding ground undisturbed. Fortunately, it fell northward, onto the
now-vacant 11633 Burnett, where the demo'd cottage was sited. It took down our development sign and the
protective fencing, which required replacement & repair. Had it fallen towards the adjacent dwelling, where
children sleep in upper storey bedrooms, it could easily have been fatal. Large native conifers - which have
shallow roots and lack deep taps - belong in contiguous forests, not isolated in urban areas. That is
particularly hazardous in compacted & day-based soils of Maple Ridge. The solution is replanting with 2-3
storey trees such as cherry, dogwood, magnolia, mimosas, lilacs, Jap maples, etc,

Development Industry

The,niain· cohcernwou!d be making·the process too onerous and punitive for future· development which only
~dds.tO t~E!.-end user costs. Th.e city O'lust maintain a praCtical approa"~l:t to ach}eve ·a reiasona61e ba!al1~e.

Neutral

R.~~:~~s~:~~~~i~,f~De~el~1:i'~r'.
Consulfqtit,'-efc.);Resldent;"
Development Industry
Representative (Developer,
Consultant, etc.);ReiJltj~nt;
Development !hdustry

The fees are too high for permits. Replanting is a good idea The weed trees like poplar, alder and others
should have no regulation Also the rule should allow 3 trees per acre per year without a permit
City staff are eX'.cellent.

~e·preSe·nt!3tiVe (DeVelOp~I"~
ConsUlti:lnt, etc.};
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The Tree.Pr:oiection Bylaw is n~_t environmentally ~fficient,:for·example,,,thet~·e prot~.c~ion fencing sta~dai"d
ca·11s·fora plastic m·esh attached to,2x4's to,.surfound an:SPEA or tree protectioh i:one's. lfyou consider the
«1

l,ifespa.~ 'of ~~~.~ti?'ferycirl:g, 99~ ~f ~hich ~/,~.s ~~ 111 ~~e lantjfi,rl ~~~,t'.~~~e:~i"~Orit~:~f.us,~~the·~las,~ic
r~!'hai~i·orl.·eart~ for.-~u~d:~~s.,of t~oy~~i,~s. ofy,~ar~. (f.we_,ch6ose_.n~t t.o·,':f~e .~~isJ7~1?i~g~ t~e risk for
da~agii:,g. t~.ees wo~fd Increase, however W!th PtOP~'r lnstruc,ti~rt frolJI ~~e\J,,( t'n,ana~er'S,'the tr~es may not
Oe~~Ssar:!~ .b~ f~t ~o~rf.<lf ,a fe~ ~rE!~s.~ere acd~enta·Hv:~~t ~o~.~, _the~ cO~ld :be-~~planted an'd. regrow,100,0
times ·over before the protectiorifencing would BEGIN to break down in the landfill.

wny

When co~sid:dng h;e~i~iencies,th~ Who;ep:ctur~ ~hou11.be reflected. on. ff we am trying to s~ve trees;
are we fo,rce.~ ~o··u~~. ~x4'~,~~.d~ of wood to ~ro~ec~tre~~? I~ we._are tl")'ing, to.'retain t(ees a'nd reduce th~
Ci:tls -c~rbo~ ~oo~pri~t1 ~hen wnV._ar~:we force~'.tb Us:e p~trfl~u~ ~.~sed fencif:g?

Ped~~,p~ the~tr~e,_~rotJ~ti~~ f~nc-i~·~is~eC(fi~~t;~~s:shoul~-~:e ~r~·n~~d tO ,reffeet ·~o.~e- ec~~fr1er1~Jy meth~d~,for example: instead of p!astJC and wood,protection .fencing, use reusable rente:d metal fencing, or tebar and

Development Industry
Representative (Developer,
Consultant, etc.);Resident;

Development Tree
Disagree
Permit App!ication;Non
Development Tree
Permit Application;

The Tree Bylaw is inefficient especially on smaller projects. As a developer we are required to obtain an
Arborist and get them to draft a report as to which trees should be retained and which should go. The City
Tree Staff will then respond with their own opinion on the reports and give direction as to how they want the
reports altered to meet their agenda (we've built projects around ornamental hedges which were forced to
be retained and covenanted; this compromises the integrity and purpose of the whole process). Thus, there
seems to be no point in hiring a Tree professional, as the City essentially takes on the liability by suggesting
revisions and protect trees not worth keeping. This makes for a very in-effiencient process because of the
back and fourth between the City and Tree Professionals. The City should trust and rely on the tree
professionals or fully take on the job themselves. In addition, the City should allow for trees to be taken
down which interfere with infill development. The purpose of the re-planting measures within the by-Jaw are
to re-plant trees that are removed. Overall, I would like to see more reliance on the Tree professional's
reports and a softer stance on tree removal if the trees are dangerous, diseased or are affecting the ability to
develop an infill piece of property.

Development,lhd.ustl'y ., ,
Repre'senfati~E! :(oeVe1oper;,
Consultantj:etC,}; 1
Development Industry
Representative (Developer,
Consultant, etc.);
Development lrid-tiStry
Represerltaflve (Dev·e16per1
Consul1:ant;-etc.);.:
·
Development Industry

Development Tree
J:>eir:nitApPlication·;

~ore dar(ty .on Slope areas; non by laW,trees.

Development Tree
Permit Application;

More incentives should be provided for protection on developab!e portion of site

De'veloPmem Tre~
penliit AppliCatfqn;'.'

No c·ornment

Development Tree
Permit Application;

no comment

Consultant, etc.);
Resident;

1":AJas:ne~er !nf~rm~d of.~IJY 11 a~pe~! p'.oces.s','.rega.rdlng~~~.~ w~s ,re.q~ir~~,an~:c~~~¢ed for~o obtain and
Ca_;~·Ou(tre~ r.emoval .on. ~~·,~ro~~~·: Al~9 l.?,~.n 1t ne~.d:a/'1, a,.rb:ori~,~ td:.t~l,l :~~,~~~tis.~ c;0ttonwood or alder:
·hvould ~ugg~st a .copy oHhe free bylaw be' iS~ued atthk tihi-e·a· building pernii1: is' issued.·

I

,,:'

i

Resident;

This is just a money grab by the city to soak residents of yet another tax.

Resident;

seemed to work y,,ell .and:Care· seer'!'led.to'be'takE'ln.tJ:iat.tree '~emoval w~s cat.it(ou~!y lOoke_d a~.

Resident;

I had a very positive experience with City Hall over our concerns and hope to continue that in the future.

:he:tree:·?~,t~w ,st,'.t:>~l~t~~:th~t,(f.a·tre,~·fs ~etnovedt.hat.!t must,be rep!.aced ~ft~..a !oca,~ ~~tiVe. s~e~ies .. Jn,my.
case,' 1 had~ t~~e'.l'e~~v~~:.~lii~H'.p·o~e~·a pOte~tia! ha~ard ~~.my"home; We have a n.urribetOfye::V t~!! firs
.~n? ce.dar~),.n .~n? 0~j~~e'lf t~ o,ur,'p~ope~y., :o·l .afn nOt.su~e why this wa~ deemed ~ecess'~ry. !fwa~,.alf!1o5t
jm~o,s~i~!e :~o_Jind.a' na~Jv~ S~e.~~e~ tree·/~ ·a.ny:ofJ~e .foca.~ n~.r~~ries:·:<r~eyJu.st ?~,n't.sell:the,r:'1. And ,a,tree of
~h~(speci~e·d,si.ze w.o~ld,~e e~Pf:;?Si~.~ ~r.d.~~t.~~~eJv:dt~i:~.u!t·~.~ pJa~~ in o~r yard as 50%.of the y~rd,:is.~~. a
t~.4~·~e~r~~,,s1op~ 1 :an~)t~·~i~~:~a·chl6erytO the,~it~ ~duld: ~~ ifn~o~sible.
The loss of th~- .tree~' cl'f)d·an6ther'.bne tbat came down In a'·w!hd stotm a .few years baCk, has b:e.heflted the
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~~~·~~a::1,~n. on 'th.~ s.lope,:.a.1.l s61t~ 0.f .~hi~g~)i_i-'e. ~bfe

~ci ~~Ow ther~·n~iir.that s~:~~.li~~t. t\~~.·~e~.n 1et.f,n'.. B.efor~

110:thin,g,would.grOw;"ari'd.thesurface would Just get.ril~d:dy ir:t t}:ie rain. Allowing Veg;tat1oh to gr<?W will help
sta~'(!!~~'~,~~},!~J?~·~:·na.~·~e.\'Ei'n:.erO~~O'n::S~~E!ti~~s· r~m~~i;,g, a.·.tre~ c~n_be p~~~fida! t~ ~'~~ e,~v,.~o·~ry,ent'... ,

~-.~.~JU~:~'s~:Y!i:ilthat m~re:c.onside'.~.~i~n n:.eds to be.g(v.en.~.o th-e riature o(thesit~,befor'e ~tipulci:tirig'tha't
ey~n.. ~or~,,~rees. need to be pla.~~ed ~n.~hat ~ite ..if one is r~~o~ed,
;,h?uJd a]~O be s~~e._protectio~ fo.r h~tn,eo~~':!rs ~'. ~ /'l~'.ghbo~:d.oe.s ,no~ ,t~~~ :·r~~p,bt1Stbi)ity~o'. th~
~ealt~ oft.h~!r'ow~:tree~ o·i- t~e d~.mag~.hi~/he!:.~;e~s m~~ ,~q,,tq ~d)~-c~?~pfop~~i~~:} ~~.n;v~ ~hat, a~ it
sta'rids 'n~w, if..my.neighbO'rs:tree falls on my ho'use I ha\Je,llo leg~\ ~ec,~urset~isk:for:damages!-ra11 trees
~nlh~rr:i~s:are·not ·ne:cessarilY ·a1Wavs a.goo~ .m,ix.

1hir~

Resident;

Resident;

Non Development Tree INuetral
Permit Application;

We had to complete this process just for topping a couple of dangerous trees and of course did the necessary
paperwork and steps, however wish to comment on the by!aw itself. It is quite noticeable the significant
amount of tree removal that is taking p!ace in MR's new "development" goals. It appears fairly easy for
developers to completely clear trees just to do close quarter (ie. townhouse) developments. As a resident
trying to maintain personal property it seems unfair to have to go through the hoops just to care for existing
trees when developers can do the process and completely wipe out a grove of trees.

Non Devel.opmerytTree IStrongly Agree
Permit Application; ··

i have twO huge tre~ ii:, b~~w~E!~'On)niddl~ o{tV?o house pl~as·e lf I need ~o trim down half because !
feeling is Jiot safey please l~t me know what happened•one day.will fall down. thanks.

we had to applied to
get a tree cut down;

I think the trees on your own property you have the right to do with it what you want.
I don't believe you need a tree permit
You did not need a permit when you came and trim some of our trees down.

I··
Resident;

·•

N/A

I

I

almost hit m\',,ho'use. ;

I mysE!lfthi_st~-~ tree bylaw is way to much.
Try to P(O~ect the ttees'~nd ~h~, ~,atura_l _~nviro1J~~l1_t1 ?n~ impl°o\~ .~he,efficJ~n-Cl{o(p~rmitt[ng to ~ut the
dangerous trees.

Resident;

Non Development Tree jAgree
Permit Application;

My only connection was to get permission to cut down a large alder tree that was dying & replace it with
another tree. I have no complaints about the process.

-1

Reside'tit;

Agree
Developp'lel)t Tr,ee
Pernilt ApPnC:at10n;
Non Development Tree !Strongly Disagree
Permit App!ication;Tree
Professional;

Worked well form~, Very reasonable,City EnVironlne·nt,Milf\ager~

'2

Just another !ayer of unnecessary City Hall bureaucracy, that pus a further burden on the Tax Payer of this
City. If the existing Planning And Building Departments where doing the job that they are "Tasked" with, this
is a totally unnecessary layer, poor management at the "Top End" of the chain of authority.

-3

Resident;

Better termed as; "Resident Tax
Payer";

IA'tree fell down -and

Nuetral

I have been trimming and pruning trees, hedges, shrubs at my house for over forty-four years with no issues
until this last year. Jam a at that age where it is only wise to hire this work out. I hired an approved arborist
to do the annual pruning, he would not do the work without the City Hall Approval process. My objection to
this process, as a Tax Payer why should I be paying a field bureaucrat to come to my house to inspect and
take pictures of my trees and then assign trimming instructions for a very experienced arborist (very likely a
lot more field experience than the field bureaucrat), and return trip, al! in a City vehicle, an additional
expense to the Tax Payer. Again an example of VERY POOR management at City Hall.

Driving around the City and looking at our once beautiful, wonderful farm land (240th St. as only one
example) torn apart by development is heart breaking, row housing, future slums, developers making Huge
dollars on our once wonderful committee. I would ask the question, where is City Hall's Planning
Department, where is the ALC, I guess "money talks". On the Tree subject, my point being, developers to
have that "Magic Wand" at City Hall for tree removal?$?

I! understand that my approach to this "Tree Bylaw" is of a very negative view, but City Hall must understand
and respect the Tax Payers of this Committee and get the management of this ever growing bureaucracy
under control, creating this additional "Layer" makes NO sense.

R€siden1:;

No,:i_ De_velop!T!ent Tr~e .!Agree

. tirmitApplic~tion;

Resident;

Non Development Tree IStrongly Agree
Permit Application;

Agree

Resi~e.ht;
Resident;

needed a sick and
rotten tree removed;

!Agree

l,have:tr~es --~eidaryarie~y 50%._are-de~d 50%. Jhe By~.aw.sJ-ioUld all~w ~~tt!ng'dow~ ?'.these tre~s Without
having to htre an arborist.· I h'ave tried to save then & have topped 2X.. 1 have'lived with these trees 43 years
but-~lirri~ri:€/Ch'ange- ~ drop jn'th~ Water.table', and drollgbt are killing them. Anyof}e can'te!I they are dying.

-4

I appreciated that they give me an extension ohime to p!ant replacement trees since the local nurseries
were low on choices of trees in early spring.
I think a 30' high tree should qualify for 1 tree instead of 1/2 tree on a city residential !ot. Trees are very
important for our health & beauty & /environment.
Thank you for letting me take the tree down when the roots grew to our perimeter drain of house.

-5

I found the ·pi-ocess '1:need~d to,navigi:!fe.through worked better.than (th,ought: We sought advice ard
assistan~e froin free bt9f~~'~iCJ_~~-l~:~hich ~_elped 01:1t-enormo~sly.
For my case a bit of a waste oftime. this involved a small tree and the feller insisted I get a permit to cut it
down. Later, the city arborist came to check the size, and city refunded my $50.00

06

INote: The size of the tree can not always be determined by looking on the aereal photographs at City Hall
(7)

Resident;

Resident;

INon Development Tree

St~ongly Disagree

~errrilt'Appl(c,iitio!')J

~he tre~. by!~.W is·too rest~i~tiv~; te?~1e:!tY~tr~e,~1 ·1 l?V~}~es-,b~t\:':e/!. do nofwant the~ too close to the
house onoo rr:,uch·work qr potent'ial hazzari lf:l"don 1Jv.iant tao.. manY:trees:in·mvvard the should ,not be a
restriction.,Than,kyoLI·. The "feplac8merit~" rL.le Of'lO,trees to rePlaCe ONE is' ridicUJous.

Non Development Tree Nuetral

Tree-man applied on my behalf- I knew there was a bylaw but knew none of the rules.

·8

J

Permit Application;

Resid~nt;

Strata;Resident;

Ncin De'1'.el6pment'Tree:,! Nuetral
p~r~it Applica'tlOn;

IDevelopment Tree
problem trees;

have no chdice to take. 1t do.wn; fo~~~fety:rec1Soll's.

Strongly Agree

In order to obtain a permit we had to hire an arborist to identify at risk trees. This was very expensive. One
wonders why the City arborist could not have peliormed this function for our "at risk" trees.

-111

Nuetral

I don't.have enough E!xperlence in,the,prOcess;'tlot enough treeS:taken down.
Had to buy a permit to take a tree down then pay hundreds$$ of dollars for replacement trees. Our
neighbour has a tree dropping needles, pollen buds etc all over our driveway and cars but wil! not buy a
_e_ermit to remove the tree!!

-12
-13

Permit Application;

Resident;
Resident;

·101

I fee[ that if you have,a ttee,thatiS,dangerous or unhElalthy,you.shou!d. r:igt have to pay a permit fe'e. Y6u

Strongly Disagree

No·t· ~.!ear.Ex. ~r:1.P!i:>·n· s.~ an tre~s.req.uir.•.,,~.e.rm
.. ·.1.t exc.e~t··.wh.Eir~:.ex.~ni.A.,tJo.1'1~ ap. ply •.~hen _la~t line:::: up to 10 , !Sub. mitted by Lome Sh1ith,, 26728 Fe,rguson ave" Maple Ridge
p·ermit tr'ees/yr on rural lots if >.5 ha, trees .. , .Why.are they called 10}permie trees.~ does.this'mean one still {14)
~ee~s permit? alth.ough' it says.theyci~~ 1~.: ~~.ssi~l,y·def!_~f~.~r~i~'.~r.e~s .f~,r,th!s ..sta~~~e~.t ..~.lso .not..clear - if
la~d in ALR & to be.used forfarming PurposeS·is tni3o% 'canOpyc~ver ~ai;_,"ed?, I thin trees Within 4 - 5
!1)eters·ofstructures shou!d b9:·waivi,q., Possibly 70 cm tree sit.e al!crWan~e is a blt ·get"!erous:

Resident;

Non Development Tree IDisagree
Permit Application;

On standard sized residential !ots, it was ridiculous that we were required to get permission to remove a
prob!em tree on our own land, in a well established area with plenty of existing trees around. Friends were
here from Australia (homeowners) at the time and they were astounded that a $SO permit was required and
that we had to wait for an arborists's "permission". When the arborist did come to survey the tree she pulled
up in her car and didn't get out. So she was just confirming we had the tree? After we planted a replacement
tree and sent in photo to verify, we never received a response. So this is just a make-work project and waste
of tax-payer dollars.

Re!~ident;

Non Developrr:,ent Tree "I Nuetral

J see this process as an eroSion o,f homeoWnE!rs'·pr6Perfy fights. lft~f·:1dty"-needs to iricrease the canopy
start with'their own pr;pertie~ and ·a!So Work.With·neW,develbpfrl~fits;· i'cbuld see"a .use-for thls process if

there.w.as a ,~ay to'ens·~~e pr,ap:er·~af~ty ~~as~r~S:~r~ b.e'ing Used·~o "fall":a··~Ubstant!artree,_ln m~
?xw:!r_!enCe th,!=! City o~-Maple,~id~:e .has.b~en:ri:~.~.~ ~ealis~·i~ in. t~~ir exPe.cta~i~ns.,t~~n. ~n~ther City I h~v~
wOrked with a.rid Mic~elle yvas extremely'gopd to,.Work:With'·ancf.suppor:ted both, the·eXistiOg bylaw and the'
r0'sident5' neeClsLdesires.
"
,
,
,
The staff and the fees made the process very difficult

Resident;

Str9ngly Disagree

It.should, respe~t private pr6perty ~fghts as.being the para~O~nt cri~eria-,lr,·decfsion making process.

Strongly Disagree

The city should respect private property rights.

l,h.id second groWth hemlock65'-85 1 high near my houSe showirig sign's.of.dying. T~eywere dangerous in my
vJ,ew'., I n.e.ed."effi ~. Pe~~i.t tO re~.OV~ t~·e~ ·be~aus~ ~heY were·twt c~~~l~te!y dead'.'! live ~n ~~~~age {3 acres)
l)alf of.It treed'. 1'don1tthink applying.yOurexisting pdlicy is fairfo~ someone' in:my cirCumstartce,

-15

I think it worked well for everyone involved but it was costly with an arborist. As a single lot holder I think
going forward any single lot owner should be able to cut down any 1 tree on their lot each year with a permit
as long as it is replaced. Any size tree.

-16

for two verv. rude ~ree "exp~rts~'., to .t.en ~~·~~~i .1,~.1.re~,~~, .~~e-~:. }_h~.t..t~.~.:~i:o~.!~_m .o,ak tree o~ _mv
t,:.o'p~:f:y.was.con.sidered ~~o big to rem~ve ~~c~use o;,t~~,~~laW.:!h.ei'. re~son?~e Canopy was ~~eded. B,ut
tfi~\r co~!c:in't tel} me, lf th.e tree was· siSk or ~n~,afe~' 11~~ b.e:e·n ~ayi~g.taxes. ~~-'Ma~!~ Ridg_e fol" de~adi::s + ~Y
par~nts'Paid taxes here for,decades befoM rne. Ahd yet,.wheh I want a hlgh.n~isance tree removed, the TREE
iS iTior~ im.E_ortanttha'll ME.

!;~~!~}~?

I~ta (1~(

Tree Bylaw Survey for Permitting Process - long Form Answer Matrix (Question 4)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I think the bylaw is very confusing for most people, and it too lenient in the rural area. The <70 cm DBH no permit clause makes no sense
and is damn near impossible to enforce.
Stricter guidelines for when a tree can be removed. Zero tolerance for topping. Pruning guidelines in bylaw to allow for warnings and
fines to be issued when there are pruning infractions. These fines and letters would hopefully go to the tree care professional not the
homeowner. Mandatory that any tree care worker in Maple Ridge be ISA certified. This would eliminate a lot ohopping and pruning
that is happening around the city. Further incentive to retain trees and large areas of native soil on large lots that are being redeveloped.
I have concerns with properties in rural areas being allowed to clear 10 trees a year under 70 cm DBH, no questions asked. A developer
would use this opportunity over several years to clear the property. Even homeowners will go through the process of clearing their land
in anticipation that it will sell to a developer at higher value. These could be rare or high value trees that don't normally reach a DBH of
70cm.
Increasing the number of replacement trees with tree DBH and the consideration for pre-existing canopy in tree replacement count is
good. Consider replacement tree numbers per lot size similar to city of Vancouver as opposed to a percentage per hectare. Smaller lots
will have more difficulty with replacements whereas larger lots have more room for replacements.
This appears to be a Tree Removal Bylaw and not a Tree Protection Bylaw. Maybe I glazed over it. But where does it state the criteria
that must be met for a tree removal to be granted. Most municipalities state that the tree must meet certain criteria to be granted a
removal permit. Ex. conflicts with utilities, hazardous, deadstanding, etc. You will want to consider placing more that $600 in securities
oh retained trees as that will not have much impact with a developer.
Have a mechanism in place for if the removal of a tree is declined and they want to appeal.

The process was very straightforward. I have no complaints. I went to the Municipal offices and filled out a hard copy form. Staff was
very helpful in filling out the form. I was notified by email that my permit was ready for pick up and I picked it up at the municipal offices
and had the tree professional remove the tree. I advised the arborist when the tree was removed and the process was complete.
"Neutral" is the proper spelling.
You could make the process free, if the arborist agrees with the resident that the tree in question is dead, or dangerous.
Eliminate the permit fee for private residences when less than 3 trees are involved.
Have a process that allows municipal staff to take action on weekends when "illegal" tree removal is reported to the municipality.
Set up a reporting hot line, that is manned 7 days a week.
When possible encourage or stipulate the planting of new trees ( 2 for 1) when a tree is removed.
I dont know enough to comment on the overall program however all residents should be held accountable to follow the rules. My two
neighbours have removed trees without permits, one because she didn't like to clean up leaves and wanted to increase her driveway.
The other recently hacked up her tree and it's on her curb for free pickup on the city's program. I don't feel this is fair.
I think it's ridiculous. As a private property owner, it should be within my own right to remove a tree that is both impacting public
property and private property and utilities lines. I am all for keeping trees and maintaining our cities green space. But as a homeowner
that owns my property I should have the right to remove a tree from my own yard. The city is doing a very poor job of managing it's
green spaces, if the city wants additional trees then they can plant more in public green spaces and stop forcing owners to abide by rules
that can be downright absurd, especially with regards to a property that is less than a half acre. Smarten up Maple Ridge and get with it.
Many people are not aware of the bylaw and figure that it does not apply to them.

9

More education for resident and tree professionals that Maple Ridge has a tree bylaw. Came across professionals that would cut the
trees and if someone complains, then deal with the rules. This does not give me confidence in the professionals, when they do not
follow the guidelines.

The tree I removed was leaning significantly as it grew, to the point it was in danger of toppling in strong winds.
It is a money grab to charge a fee to residents for being proactive to reduce risks of damage or injury. It is no wonder residents shy away
10
from being safety conscious and just leave things until injuries or damage occurs, and just let insurance deal with the aftermath. I can
see if more than one tree was being removed ....

11

12

I like that Cottonwood and Alders are exempt from being considered a protected species, but I'd like to see Hemlock included 011 that
list. As we know they are the most prone to complete tree failure and also one of the pioneer species.
In 2019 we applied for a permit to remove 7 trees from our yard. As part of our application we advised that a certified arborist (the
same one the City uses) had advised that 3 of the trees are a hazard. The City decided to grant the permit for all the trees except those
3. We will continue to apply for a permit for these 3 trees as they are a hazard to both our house and our neighbor's house.

13 quick and clear process

14

No comment as I only applied once. I have no background against which to place any opinion
I was unaware of an appeal process.

15

The permit process was ok.
We would have liked to take down the more detrimental trees in our yard.
I think home owners wanting to better the yard should be able to take more down.
I had no problems with the process. It was quick and efficient. I had two trees which had to be dealt with. One was an emergency
removal due to winter storm damage. The other was also storm damaged but not an emergency. The city staff were quick to respond
to my enquiries and extremely helpful in explaining the process. The web page made finding the additional info I needed simple. The
current process worked for me without difficulty.

16

However, I do note the process for protection of established trees can potentially be subverted. One probable example is a property
being redeveloped further up the street where I live. The large tree on the corner was marked and fenced off to be protected during the
construction. However, the developer cut very deeply into the ground right at the tree fence line, even though the space was not
needed on that side to lay the foundation. The deep cut was left for over a year. Without soil support the tree did not get enough
moisture and died. The old tree has now been cut down. The new mega house has been built and still the tree has not been replaced.
I'm not sure what can be done to prevent tree removal caused by abusing the tree so it dies, becomes a hazard and then has to be
removed but would like to see something to prevent this type of abuse. I have seen other instances in Maple Ridge of abuse of a tree in
order to facilitate removal where it would not normally occur.

17
18

Ability to apply or pay online.
It went smoothly for me. I've seen many trees cut down in my neighbourhood and have wondered if the bylaw is really helping save
trees. Seems like every new building takes down all the trees on the lot, or ends up doing that.
the process for removing one very mature cedar tree from my property was fair and straight forward. I'm not overly familiar with the

19

process related to development applications, however, observing what has occurred with small developments in our neighbourhood
and with larger developments generally, I'm concerned that restrictions appear to be insufficient and more monitoring/inspections are
required.

20

had to wait 3 months for dangerous dead tree removal permit.and was told there were no other dangerous later 5 trees fell on roof still
dealing with roof

21

very efficient process

22

Overall it was easy process to get permit. The replacement rules are a problem to replace huge trees on a 40 ft. Lot. I'm concerned
about roots in my and my neighbors service lines, there is not a lot of room for growth.

23
24
25
26
27

N/A
It worked ok.
For damaged or high risk trees the turn around time for the permit approval needs to be deemed a higher priority then others.
The permit was granted based on the tree removal companies assessment. I feel this is appropriate. Especially if the employee issuing
the permit is not an arborist. The bylaw officer did not visit the property.
Process was easy to follow and I received desired results based on the information that I provided.
Trees should be looked at through safety first and aesthetics last. Owners should be allowed to maintain the minimum set trees per lot
size and ALSO have a choice to take one down that is becoming too large for the lot and replace with a new tree to maintain the
greenery in the neighbourhood. There are millions of trees in Maple Ridge and to have these large and potentially hazardous is silly.

28

Why do you need to control our choice for safety, more light on our property, less cleanup/ maintenance of property, storm sewer
problems {leaves and needles in lines into municipal storm). This is our City and our choice. Let us decide about our property, not
someone who is paid by us to listen but makes their own decision. This should be a helpful situation and make a plan to satisfy
everyone, not just say no.

City staff are excellent.
The Tree Protection Bylaw is not environmentally efficient. For example, the tree protection fencing standard calls for a plastic mesh
attached to 2x4's to surround all SPEA or tree protection zones. If you consider the lifespan of plastic fencing, 99% of which ends up in
the landfill after several months of use, the plastic remains on earth for hundreds of thousands of years. If we choose not to use this
fencing, the risk for damaging trees would increase, however with proper instruction from crew managers, the trees may not necessarily
be cut down. If a few trees were accidentally cut down, they could be replanted and regrow 1000 times over before the protection
fencing would BEGIN to break down in the landfill.
29
When considering inefficiencies, the whole picture should be reflected on. lfwe are trying to save trees, why are we forced to use 2x4's
made of wood to protect trees? If we are trying to retain trees and reduce the City's carbon footprint, then why are we forced to use
petroleum based fencing?
Perhaps the tree protection fencing specifications should be changed to reflect more eco-friendly methods, for example: instead of
plastic and wood protection fencing, use reusable rented metal fencing, or rebar and flagging tape, or traffic cones, or burlap fencing?

30 N/A
31 More clarity on slope areas, non by law trees.
I was never informed of any "appeal process" regarding what was required and charged for to obtain and carry out tree removal on my
32 property. Also I don't need an arborist to tell me what is a cottonwood or alder. I would suggest a copy of the tree bylaw be issued at the
time a building permit is issued.
33 This is just a money grab by the city to soak residents of yet another tax.
34 seemed to work well and care seemed to be taken that tree removal was cautiously looked at.
The tree bylaw stipulates that if a tree is removed that it must be replaced with a local species. In my case, I had a tree removed which
posed a potential hazard to my home. We have a number of very tall firs and cedars on and adjacent to our property, so I am not sure
why this was deemed necessary. It was almost impossible to find a native species tree in any of the local nurseries. They just don't sell
them. And a tree of the specified size would be expensive and extremely difficult to plant in our yard as 50% of the yard is on a 30 to 45
degree slope, and getting machinery to the site would be impossible.
The loss of the tree, and another one that came down in a wind storm a few years back, has benefited the vegetation on the slope, all
sorts of things are able to grow there now that some light has been let in. Before nothing would grow, and the surface would just get
muddy in the rain. Allowing vegetation to grow will help stabilize the slope and prevent erosion. Sometimes removing a tree can be
35 beneficial to the environment.
I am just saying that more consideration needs to be given to the nature of the site before stipulating that even more trees need to be
planted on that site if one is removed.
There should also be some protection for homeowners if a neighbor does not take responsibility for the health of their own trees or the
damage his/her trees may do to adjacent properties. I believe that, as it stands now, if my neighbors tree falls on my house I have no
legal recourse to ask for damages. Tall trees and homes are not necessarily always a good mix.

The Tree Bylaw is inefficient especially on smaller projects. As a developer we are required to obtain an Arborist and get them to draft a
report as to which trees should be retained and which should go. The City Tree Staff will then respond with their own opinion on the
reports and give direction as to how they want the reports altered to meet their agenda (we've built projects around ornamental hedges
which were forced to be retained and covenanted; this compromises the integrity and purpose of the whole process). Thus, there
seems to be no point in hiring a Tree professional, as the City essentially takes on the liability by suggesting revisions and protect trees
not worth keeping. This makes for a very in-effiencient process because of the back and fourth between the City and Tree Professionals.
36
The City should trust and rely on the tree professionals or fully take on the job themselves. In addition, the City should allow for trees to
be taken down which interfere with infill development. The purpose of the re-planting measures within the by-law are to re-plant trees
that are removed. Overall, I would like to see more reliance on the Tree professional's reports and a softer stance on tree removal ifthe
trees are dangerous, diseased or are affecting the ability to develop an infill piece of property.

We had to complete this process just for topping a couple of dangerous trees and of course did the necessary paperwork and steps,
however wish to comment on the bylaw itself. It is quite noticeable the significant amount of tree removal that is taking place in MR's
new "development" goals. It appears fairly easy for developers to completely clear trees just to do close quarter (ie. townhouse)
37
developments. As a resident trying to maintain personal property it seems unfair to have to go through the hoops just to care for
existing trees when developers can do the process and completely wipe out a grove of trees.

38

I have two huge tree in between on middle of two house please if I need to trim down half because I feeling is not safey please let
me know what happened one day will fall down thanks

I think the trees on your own property you have the right to do with it what you want.
I don't believe you need a tree permit
39

You did not need a permit when you came and trim some of our trees down.
I myself this the tree bylaw is way to much.

40

Try to protect the trees and the natural environment, and improve the efficiency of permitting to cut the dangerous trees.

41
42
43

My only connection was to get permission to cut down a large alder tree that was dying & replace it with another tree. I have no
complaints about the process.
Worked well for me. Very reasonable City Environment Manager.
I had a limited experience, but it was a very good one. In Mar 2017, involving a pair of trees for an initial demolition on the Burnett
development site. I worked with Scott Salsbury (sewers) & Gail Szostek, both of whom were helpful. For a sewer disconnect, because of
the 8ft depth of dig, and its close proximity to drip lines, we were required to remove a pair of tall Sitka spruce, for safety purposes.
Because those trees are near street, they would be eventually be removed as they sit on land to be dedicated for public road & sidewalk.
Despite the small permit, there were a few discretionary items, and fortunately, staff had enough flexibility within the bylaw to be
reasonable & cooperative. Firstly, there was some internal departmental confusion on -when- the trees should be felled, and it was
resolved that it be done after disconnect, and immediately after demolition.
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Secondly, two other trees, distant from the dig, but near the demolition were also identified for eventual removal for new housing, and
staff were cooperative enough to consider waiving the requirement for temporary tree protection fencing, although out of good faith
we erected the fencing.
Year & half later, in that big windstorm In Dec 2018, a tall, 2ft diam Doug Fir toppled. It was adjacent to the 2 spruces, who's stumps
were left and surrounding ground undisturbed. Fortunately, it fell northward, onto the now-vacant 11633 Burnett, where the demo'd
cottage was sited. It took down our development sign and the protective fencing, which required replacement & repair. Had it fallen
towards the adjacent dwelling, where children sleep in upper storey bedrooms, it could easily have been fatal. Large native conifers which have shallow roots and lack deep taps - belong in contiguous forests, not isolated in urban areas. That is particularly hazardous in
compacted & clay-based soils of Maple Ridge. The solution is replanting with 2-3 storey trees such as cherry, dogwood, magnolia,
mimosas, lilacs, Jap maples, etc.

Just another layer of unnecessary City Hall bureaucracy, that pus a further burden on the Tax Payer of this City. If the existing Planning
And Building Departments where doing the job that they are "Tasked" with, this is a totally unnecessary layer, poor management at the
"Top End" of the chain of authority.
I have been trimming and pruning trees, hedges, shrubs at my house for over forty-four years with no issues until this last year. I am a at
that age where it is only wise to hire this work out. I hired an approved arborist to do the annual pruning, he would not do the work
without the City Hall Approval process. My objection to this process, as a Tax Payer why should I be paying a field bureaucrat to come to
my house to inspect and take pictures of my trees and then assign trimming instructions for a very experienced arborist (very likely a lot
more field experience than the field bureaucrat), and return trip, all in a City vehicle, an additional expense to the Tax Payer. Again an
example of VERY POOR management at City Hall.
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Driving around the City and looking at our once beautiful, wonderful farm land {240th St. as only one example) torn apart by
development is heart breaking, row housing, future slums, developers making Huge dollars on our once wonderful committee. I would
ask the question, where is City Hall's Planning Department, where is the ALC, I guess "money talks". On the Tree subject, my point
being, developers to have that "Magic Wand" at City Hall for tree removal?$?
I understand that my approach to this "Tree Bylaw" is of a very negative view, but City Hall must understand and respect the Tax Payers
of this Committee and get the management of this ever growing bureaucracy under control, creating this additional "Layer" makes NO
sense.
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I have trees - Cedar variety 50% are dead 50%. The Bylaw should allow cutting down of these trees without having to hire an arborist. I
have tried to save then & have topped 2X. I have lived with these trees 43 years but climate change - a drop in the water table, and
drought are killing them. Anyone can tell they are dying.

I appreciated that they give me an extension of time to plant replacement trees since the local nurseries were low on choices of trees in
early spring.
47

I think a 30'.high tree should qualify for 1 tree instead of 1/2 tree on a city residential lot. Trees are very important for our health &
beauty & /environment.
Thank you for letting me take the tree down when the roots grew to our perimeter drain of house.
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I found the process I needed to navigate through worked better than I thought. We sought advice and assistance from tree
professionals which helped out enormously.
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For my case a bit of a waste of time. this involved a small tree and the feller insisted I get a permit to cut it down. Later, the city arborist
came to check the size, and city refunded my $50.00
The tree bylaw is too restrictive. People love trees, I love trees but we/I do not want them too close to the house or too much work or
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potential hazzard. If I don't want too many trees in my yard the should not be a restriction. Thank you. The "replacement" rule of 10
trees to replace ONE is ridiculous.
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Tree-man applied on my behalf - I knew there was a bylaw but knew none of the rules.
I feel that if you have a tree that is dangerous or unhealthy you should not have to pay a permit fee. You have no choice to take it down,
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for safety reasons.
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In order to obtain a permit we had to hire an arborist to identify at risk trees. This was very expensive. One wonders why the City
arborist could not have performed this function for our "at risk" trees.
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I don't have enough experience in the process; not enough trees taken down.
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Had to buy a permit to take a tree down then pay hundreds$$ of dollars for replacement trees. Our neighbour has a tree dropping
needles, pollen buds etc all over our driveway and cars but will not buy a permit to remove the tree!!
Not clear Exemptions - all trees require permit except where exemptions apply. Then last line= up to 10 permit trees/yr on rural lots if
>.5 ha, trees ... Why are they called 10 'permit' trees - does this mean one still needs permit? although it says they don't. Possibly
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define 'permit' trees for this statement also not clear - if land in ALR & to be used for farming purposes is the 30% canopy cover waived?
I thin trees within 4 - 5 meters of structures should be waived. Possibly 70 cm tree size allowance is a bit generous.

On standard sized residential lots, it was ridiculous that we were required to get permission to remove a problem tree on our own land,
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in a well established area with plenty of existing trees around. Friends were here from Australia (homeowners) at the time and they
were astounded that a $50 permit was required and that we had to wait for an arborists's "permission". When the arborist did come to
survey the tree she pulled up in her car and didn't get out. So she was just confirming we had the tree? After we planted a replacement
tree and sent in photo to verify, we never received a response. So this is just a make-work project and waste of tax-payer dollars.
I see this process as an erosion of homeowners' property rights. If the "city" needs to increase the canopy start with their own
properties and also work with new developments. I could see a use for this process if there was a way to ensure proper safety measures
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are being used to "fall" a substantial tree. In my experience the City of Maple Ridge has been more realistic in their expectations than
another City I have worked with and Michelle was extremely good to work with and supported both the existing bylaw and the
residents' needs/desires.
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The fees are too high for permits Replanting is a good idea The weed trees like poplar, alder and others should have no regulation Also
the rule area should allow 3 trees per acre per year without a permit
The staff and the fees made the process very difficult
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It should respect private property rights as being the paramount criteria in decision making process.
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The city should respect private property rights.
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The main concern would be making the process too onerous and punitive for future development which only adds to the end user costs.
The city must maintain a practical approach to achieve a reasonable balance.
I had second growth hemlock 65'-85' high near my house showing signs of dying. They were dangerous in my view. I needed a permit to
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remove them because they were not completely dead. I live on acerage (3 acres) half of it treed. I don't think applying your existing
policy is fair for someone in my drcumstance.
I think it worked well for everyone involved but it was costly with an arborist. As a single lot holder I think going forward any single lot
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owner should be able to cut down any 1 tree on their lot each year with a permit as long as it is replaced. Any size tree.
I paid $50 for two very rude tree "experts" to tell me what I alre<:1dy knew. - that the problei:n oak tree on my property was considered
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too big to remove because of the bylaw. Their reason: the canopy was needed. But they couldn't tell me if the tree was sick or unsafe.
I've been paying taxes in Maple Ridge for decades+ my parents paid taxes here for decades before me. And yet, when I want a high
nuisance tree removed, the TREE is more important than ME.

City of Maple Ridge
His Worship Mayor Michael Morden

TO:

and Members of Council

MEETING DATE:
FILE NO:
MEETING:

FROM:

Chi ef Administrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Employment Lands: Update on Yennadon Lands process

March 31, 2020
2016-195-CP
Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
On June 18, 2019, staff provided a verbal update to Council on the outcomes of the June 6, 2019
Workshop with Yennadon Landowners, namely that there were strong levels of support for an
employment future - although some expressed interest only in the OCP amendment and not in
redeveloping their properties in the short term.
At the June 18, 2019 Council meeting, Council directed staff to unpertake an employment land use
redesignation process and consultation strategy for the Yennadon Lands. As of the June 18, 2019
Council meeting, Council directed that any new applications, or those already in-stream that have not
reached third reading, be deferred until any potential OCP amendments are presented at Public
Hearing and given third reading, with the exception of applications that propose future employment
land uses.
This report provides an update on the Yennadon Lands Redesignation process including the proposed
community engagement process and next steps.

RECOMMENDATION:

For information only.
1.0 CONTEXT:

1.1

Background

At the May 10, 2016 Council meeting, staff were directed to initiate a process to redesignate 13
subject properties generally located at 128th Avenue and 232nd Street (hereafter referred to as the
Yennadon Lands - See area map in Appendix A) towards an employment land use designation. The
direction was in keeping with the City's Commercial & Industrial Strategy: 2012-2042, which could
facilitate the creation of a unique opportunity for a campus-style business park in the future.
On April 16, 2019 staff provided Council with a general update on an Employment Lands Process
underway in the City of Maple Ridge, which included a focus on the suitability of the Yennadon Lands
for future employment purposes. At that meeting, the Yennadon Lands were referred back to staff to
meet with the landowners to assess their interest for the lands.
A Landowners Workshop was held at Yennadon Elementary on June 6, 2019 from 6 - 8pm. Twelve
letters were sent out to the landowners, representing all 13 properties, inviting them to attend. At the
Workshop, 18 people attended representing 11 of the properties.
On June 18, 2019, staff provided a verbal update to Council on the outcomes of the June 6, 2019
Workshop with Yennadon Landowners, namely that there were strong levels of support for an
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employment future - although some expressed interest only in the OCP amendment and not in
redeveloping their properties in the short term.
Key questions from the property owners were related to:
•
•
•
•

The timing of the redesignation process going forward;
Clarity on the steps in an employment land use redesignation process;
The criteria which will be used as the basis for making future land use decisions and evaluating
each property; and
Information on the difference between an employment land use process and individual OCP /
Rezoning applications, as some interest was expressed in pursuing a shared OCP/Rezoning
application should the employment land use process not proceed .

At the June 18, 2019 Council meeting, Council directed staff to undertake an employment land use
redesignation process and consultation strategy for the Yennadon Lands (See Appendix B for a copy
of Council Workshop Resolution). As of the June 18, 2019 Council meeting, Council directed that any
new applications, or those already in-stream that have not reached third reading, be deferred until any
potential OCP amendments are presented at Public Hearing and given third reading, with the exception
of applications that propose future employment land uses.
1.2

Site Description

The Yennadon Lands are comprised of 13 properties. They range in size from 0.5 ha (1.5 acres) to 4
ha (10 acres). The total land area is 25.4 hectares (63 acres). The subject properties are located
outside of and adjacent to the City's Urban Area Boundary, but are largely within the Region's Urban
Containment Boundary (see Section 5.1 for additional details).
The existing uses on the lands range from single family use to vacant underutilized lands, according
to BC Assessment data. The properties abut urban single family development on the west and south
boundaries; Agricultural Land Reserve to the east and north, and suburban single family lots on the
north side of 128 Avenue. A historic commercial node as well as Yennadon Elementary School are
located within 200-400 m of the subject properties.
Currently, the subject properties are designated Agricultural in the OCP and are zoned RS-3 (One
Family Rural Residential) and RS-2 (One Family Suburban Residential). All of the properties, except
one property located near the northeast corner of the area, are located outside the Agricultural Land
Reserve (see Section 5.2 for additional details).
2.0 DISCUSSION
2.1

Proposed Employment Land Redesignation Process

As discussed on June 18, 2019 the general steps of the Yennadon Lands Redesignation process would
be to:
1. Review suitable and sensitive employment land uses.
2. Discuss possible employment visions with the community.
3. Outline potential land use policy and regulatory amendments

ll9lll\9lla8~ll9
_____.6...___. .,
We are here!
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2.2

Work-to-Date

With increasing interest in the Yennadon Lands Redesignation process, staff have been fielding
questions from interested community members, relevant professionals and landowners since fall
2019. An e-mail distribution list is established for interested community members to register, who will
receive regular updates throughout the process.
It should be noted that Council Policy 6.30, which outlines the decision-making framework for
undertaking an area planning process, sets a limit of only undertaking one area planning process at a
time. However, in 2019 the Planning Department was able to accommodate two area planning
processes concurrently by using consulting firms. The North East Albion Area Planning process and
the Lougheed Transit Corridor Study. Work on both of these area planning processes continued into
the late fall of 2019. While the North East Albion Concept Plan was endorsed by Council on October 1,
2019, the Lougheed Transit Corridor Concept Plan is still in draft form with an update to Council
scheduled for May 12, 2020. With much of the work being completed on the North East Albion and
Lougheed Corridor concept plans, Planning staff turned their attention to the Yennadon Lands process
in early 2020.
Throughout early 2020, staff have been reviewing background information relevant to the Yennadon
Lands Redesignation process. MVH Urban Planning & Design Inc. has been engaged to assist with the
community engagement process, which will consist of two workshops, a charette, and a public open
house with complementary community questionnaire. Staff have set up an Interdepartmental Working
Group to inform this planning process and to assist the consultant with the community engagement
activities.
As of the completion date for this report, a workshop for the Interdepartmental Working Group,
scheduled for March 25th, was intended to proceed with social distancing measures put into place for
the consultant and staff. The intent of this workshop is to discuss an initial site assessment and
construct a framework that will form the preliminary concepts and background material for the
proposed community engagement events. The outcomes of the Interdepartmental Working Group will
be reported to Council at the March 31, 2020 Council Workshop.
2.3

Proposed Community Engagement Process

Following the Interdepartmental Working Group's meeting with the consultant, the following
community engagement activities are anticipated to take place over an approximate two to three
month period:
e

Workshop with Landowners
o Will further determine support for the employment lands redesignation process as
well as examine ideas, opportunities and challenges associated with the Yennadon
Lands.
o Landowners will be invited by email and/or through the post.

•

Workshop with Community Members
o Will discuss possible concerns, ideas and buffer considerations for the Yennadon
Lands. Key participants will include the members from the development and real
estate industries, local business community, adjacent landowners, as well as local
area residents and community members at large.
o Participants will be invited via regular City of Maple Ridge communication channels,
including posting material in the local newspaper, providing social media and online
announcements, as well as sending invites to Stakeholder groups, including those on
the e-mail distribution list.
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e

Open House to review Concepts
o Following the two workshops, the consultant team will develop concept drawings and
supporting information necessary for a Public Open House. The intent of the Open
House will be to ensure a broad outreach and feedback loop from the various
stakeholders from their review of the Concepts.
o Community invitation will involve regular City of Maple Ridge communication
channels, including posting material in the local newspaper, providing social media
and on line announcements, as well as sending invites and updates to those on theemail distribution list.

Results of the Open House will be folded into a Summary Report and presented to Council.

2.4

Next Steps

Next steps in the proposed engagement process will be to announce the two Workshop Dates and
open the registration process. Public notification will involve regular City of Maple Ridge
communication channels, including posting material in the local newspaper, providing social media
and on line announcements, as well as sending invites and updates to those on the e-mail distribution
list. The City's Employment-related webpages will also be kept up-to-date to keep the community
informed of the process.
This public process will commence once public gatherings are permitted. In the interim, background
work is being done to advance a plan for this area.

3.0 STRATEGIC ALIGNMENT
Implementing strategic plans related to local infrastructure and the economy, including the City's
commercial and industrial land base, is a Council priority as established under its Growth pillar of the
2019-2022 City of Maple Ridge Strategic Plan.

4.0 POLICY IMPLICATIONS
The Yennadon Lands are located outside of, and adjacent to, the City's Urban Area Boundary (UAB).
The adjacency of the properties to the existing UAB lends itself to the possible expansion of the
Boundary at this location.
The proposed OCP land use redesignation of the Yennadon Lands to an employment future is
supported through the recommendations of the Commercial & Industrial Strategy and the existing
industrial policies in the OCP. OCP policies 6-41 and 6-42 speak to identifying additional employment
lands within the City, and sets out compatibility criteria used to determine feasibility of new
employment land. Specifically, the subject properties align with the intent of the current OCP policies
for inclusion as employment lands, as the lands are generally flat, have access to an arterial and
collector roadways, and servicing runs adjacent to the properties.
While new applications are deferred pending the area planning process, applications proposing
employment uses will be brought to Council for consideration. Application 2019-119-RZ (12791 232
Street) received first reading on July 9, 2019 for the development of a two storey commercial building
at the corner of 128th / 232nd Street. This application will be able to come before Council for
consideration of second reading, irrespective of the timeline for Yennadon Lands public consultation
process.
Application 2019-119-RZ, as well as any future employment development applications in this area,
are required to undergo a municipal rezoning process, at which time the applicant would need to
undertake more detailed studies of the area. Such studies may include, but not be limited to,
2418525
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geotechnical assessments, servicing and infrastructure studies, agricultural impact assessments,
significant tree and habitat assessments, etc.; all to ensure that any future proposed land uses do not
negatively impact existing soils, groundwater, and habitats. As well, future applicants may also be
required to obtain a development permit to regulate the form and character of new buildings.

5.0 INTERGOVERNMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
5.1 Metro Vancouver
The Regional Growth Strategy (RGS), titled "Metro Vancouver 2040: Shaping Our Future", manages
growth by establishing growth boundaries throughout the region.
The Yennadon Lands are largely located within the Region's Urban Containment Boundary, but are
located outside of the Region's Fraser Sewerage Area, which delineates properties that are able to
connect to the regional sanitary system (see Appendix C for the Region's Urban Containment
Boundary). An application by the City, to the Greater Vancouver Sewerage & Drainage District Board,
is required to achieve to achieve regional approval to include the Yennadon Lands within the Fraser
Sewerage Area for more intensive employment activities to take place at this site. This would occur as
part of the bylaw amendment process following the community consultation process.
Two properties in the northeast corner of the Yennadon Lands are currently outside of the Region's
Urban Containment Boundary. These properties will require a land use designation change at the
Metro Vancouver level as well as an adjustment to the Urban Containment Boundary to permit
employment uses.
In the fall of 2019, the City submitted formal requests to Metro Vancouver for permission for both
properties to connect to the sanitary sewer system. One is in the preliminary stage of a rezoning
application and the other is an active farm wishing to connect to the existing sewer fronting their
property on 128 Ave due to the age and condition of their 50 year old onsite septic system

5.2 Agricultural Land Commission
In 2004, the Agricultural Land Commission permitted 12 of the 13 Yennadon Land properties to be
removed from the Agriculture Land Reserve. This was a voluntary process, so only those property
owners that chose to participate went through the exclusion process. As such, one property in the
northeast corner of the Yennadon Lands will need to go through the ALC exclusion process to permit
employment uses on that site.

6.0 INTERDEPARTMENTAL IMPLICATIONS
Community Planning staff have been working collaboratively with our Development & Environment
colleagues as well as with Engineering, Parks, Recreation & Culture, Building and Economic
Development staff, on the pursuit of employment opportunities at the Yennadon Lands. It is
anticipated that these departments will continue to be involved throughout the Yennadon Lands
Redesignation process. Additionally, staff from the Communications Department will continue to
provide support with community outreach and communication initiatives.
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7 .0 FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The ongoing pursuit of employment lands, specifically with the Yennadon Lands, is included in the
Planning Department 2020 Work Program . While it is expected that much of the planning work wil l be
completed in-house, outside consultant resources will be required to assist with the engagement
efforts and the creation of the land use concepts. Such consultant work will be accommodated through
existing internal budgets.

CONCLUSION:
On June 18, 2019, staff provided a verbal update to Council on the outcomes of the June 6, 2019
Workshop with Yennadon Landowners. Council then directed staff to undertake an employment land
use redesignat ion process and consultation strategy for the Yennadon Lands. Th is report provides an
update on the Yennadon Lands Redesignation process, including the community engagement
activities anticipated to take place over an approximate two to three month period (i.e. Workshop with
Landowners; Workshop with Community Members; and Open House to review Concepts).
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APPENDIX B
Appendix B

City of Maple Ridge
Council Workshop Resolution - Item 4.1 - June 18, 2019

That staff be directed to undertake an employment land use redesignation process and consultation
strategy for the Yennadon Lands, located generally at 128th Avenue and 232nd Street;
That new applications, or those already in-stream (unless reached third reading), be deferred until
any potential OCP amendments are presented at Public Hearing and given third reading, with the
exception of applications that propose future employment land uses; and
That, in respect of Section 4 75 of the Local Government Act, requirement for consultation during the
development or amendment of an Official Community Plan, Council must consider whether
consultation is required with specifically:
i.
The Board of the Regional District in which the area covered by the plan is located, in the case
of a Municipal Official Community Plan;
ii.

The Board of any Regional District that is adjacent to the area covered by the plan;

iii.

The Council of any municipality that is adjacent to the area covered by the plan;

iv.

First Nations;

v.

Boards of Education, Greater Boards and Improvements District Boards; and

vi.

The Provincial and Federal Governments and their agencies.

and in that regard it is recommended that the only additional consultation to be required in respect
of this matter beyond the early posting of the proposed Official Community Plan amendments on the
City's website, together with an invitation to the public to comment, is the undertaking of a public
consultation process in support of an "Employment Land Use Redesignation Process: Yennadon
Lands".
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City of Maple Ridge

mapleridge.ca
TO:

His Worshi p Mayor Michael Morden
and Members of Council

FROM:

Chief Ad ministrative Officer

SUBJECT:

Interim Report - Purchasing Policy 5.45

MEETING DATE:
FILE NO:
MEETING:

March 31, 2020
01-0340-50
Council Workshop

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
At the Council Workshop held on May 7, 2019, Council approved a recommendation "That the
Purchasing Policy 5.45 be revised as discussed in the staff report dated May 7, 2019 and brought
back for Council consideration".
The purpose of th is this interim report is two-fold :
1. As an interim measure, and to support business continuity in the near term, that Council adopt
the recommended changes to the Acquisition Dollar Amount Approval Thresholds.
2. To provide Counci l with an overview of recommended changes to the Purchasing Policy
specifically related to the threshold for publically advertised bids, the acquisition approval
threshold, and to provide Council an opportunity for feedback prior to staff bringing an updated
policy forward for adoption.
It recommended that thresholds for the acquisition approval amounts requiring Council authorization
be increased from $150,000 to $2.5 Million, for those procurement contracts that are within
established budgets. A quarterly procurement report will be provided to Counci l to ensure the process
will continue to be transparent and Council fully informed. The threshold for the Chief Administrative
Officer would be adjusted to less than $2.5 million, General Managers to $500,000 and Directors to
$75,000.

RECOMMENDATION:
That Council adopt the recommended changes to the Acquisition Dollar Amount Approval Thresholds
as an interim measure; and further
That the recommendations noted in the staff report dated March 31, 2020, titled "Interim Report Purchasing Policy 5.45" be approved and that staff bring forward an updated Purchasing Policy for
Council consideration.

a) Background and Discussion:
At the Council Workshop held on May 7, 2019, Council approved the recommendation "That the
Purchasing Policy 5.45 be revised as discussed in the staff report dated May 7, 2019 and brought
back for Council consideration".
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4.7

As outlined in the May report, the process of updating the policy involved researching what other
municipalities are doing, reviewing the work of the AGLG, and meeting with key departments to
seek their input. We wanted to know what was currently working well, where the pressure points
were and if there were other areas of concern . Those meetings have been completed and the
following general themes emerged:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

An increase in acquisition approval thresholds is desired;
The process to award contracts is exhaustive - requiring multiple approvals levels;
The bidding process through to contracting is extremely lengthy, increasing costs and risk
of delay in project delivery;
The threshold for direct awarding of consulting services contracts is too low;
Recognition of limited department resources in Purchasing;
Additional efforts are necessary in streamlining the procurement process utilizing existing
methods such as standing offers agreements, prequalified vendors, and term renewal
options;
Staff are appreciative of the support through the procurement process, and consistent
feedback from the Purchasing staff.

As a result of the research it was evident that a more comprehensive, modernized Purchasing
Policy would be required to achieve the desired efficiencies and alignment with best practices.
Of particular note are the recommended changes to the Purchasing Policy which are specifically
related to the threshold for publically advertised bids and the acquisition approval thresholds. Due
to the significant changes being recommended, the intent of this report is to provide Council with
an update on the process, highlight the changes being recommended by staff, and to afford
Council an opportunity for feedback prior to bringing an updated policy forward for adoption.
The following list provides a summary of the recommended changes to the Purchasing Policy
related to:

1) Thresholds for Publically Advertised Bids
The New West Partnership Trade Agreement (NWPTA), the Canadian Free Trade Agreement (CFTA)
and the Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agreement (CETA) have had a direct impact on the
City's procurement process. Our current policy requires that a public bid process be undertaken
for all purchases over $100,000, and it is recommended that this be revised to require a public
process for purchases of goods & services of $75,000 or more and for construction of $200,000
or more. In addition, trade agreements assess the initial contract value and include optional
renewal years to assess the bid advertising threshold, whereas current Policy considers the annual
value of the contract. The policy threshold revisions for publically advertised bids will align with
the established minimum limits prescribed by NWPTA to ensure compliance and to avoid confusion
during the procurement process.

2) Consulting Services and Professional Services Contracts
Consulting and professional services contracts will be awarded on the basis of demonstrated
competence and qualifications for the type of services to be rendered. Staff are required to
evaluate proposals by pre-established criteria with the recommendation of award to the firm that
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presents the best value to the City. Under our current Policy staff are permitted, with their General
Managers approval, to direct award consulting and professional services contracts valued less
than $20,000. Following discussions with departments and research of other like sized
municipalities it is recommended that this be increased to $50,000. This will permit staff to better
meet operational needs, increase efficiencies and is consistent with other municipalities such as
the City of Abbotsford, City of New West and the City of Victoria.

3) Schedule A - Acquisition Dollar Amount Approval Threshold
The acquisition thresholds set in our current Purchasing Policy refers to the approvals required for
various dollar values of procurement. Other than in the case of emergencies, budget approval is
required before procurement begins.
Following discussions with departments, the desire for increased efficiency, timeliness and
reduction of risks within the procurement process was consistent feedback from key departments.
Increasing these thresholds will be of significant added value for the efficient delivery of
procurement projects and services.
Data compiled by the BC Municipal Purchasing Group indicates that 40% of local governments do
not require Council approval of a contract for procurement of goods, services and construction,
regardless of the value, providing that the project and contract value is within the approved
financial plan. Those local governments are: City of Coquitlam, Township of Langley, City of New
Westminster, City of North Vancouver, District of North Vancouver, City of Port Coquitlam, City of
Port Moody, City of Victoria and District of West Vancouver. Staff view this as a best practice for
like sized municipalities, however there is a recognition that adopting this approach would be a
significant philosophical shift in practice for the City, consequently staff are not recommending we
adopt this approach at this time.
At present, the Purchasing Policy requires Council approval for the award of a procurement
contract valued at $150,000 and over, and staff recommend adopting a more conservative
approach and increase this to $2.5 million, providing the related project is included in the
approved financial plan. The approval threshold for the Chief Administrative Officer would be
adjusted to less than $2.5 million, General Managers to $500,000 and Directors to $75,000.
This closely aligns with Metro Vancouver and City of Vancouver which have set limits that range in
excess of $2 million.
In order to ensure the continuation of openness and transparency,
information regarding procurement contracts valued between $150,000 and $2.5 million would
be provided to Council in a quarterly report and continue to be included in the existing Contract
and Agreements Registry. In this way, the process will continue to be transparent and Council
fully informed.
The primary advantage of this approach is that it will increase the ability of staff to deliver
procurement services in an efficient and timely manner when awarding contracts, reduce risks in
the procurement process while remaining transparent. Council will continue to rely on the
expertise of staff involved in the procurement process, together with the approval of the CAO at
the higher acquisition approval threshold, to select a vendor based on the process set out in the
solicitation document (if applicable)/or based on market research and purchasing expertise, which
in turn will provide for Council to increase its effective governance.
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Given the emerging pandemic response, adopting the recommended increases to the approval
thresholds on an interim level will allow for further efficiencies in maintaining day to day business
during the pandemic response.

b) Strategic Alignment:
The objective is to ensure that the Purchasing Policy aligns with the city's objectives and to ensu re
that the delivery model presented will function effectively and efficiently, minimize risks to the City,
while ensuring transparency.

c) Citizen/Customer Implications:
Implementing this change will ensure that the procurement of goods, services and construction by
staff continues to provide best value for the use of public funds.

d) Interdepartmental Implications:
Departments will collaborate with Purchasing to assist in cataloging procurement contract data on
a quarterly basis to ensure timely reporting to Council.

e) Business Plan/Financial Implications:
The recommended change to the procurement approval threshold contemplated for the updated
Purchasing Policy suggests the discussion around the capital program during business planning
will need to change. The impacts of this have been discussed with the Chief Financial Officer to
ensure that the changes can be achieved.
Recommendations of award of a procurement contract that exceed approved financial plan will
continue to require Council approval prior to award.

f)

Policy Implications:
These recommended changes will bring City practices into alignment with applicable trade
agreements and benefit from increasing efficiencies through the adoption of modernized
practices.

g) Alternatives:

An alternative, which staff view as a best practice for like sized municipalities, is to forego the
requirement for acquisition approval by Council for procurement that is within the approved
financial plan. Staff are not recommending this approach at t his time as there is a recognition
t hat this alternative would be a significant philosophical shift in practice.
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CONCLUSION:
The advantage of an updated policy incorporating the recommendations outlined in this report include
effective governance, opportunities for increased efficiencies, reduction in risk while maintaining an
open and transparent procurement process.

Prepared by:

Daniela Mikes, SCMP, CRM
Manager of Procurement

Approved by:

Catherine Nolan, CPA, CGA
Corporate Controller

Concurrence:

Christina Crabtree
Acting General Manager Corporate Services
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